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ABSTRACT 

Title of the Thesis 

Experimental investigation on vibration response of misaligned rotors connected by 

flexible mechanical coupling with parallel and angular misalignment 

Abstract 
 

The rotary machines utilize mechanical couplings between the drive and load. A common 

malfunction that happens is shaft misalignment. This happens when the load gets unbalanced 

during assembly or in course of operation.  The reason could be   incorrect machine 

assembly, thermal distortion or asymmetry in load. However, during assembly, care must be 

taken to keep it within a tolerable limit. The alignment condition of the machines varies 

because of the asymmetry in loads, thermal distortion, unequal foundation settlement, and 

various other static loadings. It leads to the development of reactive forces in the coupling 

and is often a major cause of vibration and brings to poor efficiency of the rotating machines, 

which in turn culminates in failure. It will be helpful during diagnosis to have a meticulous 

study of the vibration characteristics on misalignments 

 

To study the dynamics of misaligned rotors, a setup is modelled and constructed. The setup 

is modelled to replicate a bigger rotor dynamics machine and fabricated for experimentation 

in the laboratory. Investigation is carried out to study the effect of provoked misalignments 

between the rotors using flexible couplings that are used in high precision CNC and 

automated machines.  

 

The present research also carries a steady-state vibration reaction on an integer fraction of 

the initial bending Natural Frequency (NF). The first four fundamental natural frequencies 

are calculated using MATLAB code and the conventional energy method for the misaligned 

rotor. Additionally, the effects of Parallel Misalignments (PM), Angular Misalignments 

(AM) and a combination of AM and PM are analyzed. 

 

In this work, the effects of complex alignment are studied through the well-balanced 

designed test rig in two perpendicular planes. The test rig is ensured at a bare minimum level 



 

x 

 

of vibration by taking care of fabrication and assembly. A programmable Variable 

Frequency Drive (VFD) is used to control the speed of the rig. The test rig facilitates easy 

axis shifting from the coupling which is considered under the effect of misalignment. Further 

measurements of vibration level in all three directions (Radial horizontal, Radial vertical, 

and Axial) are recorded using a triaxial vibration sensor. The range of maximum and 

minimum vibration is analyzed through a Run-up and Run-down test of the rig at a speed 

from 500 to 3000 rpm and 3000 to 500 rpm. Further, the experiments are carried out 

using instrumentations like the Rotary Torque sensor (0-100N-m) and Triaxial 

Accelerometer (0-20 G). An attempt is made to detect misalignment by the torque variation. 

Here, utilizing the theoretical relationship between the deflection factor and harmonic 

bending force generated on a formed test rig, the torque and power surge are simulated. The 

theoretical torque and the measured torque for various conditions of misalignment are 

compared. 

 

For the final phase of the experiment on combined misalignment, Responses Surface 

Methodology (RSM) is used to design the set of experiments. Aimed at the data analysis, a 

statistical design centered upon the RSM is presented with various quadratic regressions for 

a response like torque and peak acceleration (RMS peak) in the horizontal, vertical and axial 

directions. The outcomes are plotted utilizing the Box-Behnken (BB) model. This is to 

perform a simplified economical study that exhibits when a preventive in addition to the 

predictive methodology can be well applied in the instance of misalignment. Mathematical 

equations, response surface and contour plots were used to show the interactions and discuss 

the results in a graphic model. The models presented can be used for condition monitoring 

of flexible coupling in automation and servo-controlled rotating machines. Further the 

results of two commercially available flexible couplings are also presented which can be 

useful to the industry for the selection of the type of coupling. 

Keywords 

Parallel misalignment, Angular misalignment, Combined misalignment, Fast Fourier 

Transformation(FFT), ANOVA, Response Surface Methodology (RSM), Design of 

Experiments (DoE), Fault analysis, online diagnostic approaches, sensors, vibrations 
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CHAPTER - 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Introduction 

A large variety of mechanical instruments are used in our day-to-day life as well as 

industries. The use of revolving machines has occupied different space of instrumentation 

such as atomization, robotization, flying, material, petrochemical, control plants etc. Rotating 

machines are also a major part of any production or process plants etc. It is the basic 

requirement to screen the rotating machines continuously for proper working conditions. This 

will avoid an unnecessary breakdown during dynamic working and will demand 

less maintenance cost. In long run, machines eventually get into a defective condition in the 

course of running time due to various factors affecting the dynamically rotating elements. 

 

Rotating machines contain a many special elements, each of which must be defined in order 

to withstand a variety of operating conditions in the  active structures in a fly motor 

application must maintain the machine's rigidity while it operates in a variety of unique 

conditions and movements. A conventional gas turbine motor, on the other hand, includes at 

least one rotating shaft with bladed discs that are in charge of either compressing air or 

extracting energy from a mixture of air and fuel depletion. The rotor framework generates the 

control or push for these. A shaft on the gas turbine motor rotor segment connects the large 

multistage compressors and turbines. 

 

The defective conditions in rotary machines which are more inclined to set in due course of 

time are recorded as unbalance, misalignment, looseness of assembly, inadequate lubrication 

and improper heat dissipation, etc. As a matter of fact, the study of the dynamic response of 

rotating components, known as rotor dynamics, is critical. Rotor systems can vibrate 

longitudinally, resulting in rotor extension or compression. Torsionally, which is an 

oscillation of the twist of a rotor, they can also vibrate. Lateral vibrations of a rotor system 

are the most important and difficult to understand. In contrast to a simple beam, the rotor 

system's rotation and gyroscopic moments produce lateral motion that can be visualized as an 
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orbit. Understanding the lateral vibrations of a rotor system is critical for a machine's stable 

and safe operation. It is important to understand and avoid critical operating speeds. It is also 

important in jet engine applications to ensure proper deflections in order to keep 

corresponding clearances. 

 

This area is constantly progressing, owing largely to the consistent demand from the power 

generation and automation industries. Rotating machinery is becoming faster and lighter with 

advancement in engineering and material technology, as well as the requirement to run for 

longer period of time. Because of the high dynamic application of rotating elements, it has 

become critical that fault detection, location, and analysis play an important role in the field 

of rotor dynamics. 

 

Early literature for vibration-based condition monitoring was mostly used for detecting 

bearing faults and unbalance. One of the faults overlooked and less discussed was 

misalignment. In the majority of cases, prime movers used in industry are electrical motors 

coupled with output systems. Around 40% of annual maintenance cost is spent to tackle the 

problem of misalignment in the case of rotating machinery if not monitored properly (Bhave 

S, 1982) [1].  

 

This research work analyses shaft misalignment in order to devise a cost effective solution. 

After unbalance, it is the second most common malfunction. It could be caused by poor 

machine assembly, thermal distortion, or asymmetry in the applied load. Because perfect 

alignment between rotor shafts is never practicable, a misalignment is almost always present 

in machine trains. It may, however, be within an acceptable limit. Differential thermal growth 

of machines, asymmetry in applied loads, unequal foundation settlement and other factors can 

all disrupt the machine's alignment condition. This level of excess misalignment is 

detrimental to the rotating machines. Misalignment is estimated to cause over 70% of the 

rotating machinery vibration problems as stated by S.R. Bognatz (1995) [2]. 

 

Rotating machines utilize mechanical couplings between the drive and load. There can be one 

or multiple rotors, which can be integrated using either rigid or flexible couplings. A common 

malfunction that happens after load unbalance in rotating machines is shaft misalignment. 
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Misalignment in the shaft occurs due to incorrect assembling of the machine, thermal 

distortion together with asymmetry in load. Therefore during assembly, care must be taken to 

keep the alignment within a tolerable limit. The alignment condition of the machines changes 

because of unequal foundation settlement and various other static loading conditions. All of 

these lead to the development of reactive forces in the coupling and is often a major cause of 

vibration. This creates poor efficiency of the rotating machines, which in turn culminates to 

failure. It will be helpful during diagnosis to have a meticulous study about the vibration 

characteristics due to misalignments. 

 

In the present work, an attempt is made to study the dynamics of misaligned rotors on a setup 

which is modeled and constructed. The setup is to replicate a bigger rotor dynamics machine 

for experimentation in laboratory. Investigation is carried out on the effect of provoked 

misalignments between the rotors using flexible couplings that are used in high precision 

CNC and automated machines.  The models presented can be used for condition monitoring 

of flexible coupling in automations and servo controlled rotating machines without the use of 

sophisticated signal processing techniques. Further the results of two commercially available 

flexible couplings are also presented which can be useful for the selection of the type of 

coupling. This study presents effective and less expensive technique for the detection of 

misalignment in highly precision machineries with flexible coupling. 

 

1.1 Condition Monitoring  

 

The measurement of various parameters related to the mechanical condition of the machine 

(such as vibration, bearing temperature, oil pressure, oil debris, and performance) allows one 

to determine whether the machine is in good or bad mechanical condition. If the mechanical 

condition is poor, condition monitoring allows to locate the source of the problem. 

 

According to Lees (A. W. 2003) [3], for many years, condition monitoring has advanced 

substantially but relatively incremental improvements to data analysis algorithms. Response 

recognition methods for rotating machinery condition monitoring are well established and are 

capable of detecting and classifying a wide range of faults. There are some faults that are 

difficult to identify and locate. A spatial model of the machine is required to locate these 
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faults. In the current decade, many such accurate models are being presented in order to 

enhance the practicality of condition monitoring. As with any model, the required accuracy is 

determined by the application to which the model is laid to. 

 

Condition monitoring has a wide variety of interpretations, ranging from a subjective 

judgment based on measurements to the use of advanced signal processing on plant data to 

form the basis of maintenance scheduling. It is now inevitable and desirable, to adopt 

advanced signal processing for high-value types of equipment. Though this creates concerns 

about the quantity and quality of data necessary, the main objective is to glean the most 

information from the measurement data at hand. 

 

As per (El-Mongy, H. H. & Younes, Y. K., 2018) [4], Condition monitoring has been always 

applied by engineers on machines that have been taken out of service that exhibit excessive 

noise and/or vibration or show a marked deterioration in performance. The reduction of false 

alarms with the identification and diagnosis of developing defects have been the focus of 

attention. This is possible with the rise in processing power. 

 

In the past, checking a machine for any type of fault thresholds and indicators required non-

invasive measurements, visual inspections, scheduled tests and performance statistics, which 

are carried out at pre-set or predetermined intervals. Instead condition-based monitoring 

looks at likely failure modes and associated signs that keep monitoring the health of the 

machine. 

 

Vibration analysis and monitoring, oil analysis and temperature tracking are typical examples 

of condition-based monitoring. Sensors collect real-time data, giving a continuous way to test 

and monitor asset health. The operations team, fleet managers, and the maintenance 

departments of industries can benefit greatly from this data. 

 

Condition-based maintenance seeks to predict impending equipment failure so that proactive 

maintenance can be planned as and when it is required, not before. Predictive maintenance 

and preventative maintenance differ in several ways because of this. Strategies for preventive 

maintenance rely on carrying out specific tasks according to a predetermined timetable. The 
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actual schedule may be based on usage time or a combination of the two. For instance, the 

schedule can specify that an oil change should be performed every 10,000 cycles or that a 

component should be changed every six months [4]. No matter how much life the lubricants 

or parts have left, this schedule is strictly adhered to. Figure 1.1 gives a comparison of 

condition monitoring and planned monitoring maintenance. 

 

To summarize the use of condition-based monitoring is generally to increase the intervals 

between maintenance shutdowns. Thus maintenance is only performed when it is necessary 

and has the potential to save costs. The recent advancements in condition monitoring, along 

with the development of signal processing and artificial intelligence techniques, have made it 

possible to use it more successfully. In many locations, condition monitoring is still being 

developed. Researchers have focused their attention towards to automation, sensitivity, and 

cost (J.D Campbell, 1995) [5]. 

 

 

 

FIGURE1.1 Comparison between planned maintenance and condition based monitoring. 

Source [The Importance of Condition Based Monitoring | Prometheus Group] 

 

 

https://www.prometheusgroup.com/posts/the-importance-of-condition-based-monitoring
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1.2 Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) based Condition Based Monitoring 

 

The IIoT has altered the feasibility of condition-based monitoring. The assets have sensors 

installed that can continuously analyze vibration, oil and temperature changes. As a result, 

fewer manual tests and inspections are necessary. Sensors will keep an eye on the state of the 

asset for signs of declining performance or impending failure. When indications appear, the 

sensor will use an IIoT solution to alert the maintenance staff regarding the change in asset 

condition. Maintenance professionals can react to the problem and carry out the required 

maintenance right away. 

 

To understand let a specific piece of machinery typically vibrates at a specific frequency. 

This indicates that something is starting to fail or needs to be replaced if that frequency starts 

to fluctuate or varies significantly. The sensors will detect this alteration and alert the 

maintenance crew of the potential problem so they can take the appropriate action. 

 

Maintenance personnel can foresee future failures and take appropriate action based on the 

data generated by IIoT and condition-based monitoring. To avoid a catastrophic collapse, 

maintenance personnel can temporarily shut down the asset. It is preferable to have a failure 

that necessitates an undetermined duration of downtime than to have a short period of 

downtime to replace a worn part. When IIoT technology is used for condition-based 

monitoring, maintenance expenses can be cut by up to 25%, unplanned outages can be 

reduced by up to 50% and machine lifespan can be increased by years. 

 

1.3 Types of Condition Based Monitoring 

 

The most popular condition-based monitoring systems take a look at temperature, vibration 

and oil etc. Acoustic analysis, motor circuit testing, electrical monitoring, electromagnetic 

measurement, radiation analysis and laser interferometry are few more approaches of 

condition monitoring. They are given in Figure 1.2 and described here. 
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FIGURE 1.2 Condition monitoring methods [6] 

 Vibration Analysis 

The response of the rotating machines to vibration may indicate the fault and requirements of 

maintenance. ISO 22096 [6] emphasizes vibration measuring condition monitoring as well. 

Shock pulse analysis (for rotating equipment), vibration analysis condition monitoring 

techniques encompass Fast Fourier analysis, broadband vibration analysis (for detecting 

bearing wear), ultrasonic analysis (for detecting leaks), power spectral density, time 

waveform analysis (for machines with X-Y probes) and spectrograms. Common applications 

of vibration analysis are detecting and assessing rotational and structural issues, such as 

imbalance and misalignment. 

 Oil Analysis 

Testing lubricants and other fluids is a key component of this procedure. Both the equipment 

and the fluid itself can be learned properly. Analysis can be conducted for viscosity, wear 

particles, and other factors. Lubricants and other fluids that contain contaminants may be 
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signs of an impending breakdown. Compressors, gearboxes are the places where oil is used. 

The transportation sector is the common places where oil analysis is used. Oil analysis is 

performed on machine oils, lubricants, and fluids. It has the ability to detect wear, 

overheating and contamination. For example, iron levels are frequently associated with dirt 

and grit. This reduces gearbox failures by 50% when detected in time. Bearing failure is 

reduced by 75% when contamination is avoided. A literature review found that the return on 

investment for oil analysis is 20:1[6]. 

Demography, viscosity tests, water presence tests, ICP/ spectroscopy, dielectric strength test, 

microbial analysis, iron content (particle quantification index), ultraviolet spectroscopy, 

infrared spectroscopy, potentiometric titration (total acid number/ total base number) and 

sediment tests are all available to help prevent failures.  

 Temperature Measurements 

Simple temperature measurements are used in this method along with more sophisticated 

techniques like passive or active thermography. In thermography, cameras record the heat 

that objects release. Areas of possible failures, such as worn parts, can be identified through 

analysis of these photos. Any thermal anomaly, such as excessive heat is frequently the sign 

of a problem like poor lubrication, worn components, or misalignment etc. 

 Acoustic Analysis 

Ultrasonic sound analysis has a much broader range of use. The sonic analysis searches for 

sounds that are audible to humans. Ultrasonic analysis can be particularly helpful in 

environments with a lot of audible noise. Even if the sound is too high-pitched for humans to 

hear, sensors can be programmed to listen for a specific sound that indicates a probable 
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malfunction. Leak, cavitation and incorrectly seated part detection are examples of common 

use. 

 Motor Circuit Analysis 

 

Motor circuit analysis is used to determine the overall health of a motor. Motor circuit 

analysis can be conducted online, while the motor is running or offline, when the motor is de-

energized.  Motor Circuit Analysis (MCA), evaluates the condition of electric motors. It can 

be used to inspect the state of the motor (including rotors, coupling/belt issues, power 

quality), electric imbalances and insulation. MCA can be used to reduce energy expenses and 

enhance equipment efficiency by 10-15% (Verma, Sarangi, and Kolekar 2014) [7], in 

addition to averting breakdowns. 

 Electrical Monitoring 

Different electric parameters can be tested like pulse and frequency response, capacitance and 

resistance of a machine. This method often relies on measuring degradation trends in an 

electrical system, allowing preventative maintenance to occur before the asset fails. Meg-

ohmmeter testing, high potential or dielectric withstand testing (e.g. to determine if the 

insulation is in good condition), power signature analysis (to test current and voltage), battery 

impedance testing, surge and hipot testing (also to detect insulation flaws) etc.  are examples 

of electrical condition monitoring techniques. 

 Laser Interferometry 

In this technique the wave displacement of two laser beams generated by a beam splitter is 

measured. This can locate flaws on the surface and subsurface of many materials. There are 

two types of laser interferometers: amplitude-splitting and wave front-splitting. 

1.4 Advantages of Condition Based Monitoring 

Benefits of condition-based monitoring in general includes: 

1. Uptime improvement and downtime reduction 
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2. Decrease or eliminate unplanned failures 

3. Lower maintenance cost 

4. Longer asset life  with less damage to collateral assets 

5. Easier  planning and prioritization of work orders  

6. Improved management and work efficiency. 

 

1.5 Fault detection, Isolation and recovery 

 

Fault Detection, Isolation and Recovery (FDIR) are topics of  control engineering to.This is 

concerned with monitoring a system, recognizing when a defect has occurred and 

establishing the nature and location of the problem. There are two distinct methods as 

mentioned in (Edwards, S, Arthur Lees, and Michael Friswell. 1998) [8]. The next step is 

fault isolation, which involves identifying the type of issue and where it is in the machinery. 

Techniques for Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) can be broadly divided. Model-based FDI 

and signal processing-based FDI are two examples of these. In FDIR, fault recovery refers to 

the steps performed to restore the system to a stable state once a failure has been identified 

and isolated.  

 

1.6 Introduction to Rotor dynamics and Shaft alignment 

 

The study of the lateral and torsional vibrations of rotating shafts with the goal of predicting 

the rotor vibrations and controlling the vibration level to an acceptable limit is known as rotor 

dynamics. Rotor dynamics analysis aids in the diagnosis of rotating machinery faults. Shaft 

alignment is the alignment of the rotational centers of two or more shafts so that they are co-

linear when the machines are operating normally. Proper shaft alignment is determined by the 

proper rotation of the shaft supporting members rather than the Total Indicator Reading (TIR) 

of the coupling hubs or shafts (the machine bearings). Figure1.3 depicts the angular and 

offset components of misalignment. 
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FIGURE 1.3 Two components of misalignment (angular and offset) 

Angularity can be expressed directly as an angle in degrees or in terms of a slope. The angle 

is more popularly expressed in terms of GAP per diameter. The GAP must be divided by the 

diameter and is correctly referred to as a “working diameter”, but is often called as coupling 

diameter. The working diameter can be of any convenient value. Offset misalignment, 

sometimes referred to as parallel misalignment, is the distance between the shaft centers of 

rotation measured at the plane of power transmission, typically measured at the coupling 

center (Piotrowski J., 1995) [10]. 

 

In machine assembly, positioning the rotational centers of two shafts in a manner such that 

they are collinear at normal operating condition is termed as shaft alignment. The perfect 

alignment of the machine bearings and shaft centers is described by means of the Total 

Indicator Reading (TIR) [13] of coupling hubs or shafts. Harmonic forces are created when 

the shafts are misaligned. High stress is generated by these forces on the stationary elements 

along with the rotating machine components. The intense shaft misalignment case induces 

bending stress to the shaft which will break and fracture the shaft. As per (Bognatz, 1985) [2] 

and (Gibbons, 1976) [9] about 70% rotating machine vibration issues are caused by 

misalignment. Perez, 1985 [11] clarifies that the prime indicator of any sort of alignment 

problem is vibration. Singiresu, 2004 [12] suggests that both the high axial Vibration Levels 

(VL) at the machine’s thrust end along with high radial VL on the machine’s coupling end 

are the best indicators of alignment problem. At 1X or 2X frequency, vibration associated 
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alignment usually appear. High radial VL on the coupling end of a machine or high axial VL 

at the thrust end of machine is excellent indications of alignment issues. Work of Lees [13] 

was relevant in this concern. For the misalignment’s diagnosis, the 2X filtered orbit’s major 

axis inclination in the misalignment’s direction had been recommended. It insinuates that the 

precise vibration response aimed at misalignment is still surrounded by mystery. A strong 2X 

harmonic is expected in diagnosis of misalignment amongst diverse vibration symptoms 

portrayed by different researchers. 

 

The literature review suggests that misalignment issues eventually affect all rotary machines. 

Considering the prolonged existence of misalignment in any rotary machine, the subsequent 

effects can be seen like, high bearing and coupling temperatures, excessive machine 

vibrations, early bearing, seal and shaft failure, high power consumption, weakening of the 

foundation etc. 

 

The combined impact of all the aforementioned issues could cause the system to fail 

catastrophically. Therefore, using an effective condition monitoring system to predict and 

measure misalignment is crucial. Hence a sensor based measurement for the detection of 

misalignment is presented in this study. 

 

1.7 The motivation of Research Work 

 

The machine can be assembled to reduce imbalance between shafts for long duration 

operation. The work motivation is to study the vibration properties of misaligned shafts.  

Following are considered for the work. 

 

1. The misalignment detection methods lacked the dynamic misalignment for flexible 

couplings. 

2. Vibration level amplification has only been studied through conventional mode of 

vibration measurement. 

3. The various researchers have mathematically modeled and experimented on rigid 

couplings used for less precision rotating machines. 

4. The gap was identified to fabricate a test rig and select instrumentation which can be 

used for studying effects of misalignment for highly precise flexible couplings. 
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5. The conventional vibration indication of misalignment beyond 2X indicates 

misalignment is to be verified. 

6. The research literatures show the confirmation to the 2X level of vibration as 

indication of misalignment for both static and dynamic misalignment in the rotating 

machineries.  

7. Only vibration analysis is not sufficient for coupling misalignment detection. 

8. The harmonics generate high harmonic forces during high speed rotation which can 

be measured and related to change in vibration. 

One of the primary causes anticipated for rotating machine failure and its condition 

monitoring is shaft misalignment. Extensive uses of flexible couplings overlook the chance of 

failures due to extreme misalignments between the connected rotors. The study is necessary 

to understand the effects of complex misalignment on flexible couplings and distinguish the 

vibration signals depending on the level of complexity. 

1.8  Problem definition 

The literatures are either related to theoretical analysis or experimental investigation to rigid 

coupling. Here an attempt is made to carry out experimental investigation on a setup designed 

so as to accommodate all the three types of misalignment in the perpendicular planes with 

flexible coupling. Steady-state vibration reaction is attained at integer fraction of the critical 

speeds. The special test rig that permits the study of misalignment by the measurement of 

vibration response for all the three kinds of misalignment (parallel, angular and combined) is 

presented here. By inducing different amount of misalignment in the vertical and horizontal 

plane, the combination of AM along with PM has been explored. The study supports in the 

evaluation that merely a strong 2X frequency vibration do not conclude misalignment. It also 

provides a well-defined diagnosis technique. The study scrutinizes in which direction (Radial 

or Axial) there is high frequency due to the specific type of misalignment. With careful 

examination of all the literatures which are predicting 2X dominance, an attempt is made to 

confirm that 2X dominance is not the only indication of misalignment. Further the 

experimental investigation is extended to measurement of torsional vibration using rotary 

torque sensor which records the variation of torque for the combined misalignment 

conditions. The statistical analysis of the data is done with the help of Response Surface 
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Methodology (RSM) and the regression quadratic models are presented for the above 

measured factors. 

1.9 Objectives of the research 

The objectives followed through this work are as explained below, 

1. To investigate experimentally the effect of misalignment between shafts connected 

through flexible mechanical coupling.  

2. To analyze the vibration response for complex misalignments induced at the coupling.  

3. To validate effects of complex misalignment through measurement of vibration levels 

and torque variation simultaneously.  

4.  To establish interaction between the parameters (like torque, peak acceleration (RMS 

peak) in horizontal, vertical and axial direction.  

1.10 Scope of the research 

The scopes of the research are, 

 

1. Verify vibration due to misalignment the level of which depends on misalignment 

type and magnitude using a proper test rig with high precision flexible coupling.  

2. Analyze static and dynamic forces present in rotating machines by measuring the 

variation in the forces induced in the system.  

3. Confirm vibration level using a triaxial accelerometer.  

4. Use of force/torque measuring devices in addition to vibration sensors to verify the 

objective.  

5. Develop more reliable dynamic misalignment detection instrumentation through 

experimentation.  

6. Analyze the system for all the three types of misalignment ie. Parallel, Angular and 

combined.  

7. The variation in vibration and measured torque is studied through Response Surface 

Methodology (RSM).  

8. The study of regression for predicting the maximum variation in vibration levels in all 

the three directions and torque.  
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1.11 Flow of Research 

 

 

 

 

• Extensive literature review from recent publications 

on the area, Journals and books.
Literature Review

• Designing of the test rig such that it is self aligning 

and balanced by design.

• Finalization of the Mechanical Design of the test rig

• Fabrication and assembly of the test rig.

Test-rig design and fabrication

• Theoretical transient analysis of the shaft modeled 

by using conventional energy method

• Comparing the results of theoretical model with 

Dyrobes rotor FE software.

Theoretical Transient analysis of 

the shaft

• To confirm the level of vibation with handhandled 

FFT analyser.

• The vibration in aligned and misaligned conditions 

are recorded with required coupling.

Pilot Experimentation on the test 

rig

• Mechanical power surge is claculated and theoretical 

torque loss in the system is simulated for the system.

• Finalization of the required sensors and multipilers 

along with computer software.

Theoretical Torque analysis and 
finaliziation of required Data 

Aqusitation sysytem(DAS)

• The repetation of the set of experiments with the 

new sensors.

• Recording the Torque as well as vibration 

simultaneously.

Sensitivity analysis of the DAS 

system

• Final set of experiments with Box–Behnken designs 

are for response surface methodology.

• The experimentation for two different types of 

couplings commercially available.

Final phase of experimentation 

using Design of Experiment(DOE).

• The regression results for both the types of 

couplings.

• The comparision of Torque and vibartion levels for 

both the couplings.

Result and disscusions

• Conclusive remaks based on the results.

• Industrial utillization of the research work.

Conclusion and future scope of 

work.

Experimental investigation on vibration response of misaligned rotors connected by 

flexible mechanical coupling with parallel and angular misalignment. 
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1.12 Organization of the thesis 

This thesis is been presented in 9 (nine) chapters as described below: 

Chapter-1: This chapter focuses on condition monitoring of rotating machines and fault 

diagnosis as carried in industries. It also includes types of condition monitoring techniques 

and applications. The importance of complex misalignment measurement in flexible 

couplings is been discussed in this chapter. The justification for the present work is well 

described with problem identification for the proposed research work. 

Chapter-2: It provides a summary of the literature that covers historical studies on 

misalignment detection and remedies. The various methodologies adopted for the fault 

detection are discussed in this chapter. It focuses on a summary of categorization and 

misalignment measurement techniques, as well as a comparison is presented in detail in this 

chapter. 

Chapter-3: The instrumentation and experimental test rig utilized to collect the necessary 

vibration signals are described in depth in this chapter. The mathematical model and 

simulation for the misaligned shaft is also presented in this chapter to cross verify the 

correctness of the experimental set up. 

Chapter-4: The pilot experimentation carried out on the set up is described in this chapter. 

The instrumentation used for the conformance of the test set up with the literature and the 

results its results are clearly narrated in this chapter. The RMS values of the measurements 

are tabulate and graphically presented. The justification of the procurement of advanced data 

acquisition system for continuous condition monitoring is given at the end along with the 

results of the pilot testing. 

Chapter-5: Theoretical estimation of power surge due to misalignment is elaborated in this 

chapter. The results of this theoretical power surge is converted in the form of torque loss due 

to misalignment is presented through simulation. The necessity of torque measurement is 

well justified here and the construction working of the rotary torque sensor is described here. 

Chapter-6: The second phase of experimentation on the test rig with the new data acquisition 

system and the sensitivity checking of the sensors is described in this chapter. The results are 
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well established and compared with theoretical torque estimation as well as with the pilot 

testing. 

Chapter-7: For the final phase of the experimentation the application of Design of 

Experiment is explained in detail in the chapter. Response surface methodology (RSM) is 

used for the establishment of correlation between the vibration peaks (in all the three 

directions) and torque. In this chapter the observations are presented for two different types 

of flexible couplings available commercially. 

Chapter-8: The RSM Box behnken design is used to analyze the correlations. The 

comparison of the results and the failure data of both the types of couplings in been discussed 

in this chapter. At the end of the chapter detailed regression is presented for each set of 

complex misalignment. 

Chapter-9: The convincing results of the work done are included in the conclusion section, 

along with potential future work that can be done in the following years, and are followed by 

a list of references and publications 
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CHAPTER - 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

2.0  Introduction  

 

The methodologies adopted to detect misalignment through analytical and experimental 

modes are widely discussed in many literatures. Few literatures were reviewed before starting 

the work. The conclusions attempted by misalignments are also studied for this research. 

Relevant literatures related to this work are discussed in this chapter. They are listed 

according to the type of coupling used. This chapter also discusses various shaft alignment 

techniques, causes and effects of misalignment. 

 

2.1 Shaft misalignment  

 

Precise assembly and alignment is the key for increased working life of rotating machinery. 

All the rotating machine elements must work well within their design parameters in order to 

accomplish this goal. The equipment will be precisely aligned to prevent excessive axial and 

radial stress on the bearings to ensure longer bearing life and rotor stability under dynamic 

operating circumstances. The bearings, seals, coupler and shafts are the parts that are most 

prone to fail. Accurate alignment will lessen the risk of shaft failure. In short, perfect 

alignment is the key for proper installation to avoid troubleshooting and less maintenance. 

The proper alignment will ensure reduction of cyclic fatigue, reduce the amount of wear on 

the coupling's parts and reduce shaft bending from the coupling's power transmission point to 

the coupling end bearing. 

 

2.1.1 Consequences of impaired alignment 

 

Alignment problems on industrial rotating machinery cannot be concealed. The after effect of 

misalignment is that it gradually jeopardizes the operation of machinery over a prolonged 

period of time. The typical misalignment symptoms are, 
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1. Early shaft, coupling, bearing or seal failure 

2. High discharge of oil temperature or elevated temperature near or at the bearings. 

3. Excessive lubricant leakage at the seals of the bearings. 

4. During operation or right after the device is turned off, certain types of flexible 

couplings may run hotter than usual.  

5. Exceptionally high rate of coupling failures or rapid wear. 

6. Damaged coupling hubs or bearings are fracturing (or cracking) or are affecting the 

nearby shafts. 

 

2.2  A review on Misalignment and Vibrations 

 

Misalignment is the second most prevalent defect after imbalance. Imbalance in the applied 

load, thermal distortion and incorrect machine assembly can all induce misalignment. It is 

practically impossible to attain perfect alignment between rotor shafts. There is always some 

misalignment in the machine trains. It might fall within a reasonable range. The alignment 

condition of a machine could be disturbed by a number of reasons, including differential 

machine thermal expansion, imbalance in applied loads, asymmetrical foundation settling, 

etc. The rotating machinery is adversely impacted by this level of excess misalignment. 

According to S.R. Bognatz 1995 [2], misalignment is thought to be the root of nearly 70% of 

vibration issues with rotating machinery. To accurately and authentically estimate the 

dynamic characteristics of rotating machines and prevent failure. Essential components like 

bearings and couplings must be accurately experimentally characterized. These are 

challenging to conceptually predict and frequently have ambiguous model parameters. 

Particularly when the rotor system is out of alignment, the dynamic characterization of 

bearings and couplings varies significantly. 

 

As a result, an in-depth study and accurate knowledge of vibration characteristics are 

extremely beneficial in understanding and diagnosing rotor misalignment to avoid any failure 

or damage. Misalignment of the machinery shafts generate reaction forces in the coupling, 

which affects the machines and is frequently a major cause of machinery vibration (Gibbons 

1976) [9]. 
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2.2.1 Vibration analysis - a key predictive maintenance technique for misalignment 

 

Vibration analysis is used to assess the mechanical and operational state of machinery. It has 

the significant benefit of being able to spot emerging issues before they become too serious 

and need unplanned downtime. Numerous rotating pieces of equipment, including steam and 

gas turbines, pumps, motors, compressors, paper machines, rolling mills, machine tools and 

gearboxes are subject to vibration analysis. 

Before misalignment and unbalance cause bearing or shaft damage, vibration analysis can 

also find these situations as described in Practical Machinery Vibration Analysis and 

Predictive Maintenance, (2004) [6]. 

A vibration analysis system usually consists of four basic parts: 

1. Signal pickup(s), also called a transducer or sensors 

2. A signal analyzer 

3. Analysis software 

4. A computer for data analysis and storage 

These fundamental components can be put together to create a system that is continuously 

online. Such a system can be used for periodic analysis that uses portable equipments. 

Otherwise a system that is multiplexed and analyses a number of transducers at regular 

intervals can be used. Systems that are hardwired and multiplexed cost extra per 

measurement point. The criticality of the equipment and the significance of continuous or 

semi continuous measurement data for that particular application determine which design 

would be more practical and appropriate. 

 

2.2.2  Vibration analysis – benefits 

 

Usually on shop floor, the indication of vibration is unusual strange noise. This could be 

investigated by proceeding with a vibration investigation to see whether a significant issue 

actually does exist. If a problem is found, more in-depth spectrum analysis can be performed 

to pinpoint it and determine how long it will take for the system to experience a major failure. 

 

For less important equipments, vibration measurements in analysis (diagnostic) mode may be 

cost-effective, especially if resources (budgets, labor) are scarce. Vibration analysis is a 

crucial tool that can be used to reduce or eliminate recurring machine issues because almost 
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80% of common rotating equipment problems are caused by misalignment and unbalance [6]. 

Trending vibration levels can also reveal improper production practices, such as using 

equipment beyond its design specifications (higher temperatures, speeds or loads). 

 

2.2.3  Waves and its fundamentals applied to the measurement  

 

Vibration Analysis and Predictive Maintenance (2004) [6], describes terms such as cycle, 

frequency, wavelength, amplitude and phase which are frequently used when describing 

harmonic waveforms. Waveforms, harmonics, Fourier transforms and overall vibration 

values are important concepts connected to machine diagnostics using vibration analysis. In 

Figure 2.1, wave-1 and 2 have equal frequencies and wavelengths but different amplitudes. 

The reference line (line of zero displacement) is the position at which a particle of matter 

would have been if it were not disturbed by the wave motion. 

 

 

FIGURE 2.1 Components of waves [6] 
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Frequency (cycle) 

The maximum value of the positive alternation (peak) is sometimes referred to as the top or 

crest and the maximum value of the negative alternation (peak) is occasionally referred to as 

the bottom or trough. As a result, each cycle has a crest and a trough. 

Wavelength 

The region in space occupied by one transverse wave cycle at any given time is known as a 

wavelength. 

Amplitude 

Though two waves have the same wavelength, wave 1 and 2 in Figure 2.1 may have crests 

that rise higher above the reference line than the other. The amplitude of a wave is the height 

of the wave crest above the reference line. A wave's amplitude provides a relative indication 

of how much energy it transmits. 

Frequency and time 

The number of vibrations, or cycles of a wave train in a unit of time is called frequency of the 

wave train and is measured in hertz (Hz). 

Phase 

The two waves as depicted in Figure 2.2 are identical in amplitude and frequency but a 

distance of T/4 offsets the crests of the waves. This lag of time is called the phase lag and is 

measured by the phase angle. 

 

 

FIGURE 2.2 Phase relationship between two similar waves [6] 
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Harmonics and Fourier analysis 

The frequency domain presentation of the waveform shall be converted time domain 

waveform for vibration-based diagnostic.  Spectrum analysis is another name for Fourier 

analysis which turns time-domain data into frequency-domain data using a Fast Fourier 

Transformation (FFT).Waveforms are typically complex and challenging to analyse. In FFT, 

waveforms are disassembled into a series of discrete sine waves (Left graph) and each is 

assessed separately. (Right graph) 

 

 

FIGURE 2.3 Harmonics of waveform and Fourier Transformation [6] 

Vibration measurement terminologies 

A machine's overall vibration level can be expressed as acceleration, velocity or 

displacement and represents the total vibration amplitude over a wide frequency range. 

The International Standards Organization (ISO) establishes internationally acceptable units 

for measurement that suggests the following units: 

1. Vibration displacement (peak to peak)  

2. Vibration velocity (peak) 

3. Vibration velocity (Root Mean Square RMS) 

4. Vibration acceleration (peak) 

PEAK (Peak amplitude): It is the peak value in certain time duration. It is used to measure 

shocks or waves which are rather stable. 
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RMS (Root Mean Square value): It is the root mean square value of the instantaneous 

values in certain time duration. It relates to the power of the wave. The RMS value of 

velocity is one of the important factors for machinery status diagnosis. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 2.4 Peak to peak reading and Root Mean Square value [6] 

General vibration acceleration severity chart 

The most widely used standard as an indicator of vibration severity is ISO 2372 (BS4675) 

[6]. The standard can be used to determine acceptable vibration levels for various classes of 

machinery. The general vibration acceleration severity chart is used in cases where 

machinery vibration is measured in units of acceleration (g-peak). 

 

 

FIGURE 2.5 General Machinery severity charts [6] 
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2.3 Data acquisition 

The data acquisition for proper practical vibration analysis starts with data collection. It 

primarily consists of the following, 

1. Vibration data gathered from machinery 

2. The vibration signal is transformed into an electrical signal 

3. Breaking down the electrical signal into its constituent parts 

4. Dispensing vibration data and paperwork.  

Acceleration transducers 

The most often utilized transducers in rotating machinery applications are accelerometers as 

shown in Figure 2.6. They are transducers with a broad frequency response range. These  are 

robust, small and lightweight. Many condition-monitoring systems make wide use of 

accelerometers. When faulty, parts like gear sets or rolling element bearings produce high 

vibration frequencies acceleration transducers are used for vibration analysis of such critical 

rotating elements. 

The installation of accelerometers on machine casings is common. This can facilitate 

Vibration Analysis and Predictive Maintenance by enabling continuous or periodic 

acceleration sensing of absolute case motion.  

 

 

FIGURE 2.6 Accelerometer schematic [6] 
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Accelerometer consists of a piezoelectric crystal (made of ferroelectric substances like lead 

zirconatetitanate and barium titanate) and a small mass, which is typically housed in a 

protective metal container.  The mass of the accelerometer changes its force on the 

piezoelectric crystal in proportion to the acceleration of the vibration. The piezoelectric 

crystal's charge changes in response to the vibrational force. The charge output measurement 

is measured in pico-Coulombs per gram (pC/g), where g is the gravitational acceleration. 

While some sensors have an external charge amplifier, others sensors have an internal charge 

amplifier. The crystal's charged output is changed by the charge amplifier into a proportional 

voltage output in mV/g. 

Measurement Sensor Position 

When possible, vibration should be measured in three directions (S K F Condition 

Monitoring 2000) [15]: 

1. Horizontal direction (H) 

2. Vertical direction (V) 

3. Axial direction (A) 

Horizontal Measurements 

Due to the machine's greater flexibility in the horizontal plane, measurements taken in this 

plane often exhibit the highest levels of vibration. Additionally, one of the most frequent 

issues with machinery is imbalance, which causes a radial vibration or a vibration that is 

partially vertical and partially horizontal. The horizontal plane of the machine is typically 

more flexible, so excessive horizontal vibration is an important sign of imbalance. 

Vertical Measurements 

Due to mounting and gravity-related stiffness, measurements taken vertically often reveal less 

vibration than those taken horizontally. 

Axial Measurements 

It is observed that majority of forces are produced perpendicular to the shaft. Ideal axial 

measurements should reveal relatively little vibration. However, vibration in the axial plane is 

a result of misalignment and bent shaft issues. 

Permanently mounted magnetic mounts are efficient for consistency. The following factors 

are taken into account during the careful mounting, 
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Angle - Always 90° to 10° perpendicular to the surface 

 Hand pressure - It must be even and constant (firm, but not so firm as to dampen the 

vibration signal) 

 

2.3.1  Handheld vibration meters and analyzers 

 

Every vibration system prefers to incorporate a handheld vibration meter because it is an 

affordable, user-friendly tool. The plant workers and vibration technicians carry handheld 

meters and analyzers (either analogue or digital). These meters show the intensity of vibration 

when they are in contact with the machinery. The readout gives quick information that can be 

utilized to judge if the vibration levels are normal or problematic. Typically battery-operated 

handheld vibration meters sense vibration using an accelerometer. A velocity pickup may 

occasionally be employed. For everyday use, they are compact, lightweight and robust. They 

are easy to use, versatile and demand very little talent. However they have limitation of   

kinds of measurements and lack the ability to save data.  

 

 

FIGURE 2.7 Hand handled FFT Analyzer with dual channel accelerometer transducer 

[IMVA-440™] 

 

Fault detection and Vibration 

With few exceptions, mechanical defects in a machine cause high vibration levels. Common 

defects that cause high vibration levels in machines are unbalance of rotating parts, 

misalignment of couplings and bearings, bent shafts, worn or damaged gears and bearings, 

faulty belts drives and chains etc. Table 2.1 gives the conditions given in ISO 2372.   
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TABLE 2.1 Vibration Diagnostic Table for horizontal shaft 

(S K F Condition Monitoring 2000) [15] 

 ISO 2372   

 
Excessive Excessive Excessive Excessive 

 

 
Horizontal Vertical Axial Structural 

 

 
Vibration Vibration Vibration Vibration 

 

 
Indicates Indicates Indicates Indicates Notes 

Imbalance YES NO NO NO Horizontal>Axial 

Misalignment NO YES YES NO Axial>Horizontal 

Looseness YES YES NO YES Vertical>Horizontal 

Electrical 

Faults 

Measured as 

Vibration 

        

To detect an 

electrical problem, 

Turn off machine 

and monitor 

vibration. If the 

vibration 

immediately drops, 

the problem is 

electrical 

 

2.4  Vibration Diagnosis for Misalignment  

 

Misalignment is a primary contributor to machinery vibration and is related to imbalance. 

Self-aligning bearings and flexible couplings that can withstand significant misalignment 

have been added to some machines. Despite this, it is usual to experience significant 

vibrations because of misalignment. Misalignment generally falls into one of two categories 

(Al-Shaarani and the Minister 2006) [16]: 

 

1. An angular misalignment occurs when the centerlines of the two shafts meet at an 

angle. 

2. Parallel misalignment occurs when two machines' shaft centers are misaligned and 

parallel to one another. 

Diagnosis based on FFT spectrum analysis 

To identify misalignment issues, it is required to analyze overall vibration, FFT spectra and 

phase measurements. These are shown in Figure 2.8 & 9. 
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1. Axial vibration at running speed frequency results from angular misalignment (1X).  

2. Radial vibration from parallel misalignment has a frequency that is twice that of 

running speed (2X). 

3. The 1X and 2X frequencies of the radial and axial readings are examined since the 

majority of misalignment is a combination of angle and offset. 

 

 

FIGURE 2.8 Simplistic single-pin representations [15] 

 

 

FIGURE 2.9 FFT graph for angular and parallel misalignment [15] 

Diagnoses based on phase analysis 

Phase measurements are an excellent diagnostic tool for misalignment. After analyzing the 

FFT spectrum the important indication of misalignment is the phase shift between the 

coupling halves. This is defined by three terms as given, 
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Angle misalignment: A 180° phase shift will be seen throughout the coupling or machine in 

the axial position. 

Parallel misalignment: A 180° phase shift will be seen across the coupling or machine in the 

radial direction. When the sensor is shifted from a horizontal to a vertical position on the 

same bearing, a 0° or 180° phase shift will happen. 

Combined misalignment: A 180° phase shift will be seen across the couplings or the 

machine in radial and axial positions due to angular and parallel misalignment. 

2.5  State of art Research 

Some detailed work in the area of detection of misalignment using various mathematical 

simulations and experimental models are given ahead. Further the researchers have also used 

IIoT based condition monitoring. Few of the studies are using specific high end signal 

processing and wavelet transformations. 

2.5.1  Theoretical Research  

Sekhar and Prabhu (1995) [17] analyzed the impact of coupling misalignment on the 

vibration of rotating machinery. Due to reactive forces produced in the shaft couplings, shaft 

misalignment can be a significant cause of vibration. It is widely acknowledged that an 

excessive 2X vibration response is one of the main characteristics of bearing misalignment. 

The rotor-coupling-bearing system was modeled using finite elements and a coupling-

coordinate system was used to introduce the effect of misalignment. The 1X reaction is not 

affected by the model as the 2X response, which is in good agreement with empirical 

observations. Therefore, it is possible to forecast the vibration response owing to 

misalignment at different harmonics using this model. This is helpful for both defect 

detection and machinery design. 

 Sekhar and Prabhu (1995) [17] presents the static reaction forces and moments due to 

parallel/angular misalignment for several coupling types, such as gear coupling, flexural 

coupling and diaphragm coupling, among others. Two parallel machine shafts that are 

misaligned both vertically and horizontally are depicted in the illustration. Their respective 

driving and driven shaft centers are Z1 and Z2, and their radial displacements are X1, Y1, X2, 
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and Y2. The misalignment angles 1, 1, and 2 can be calculated using the equations given in 

Figure 2.10. Misalignment angles are used to determine the moments MX, MY, and MZ as 

well as the misalignment coupling forces FX, FY, and FZ. Below is a list of the forces and 

moments in flexural couplings. 

 

FIGURE 2.10 Reaction forces due to misalignment  

(a) Parallel misalignment (b) Angular misalignment [17] 

MX1 = Tq sin θ1 + Kb ϕ1  (2.1)  

MY1 = Tq sin ϕ1- Kb θ1  (2.2)  

MZ1 = Tq    (2.3)  

MX2 = Tq sin θ2 - Kb ϕ2  (2.4)  

MY2 = Tq sin ϕ2 + Kb θ2  (2.5)  

MZ2 = -Tq    (2.6)  

FXl = (-MY1 - MY2)/Z3  (2.7)  

FYl = (+ MXl + MX2)/Z3  (2.8)  

FZl = KA (ΔZ)3 + Ka ΔZ ,                   (2.9) 

ΔZ = + for Stretch, –  for compression  

FX2 = -FXl    (2.10)  

FY2 = -FY2    (2.11)  

FZ2 = FZl    (2.12) 
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For a rotor-coupling-bearing system, a higher order FEM model has been created. The 

coupling misalignment reaction forces and moments are easily incorporated into the model of 

the rotor-bearing system. For a fictitious rotor, the coupling misalignment forces and 

moments have been calculated for both parallel and angular misalignments. It has been 

assessed how these misalignments affect the vibration response in two harmonics at various 

speeds. 

In (Sinha, Lees, and Friswell 2004) [18] model for the flexible coupling-rotor-ball bearing 

system, reaction loads from the deformations of the coupling and bearing element’s rolling 

elements were included as the impacts of misalignment. This study suggests a technique that 

may accurately determine the rotor misalignment and unbalance from a single machine run-

down. This identification makes the assumption that the multi-rotor system's couplings are 

where the misalignment originates and that no matter how fast the machine rotates, this will 

result in constant synchronous forces and moments at the couplings. There is also an 

estimated flexible foundation model. Experimental data from a machine with two bearings 

and a flexible coupling to the motor are used to illustrate the method. In order to verify the 

robustness of the strategy, a sensitivity analysis for the suggested approach with perturbation 

errors in the rotor and bearing models was also conducted. 

 

FIGURE 2.11 Small rig at the University of Wales, Swansea (UK) [18] 

(a) Photograph of the small rig (b) FE model of the rotor (c) Modeling of the coupling 

stiffness in x-z plane 
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Xu and Marangoni (1994) [19] made a systematic attempt to model the misalignment effect 

analytically using the universal joint kinematics. The derived equation in the study indicates 

the forcing frequencies due to misaligned shaft are even multiple frequencies of the motor 

rotational speed. 

Al-Hussain and Redmond (2002) [16] modeled rigid coupling in the form of a radially rigid, 

pinned joint with rotational stiffness. To help turbomachinery diagnostic engineers 

comprehend the dynamic response of a misaligned system, the current work is devoted to the 

analysis of a rigid coupling model exposed to parallel misalignment. The first step in the 

endeavor is to create the motion equations for two machines whose axes of rotation are pure 

parallel misalignment. To explore the general effect of misalignment on the lateral and 

torsional responses, the equations of motion are written up in dimensionless form for 

numerical analysis. The resulting dimensions less nonlinear equations of motion are solved 

by combining Newton-Raphson and Newmark [20] beta techniques. To assist the practical 

engineer in differentiating between unbalanced, bowed and misaligned responses, 

dimensional less frequency response is also developed and numerically solved as shown in 

Figure 2.12. 

 

FIGURE 2.12 Instantaneous locations of the two disks and coupling [16] 

 

This study has established a model for the coupled lateral and torsional vibrations of two 

rotors with pure parallel misalignment. The rigid-body rotation, the rigid-four body's 

orthogonal lateral defections and the model's torsional deformation make up the system 

degrees of freedom. 
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A recent study on the impact of misalignment in firmly connected rotors was conducted by 

Lees (2007) [16]. The kinematics of the connecting bolts was intuitively proposed for the 

scenario of parallel misalignment. Expressions for the vibration response's amplitude and 

phase were obtained, showing that misalignment causes excitation to emerge at a speed twice 

that of the rotor. There is a dearth of research on the dynamic behavior of misaligned rotors. 

 

FIGURE 2.13 Idealized coupling [15] 

More significant are the differences in the findings of different researchers. For instance, D.L. 

Dewell and L.D. Mitchell (1984) [20] identified 2X vibrations and their harmonics as a 

recognizable misalignment feature. In contrast, linked lateral-torsional 1X vibrations was 

seen for parallel misalignment. Researchers Saavedra and Ramirez [22] revealed the 

frequency spectrum of a series of running speed harmonics for misaligned rotor systems. 

Recent study by Desouki et al. (2020) [22] investigated influence of imbalance and 

misalignment (parallel or angular) on the vibration spectra of rotating machinery .To 

determine the temporal and frequency responses of the rotor-coupling-bearing system to the 

simultaneous influence of these defects, a numerical model is created and applied. The 

numerical model reveals that the imbalance was mostly associated with the peak located 

around 1X, whereas the misalignment was associated with the peak placed around 2X. 

Furthermore, the parallel misalignment fault increases the displacement response at the 2X 

amplitude, whereas the response of angular misalignment is caught at the 2X and 4X 

amplitudes. This research also looks at how modifying rotational speed of the model, 

misalignment level and coupling type affects angular and parallel misalignments. 
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The theoretical models presented by the above researchers are more linked to rigid couplings 

and calculation of the reactive forces on the bearings. The numerical models reveals lot of 

important findings about the type of vibration spectrum obtained due to misalignment. 

2.5.2 Experimental Research  

This section describes the state of art experimental research which attempts to determine and 

analyse the effect of misalignment for various set ups developed with different types of 

couplings and mechanical drives. 

PRUFTECHNIK Condition Monitoring and LUDECA (2011) [23] describes it. According to 

the shaft alignment guide, different types of flexible couplings exhibit different frequency 

components in the vibration response under the same misalignment state. This shows that it is 

still unknown exactly how the vibration will react to the misalignment. Among the many 

vibration symptoms put out by many researchers, the vibration with a strong 2X harmonic is 

commonly acknowledged for misalignment diagnosis. Some imperfections, such as cracks 

and stiffness asymmetries, however, also result in strong 2X vibrations. 

The research does not provide a clear-cut delineation between these flaws. This implies the 

requirement for a clear misalignment diagnosis technique. Furthermore, the majority of 

previous research on misalignment has been theoretical with relatively few experimental 

findings. It should be emphasized that theoretical studies frequently make a number of 

assumptions and simplify complex issues. It may not be suitable to diagnose misalignment 

solely only on the findings of such experiments as there may be a number of other factors 

contributing to the reported vibration characteristics in the actual rotor system. The current 

study focuses on an experimental investigation of coupled, misaligned rotors that are 

supported by ball bearings. 

At an integer portion of the critical speeds, steady-state vibration response is attained. Along 

with the traditional Fourier spectrum and orbit plot, the use of full spectrum plot is 

investigated. It should be emphasized that the traditional spectral analysis using the FFT 

technique considers the rotor vibration signal as a real quantity, losing crucial rotor orbital 

information like directivity or the forward and backward whirling of vibration motion, in  
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the process. By keeping the relative phase information between two detected vibration 

signals, full spectrum gets over this restriction. Due to this characteristic, full spectrum is one 

of the crucial diagnostic technique and numerous studies have demonstrated its efficacy in 

identifying rotating machine faults (Patel and Darpe 2009) [27]. This current work has 

demonstrated the potential for misalignment diagnosis using complete spectra and special 

vibration features (such as forward/backward whirl) that are present in full spectra. As a 

result, a more accurate misalignment diagnosis can be made by separating problems that 

produce similar frequency spectra, such as cracks and misalignments. Full spectra and orbit 

plots are effectively employed to highlight the distinct characteristics of the misalignment 

fault that were not sufficiently highlighted by other research and fresh misalignment 

diagnostics guidelines are put forth. 

The goal of the current study is to better understand the dynamics of misaligned rotors and 

eliminate uncertainty in order to increase the accuracy of misalignment fault diagnostics. The 

influence of misalignment and its type on the forcing characteristics of flexible coupling is 

investigated after an experimental analysis of the vibration response of misaligned coupled 

rotors supported on rolling element bearings. The steady-state vibration response at an integer 

multiple of the first bending natural frequency is being investigated. The effects of parallel 

and angular misalignments are being studied. 

 

FIGURE 2.14 Experimental set-up (Patel and Darpe 2009) [27] 
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The traditional Fourier spectrum or FFT, has difficulties identifying the directional nature of 

vibrations resulting from rotor failures. Additionally, it has been shown that a number of 

other rotor problems produce greater harmonics in the Fourier spectrum. Hence, when other 

faults are also suspect, the diagnosis may be little questionable. The experimental research 

conducted for this publication has helped to make misalignment diagnoses more accurate. 

Experimental research into the harmonic behavior of 3-pin bush-type couplings under 

"misalignment" and "no-misalignment" circumstances is being done as shown in Figure.2.14. 

From the measured forces, it has been discovered that the harmonic content of the 

misalignment excitation forces is significantly influenced by the presence and type of 

misalignment (parallel and angular misalignment). 

The research by (Sawalhi, Ganeriwala, and Tóth 2017) [30] provides new insights into 

vibration modeling and misalignment diagnostics that go beyond conventional methods.  

 

FIGURE 2.15 Vibration measured response model [30] 

The paper begins by presenting a thorough dynamic simulation and finite element model of a 

vibration test rig. A test rig's mass, stiffness and damping matrices are built into the model as 

represented in Figure.2.15. To define the coupling bending stiffness and misalignment forces 

as a function of the rotation angle and amount of parallel misalignment, a thorough 

measurement setup and signal processing methods are devised and presented. Thirdly, a 

variable step solver was used to formulate and resolve the model's equations of motion. 

A study by (Simm et al. 2016) [31] proposed a method for real-time online monitoring of 

shaft misalignment in rotating machinery, such as the drive train of wind turbines. A non-

contact laser-based monitoring technique is used to track the positional changes of a spinning 

shaft in real time while the shaft is operating. The results are then used to determine the 
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presence of shaft misalignment. The findings show that the technique can be used to monitor 

offset and angular shaft misalignment. A shaft misalignment test rig is used to measure shaft 

misalignment. 

The most popular way to deal with shaft misalignment is by using a coupling, which is fitted 

between the driven and driving shafts. The selection of couplings is based on a number of 

variables, including the environment, vibration and stiffness. The two main kinds of 

couplings: 

(i) Metallic couplings, like chain, gear and disc couplings. These are very stiff and 

resistant to harsh environments 

(ii) Elastomeric couplings, like pin and bushing, jaw and sleeve couplings. These are 

torsionally soft and have vibration dampening/shock absorbing properties.  

 

Due to a wide range of allowed operating misalignment (10° angular misalignment and 2.6 

mm offset misalignment), a set of huco elastomeric d-loop couplings are used in this work as 

shown in Figure.2.16. 

 

FIGURE 2.16 Experimental test rig [31] 

On the above experimental test rig, this method has been utilized to quantify shaft 

misalignment distances of 0.5 mm to 2.5 mm. Future work could be to measure alignment at 

this greater precision with higher specification laser measurement equipment. An innovative 
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laser-based measurement technique for shaft misalignment monitoring has been presented in 

this work. This measure the change in distance to a rotating shaft brought on by the presence 

of shaft misalignment using a readily available commercial laser distance measuring device. 

Being non-contact and appropriate for online use gives this method of misalignment 

measurement an edge over currently used ones. The viability of the technique has been 

demonstrated by a number of misalignment tests. The two most typical types of misalignment 

(angular and offset) have been identified, as well as variations in misalignment. Changes in 

shaft misalignment over time have also been measured. 

In this context, the work of Lee et al. (1997) [13] is relevant. For the purpose of misalignment 

diagnostics, an inclination of the major axis of the 2X filtered orbit in that direction has been 

proposed.  

Misalignment, in contrast to imbalance does not result in forces that are similar in the 

machine's radius (Patel and Darpe 2009b) [27]. When compared to vibration in another radial 

direction, vibration in one radial direction may have considerably different amplitude. This is 

one situation where amplitude readings are useful for both problem detection and problem 

diagnosis. With other radial values staying low, misalignment might cause a machine to have 

significant vertical vibration on one end and excessive horizontal vibration on the other. This 

amplitude pattern is not likely to be the result of imbalance. .  
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TABLE 2.2 Summary of few important reviews 

 

Researcher 

Type of  

Misalignment 

investigated 

Methodology Outcome 

Sarkar et al. 

(2010)  [17] 

The effect of coupling 

misalignment on the 

vibration of rotating 

machinery.  

The rotor-flexible coupling-bearing 

system was developed using a finite 

element method, and a coupling-

coordinate system was used to 

introduce the effect of 

misalignment. 

The 1X response is not 

nearly as significantly 

affected by the model as 

the 2X response, which is 

in good agreement with 

empirical results. 

Lee 

(1999)  [13] 

Derived a model for 

the flexible coupling–

rotor ball bearing 

system including 

reaction loads from 

deformations of 

rolling elements of 

bearing and coupling 

elements as the 

misalignment effects. 

The approach used to simulate 

misalignment effect in rotor system 

was using kinematics of the 

couplings.  

Orbital analysis, 

anisotropy of bearing 

stiffness was used as the 

misalignment indicator.  

Xu and 

Marangoni 

(1994) [19] 

The offset 

misalignment between 

shafts connected with 

universal joint. 

Made a systematic attempt to model 

the misalignment effect analytically 

using the universal joint kinematics.  

Expressions for amplitude 

and phase of the vibration 

response were derived, 

which shows excitation to 

develop at twice the rotor 

speed (2X) due to 

misalignment.  

Redmond 

and 

Al-Hussain 

(2002)[16] 

Parallel misalignment 

was analyzed for three 

pin flexible coupling. 

The FEM model of flexible 

coupling in the form of a radially 

rigid, pinned joint with rotational 

stiffness.  

The lateral-torsional 1X 

vibrations for parallel 

misalignment were shown. 

Saavedra 

and Ramirez 

(2004) [30] 

The experimental 

investigations on 

misaligned rotors 

connected with rigid 

couplings. 

The overall frequency spectrum 

with series of harmonics of running 

speed was reported. 

The bearing harmonic 

forces were analyzed.  

J.Piotrowski 

Shaft 

Alignment 

Handbook 

(1995) [10] 

Misalignment with 

different types of 

flexible couplings. 

A run down from high speed to 

lowest leads to different frequency 

composition in the vibration 

response under same misalignment 

condition.  

It suggested that vibration 

with strong 2X harmonic 

is widely accepted for 

misalignment diagnosis. 

T.H. Patel, 

A.K. Darpe 

(2009) [27] 

The work focuses on 

experimental study of 

misaligned coupled 

rotors supported on 

ball bearings.  

Steady-state vibration response is 

obtained at integer fraction of the 

critical speeds.  

Vibration in one radial 

direction may be very 

different in amplitude 

when compared to 

vibration in another radial 

direction. 

Umbrajkaar 

and Krishna 

moorthy 

(2018)  [33] 

Angular misalignment 

with the help of RMS 

acceleration pickups. 

RMS picks with the help of FFT at 

bearing house and FEM with the 

help of Ansys. 

RMS value increases with 

the increase in 

misalignment. 
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TABLE 2.2 Summary of few important reviews (cont.) 

 

Researcher 

Type of   

Misalignment 

investigated 

Methodology Outcome 

Chandra 

Sekhar 

Reddy and 

Sekhar 

(2015)  [20] 

Angular misalignment 

and parallel 

misalignment 

Comparison of conventional 

methods like FFT, Fast Fourier 

Transform approach and 

Continuous Wavelet Transform 

(CWT). 

It was practically proved 

that vibration magnitude 

varies significantly at 2 

and 4 frequencies of 

operating frequency of the 

rotating member as the 

misalignment 

increases 

Redmond  

(2002) [28] 

The model analyses 

linear properties of a 

system when subjected 

to parallel 

misalignment. 

Modeling with Energy Expressions, 

further solution of non-dimensional 

equation. 

Angular misalignment 

alone produces only static 

system displacements. 

Parallel misalignment 

alone produces both static 

and dynamic, multi-

harmonic system 

response. 

Gupta and 

Gupta 

(2014) [24] 

Modeling Of flexible 

coupling to connect 

misaligned flexible 

Rotors supported on ball 

bearing. 

The finite element model of each 

flexible rotor is developed using 

circular Timoshenko beam finite 

elements to include shear 

deformation. The gyroscopic 

moments, rotary inertia and 

damping for bearing and shaft 

material are also accounted for. 

Authors concluded that 

misalignments in flexible 

rotors connected by 

flexible coupling would 

cause deformation of 

coupling elements and 

rotor shafts both. 

Chen et al. 

(2016) [21] 

Misalignment in rigidly 

coupled rotors. 

Modeling through energy equation 

of linear bearings.  

 It has been shown that the 

linear model generates 

responses at harmonics of 

shaft speed. The 

harmonics are caused by 

an interaction of torsional 

and flexural effects. 

Tonks and 

Wang 

(2017) [32] 

 

 

A novel temperature 

measurement technique 

is outlined using an 

infra-red thermometer 

for online condition 

monitoring. The method 

was validated and 

investigated through 

real time shaft 

alignment tests on a 

wind turbine.  

The detection of wind turbine shaft 

misalignment using temperature 

monitoring  

The analysis shows that 

misalignment is a direct 

cause of temperature 

change.  

A maximum temperature 

increase of approximately 

5% was found from the 

varying experiments and 

above 10% in the 

increasing experiment.  

Simm et al. 

(2016) [31] 

A non-contact laser 

based measurement 

method is used to 

monitor positional 

changes of a rotating 

shaft in real time while 

in operation 

 

Laser based measurement for the 

monitoring of shaft 

misalignment 

These measurements give 

a visual representation of 

misalignments In addition; 

it is a more realistic online 

measurement approach. 
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2.6 Closure of literature review 

In the industry, there is a need for quick and dependable methods to measure shaft 

misalignment so that the condition of the rotating machines can be monitored and the shafts 

can be adjusted to achieve proper alignment. 

Some major gap found in the literature based on both Analytical and Experimental researches 

are, 

1. Most of the studies concentrate on rigid type of mechanical coupling. The studies 

based on flexible couplings are limited to model and simulation based. The precision 

machine and automation now days have flexible couplings used for the internal power 

transmission. So it is highly mandatory to experiment the effects of misalignment on 

such couplings.  

2. The majority literatures are also only based on vibration response study with the 

application of sophisticated signal processing techniques. The data processing is done 

by very high end, which may add to the cost of condition monitoring. 

3. The above research used only vibration sensors (ie. Velocity sensors or 

accelerometers). There is a need in change of measurement sensors of better 

understanding of the effects of harmonics generated due to misalignment. 

4. A limited research is found exploring the alternative methods for misalignment 

detection than vibration response.  

5. Most of the researchers have studied the lateral vibration and not torsional vibration. 

Some of the research had aimed to find the reactions at the bearing pedestal 

mathematically. But to study the dynamic change in the harmonics and the forces 

generated, it is mandatory to check for the variation in the torque due to the 

amplification in the fault. 

6. Majority of the researchers have analyzed the individual types of misalignment (ie. 

Angular or Parallel misalignment), so the experimental study for complex 

misalignment is very much required. 

7. The literatures are mostly concluding the 2X and high frequency of vibration to 

presence of misalignment. There is a scope to elaborate the FFT analysis for proper 

classification of the type of faults and frequencies. 

8. The literatures could not separate which type of misalignment leads to rise of 

frequency and in which direction (i.e. Radial horizontal, radial vertical and Axial). 
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CHAPTER - 3  

 

EXPERIMENTAL TEST RIG  

 
3.0 Experimental set-up 

 

Analysis of vibration on machines is being done by fabricated mechanical models. These 

model test rigs are to induce various misalignments in lab-controlled conditions. A test rig is 

being fabricated for this project. This is made to better understand the dynamics of misaligned 

rotors and diagnostics. Following an experimental research of the vibration response of 

misaligned coupled rotors supported on rolling element bearings, the influence of 

misalignment and its types on the forcing characteristics of flexible coupling can be 

examined. It is possible to analyze the steady-state vibration response at integer multiples of 

the first bending natural frequency. Investigations for the effects of parallel and angular 

misalignments are also possible. When it comes to revealing the directional nature of the 

vibrations resulting from rotor flaws, the traditional Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectrum 

has its limits. It has been discussed in literature review that a number of additional rotor 

defects produce higher harmonics in the Fourier spectrum. Therefore, there may be some 

doubt in the diagnosis when additional faults are possible.  

The use of the proposed test rig is to diagnose misalignment through distinctive vibration 

features displayed in FFT. This will provide a useful tool to distinguish between problems 

that produce at similar frequency spectra, such as cracks and misalignments.  

 

3.1 Set ups used by earlier researchers 

 

3.1.1 Set up by Keri Elbhbah, Jyoti K. Sinha n, 2013 [34] 

 

The rig used by Keri at el is shown in Figure.3.1. It consists of two shafts that are rigidly 

attached and have lengths of 1 and 0.5 meters with a diameter of 20 mm respectively. The 

shafts are mounted on four ball bearings throughout their span and a flexible coupling 

connects them to an electric motor. The PC speed controller (NEWTON TESLA CL750 with 
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FR Configurator SW3) allows the user to define the run up, run down, or any constant speed 

for the shaft rotation. The electric motor can run up to 3000 rpm (50 Hz). On the rig, there are 

three steel balancing discs, two on the long shaft and one in the center of the short shaft.  

  

 

FIGURE 3.1 (a) Picture of the set-up  

(b) Schematic of the test set-up. All dimensions in cm [34] 

3.1.2 Set up by Mohanty and Fatima 2015 [35] 

Mohanty at el used a test rig shown in Figure 3.2.  In this study, temperatures have been 

measured using thermal imaging camera and the effect of load variation, speed and types of 

couplings along with shaft misalignments. The rig is designed to test three different types of 

coupling, the temperature measured at the coupling halves after changing speed and load. The 

DE and NDE housings were moved horizontally by 2.12 mm to introduce parallel 

misalignment in the system. Shims of 1.90 mm thickness were placed below the NDE 

bearing, causing an angular misalignment that resulted in a 0.30 angular misalignment. 
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FIGURE 3.2 Line diagram of the experimental setup with different types of coupling [35] 

 

3.1.3 Set up by  Oliver Tonks, Qing Wang, 2008 [36] 

 

Oliver at el used a test rig as shown in Figure 3.3.  The use of an infrared thermometer is 

described as a novel temperature measurement technology that can be used for online 

condition monitoring. Real-time shaft alignment tests were used to study and validate the 

procedure. They investigated offset and angular misalignment, among other types. This made 

it possible to examine the connection between a change in temperature and a change in shaft 

alignment. While examining variations in ambient and operational temperatures, it was 

discovered that the rate of change is a conditional factor. The test rig enabled small-scale 

quantification, possible causes and consequences of temperature fluctuations are examined. 

Real-time shaft alignment checks may be performed using a test gear that was already in 

place. The primary parts of the rig are connected via a 6 mm shaft. The motion of a wind 

turbine blade hub was simulated by rotating a shaft using a DC motor. The temperature 

measurement was concentrated on the two flexible double loop connections. Three deep 

groove ball bearings support the apparatus. To allow for misalignment, two bearings are 
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fastened to lead screws while one is fixed. Lead screw one (LS1) rotation resulted in offset 

misalignment and angular misalignment was created using lead screw two (LS2). 

 

 

FIGURE 3.3 The Experimental setup  [36] 

 

3.2 Detailed description of the set up used in proposed experiment 

 

The test rig which is being developed for the present experimentation is shown in Figure 3.6, 

3.7 and 3.8. The details are as given, 

1. The test rig set-up consists of the coupled rotor set-up with two rotors, one short 

length shaft directly coupled with the motor and second long shaft carrying three disks 

equally spaced. The second shaft is connected to the first shaft with the same coupling 

type as the one between motor and first shaft. 

2. The solid work model of the experimental set-up showing coupled rotors, a driving 

unit, vibration- measuring instruments and the base plate as shown in Figure.3.6.  

3. The rotor-bearing assembly is mounted on sturdy base plates designed as per 

(Zamrodah 2016) [37]. Here in this two base plates are designed. The primary base 

plate is made of 100 Kg mild steel solid plate and the secondary base plate is mounted 

on the primary base plate. 
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4. The dimensions and specification of the rotors are as mentioned in the Table 3.1.  

5. The Rotor 1 is connected to an electric motor via flexible coupling, however, not 

before ensuring perfect alignment between motor shaft and rotor shaft.  

6. The alignment between the motor shaft, Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 is done using the dial 

indicator method avoiding any initial misalignment. 

7. The electric motor controlled with speed controller is used to vary the speed range 

from 500 rpm to 3000 rpm.  

8. The Rotor 2 is aligned with Rotor 1 and then connected with the flexible coupling.  

9. The rotors are supported in the deep groove ball bearings. The bearings are housed in 

internally grooved housings of the bearing pedestals with retainer rings. 

10. The detail specifications of couplings and bearing are listed in the Table 3.2 and 3.3. 

11. The selection of bearing and coupling is done based on the range of misalignment 

required. 

TABLE 3.1 Rotor-bearing-pedestal specifications 

Shaft 1 length 135 mm 

Shaft 2 length 600 mm 

Shaft major diameter 15 mm 

No. of shafts 2 

Shaft material 4137 Alloy Steel 

Mass of shaft 1 360 grams 

Mass of shaft 2 689.10 grams 

No. of discs 2 

Diameter of each disc 100 mm 

Mass of each disc 523.66 grams 

Rotor speed 3000 rpm 

Bearing diameter 25 mm 

Bearing length 9 mm 

Length between the bearing pedestals 426 mm 

Coupling max diameter 32 mm 

Coupling length  41 mm 
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3.2.1  Coupling characteristics and misalignment condition 

 

The couplings or device connecting the spinning shafts are one of the most crucial parts of 

any drive system. It is practically impossible to maintain exactly collinear center lines of 

rotation between two or more shafts. Therefore flexible couplings are used to enable a certain 

amount of yielding to accommodate initial or running shaft misalignment. There are 

numerous flexible coupling designs, each of which comes in a range of sizes to accommodate 

various service circumstances. 

 

3.2.2 Mechanical Flexible Coupling 

 

The function of an ideal designed mechanical flexible coupling according to (Zamrodah 

2016)[37] are; To allow a small degree of angular and parallel misalignment. Despite 

misalignment they don’t lose lubricant and are simple to construct and disassemble. These 

couplings tolerate both torsional shock and vibration. They also reduce lateral loads caused by 

misalignment on the bearings. They allow axial movement of shafts (end float) even under 

misaligned shaft situations without transferring thrust loads across machine components. In 

some cases they limit end float to permit operation at a motor magnetic center but prohibit 

end thrust in sleeve bearings. There the couplings help maintaining a firm grip on the shaft 

without causing the shaft any harm or stress. They tolerate environmental temperature 

changes or heat produced by friction in the connection itself. 

 

When the equipment is first started, the capacity to operate in misalignment conditions is 

difficult but the coupling helps to gradually acquire its running position. Provides overload 

protection and failure warning to stop coupling from bursting or flying apart. The flexible 

couplings create minimum possible imbalance forces. One of the important effect of flexible 

couplings are they have minimum impact on modifying system-critical speed.  

 

3.2.3 Specifications of Flexible Coupling 

 

The following design specifications for a flexible coupling are detailed. Maximum 

horsepower (commonly stated as hp-rpm) is the amount of torque that can be transmitted at a 
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given speed. Capability for misalignment is that to tolerate both parallel and angular, as well 

as combinations of the two. Other important specifications are torsional adaptability, service 

factor and limits on the temperature range.  

There are four broad categories of flexible couplings: 

1. Miniature  

2. Mechanically flexible  

3. Elastomeric 

4. Metallic membrane/disk 

For a number of reasons, misalignment capacity will not be provided directly as stated by  

Zamrodah,2016. [37]. Angle or parallel misalignment values for similar couplings are not 

agreed upon or published by all manufacturers. Rarely do manufacturers clarify whether the 

maximum values for angular and parallel misalignment are specified separately or as a 

combination of the two. It is one of the objectives of this study to find with the capacity to 

acquire alignment accuracies well within the limits of any flexible coupling design. 

 

Coupling selected for the experimental set up  

 

Following couplings are considered while selecting the right one. The details of individual 

coupling are selected considering the rig requirement. 

 

Elastomeric Coupling 

The Elastomeric coupling is shown in Figure 3.4. It is so called as they are equipped with 

plastic or rubber material between the pair of aluminum jaws. Elastomeric types of couplings 

are capable of providing shock absorption. Minimum backlash is another great advantage of 

this.  

  

Flexible coupling OD: 40 mm x L: 50 mm, Bore: 15x17mm is considered. They consists a 

pair of jaw hubs that mate with elastomeric spiders. The screws that clamp the shafts will be 

tightened, but not too much. These types of clamping couplings will not damage the shafts. It 

offers a very easy connection and disconnection. They are useful in reducing the angular and 

axial misalignment. The main attraction is its vibration damping ability. One important thing 

to consider is that all elastomers will break down over time.  
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FIGURE 3.4 Elastomeric Coupling 

 

There are numerous design variations that use an elastomeric medium to transmit torque and 

accommodate misalignment.  To absorb high starting torques or shock loads, the majority of 

these couplings are torsionally soft. Capacity: up to 67,000 hp=100 rpm. Maximum 

recommended speed: around 5000 rpm Shaft bores available: up to 30”. Maximum shaft 

spacing:  up to 100” are available 

This type of coupling design has seen a significant amount of innovation and ingenuity over 

the years, as evidenced by the wide range of design variations. Natural or synthetic rubber, 

urethane, nylon, teflon, or oil-impregnated bronze are common elastomeric mediums. 

Because the elastomer is significantly softer than the hubs and solid-driving elements 

(wedges, pins, jaws, etc.), wear is minimal. Replacing the elastomer is usually all that is 

required for periodic servicing. These couplings have advantages such as minimal coupling 

wear. It serves as a vibration dampener and isolator. 

Helical/Beam type coupling 

The coupling is shown in Figure 3.5. These flexible shaft couplings called beam or helical 

couplings and are used to transfer torque between shafts. They can handle misalignments and 

axial motion better than conventional rigid couplings because of their curved beam designs, 

which allow for angular movement. These flexible type motor coupling can connect the 
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driving shaft to the driven shaft while eliminating any misalignment to the greatest extent 

possible. Another significant advantage is that there is little backlash.  Flexible coupling OD: 

40 mm x L: 50 mm x Bore: 15x17mm.The screws that hold the shafts together will be 

tightened, but not excessively. These clamping couplings will not harm the shafts. 

 

FIGURE 3.5 Helical/Beam Coupling 

It has the spiral cut in the middle along its length; making it flexible enough to fit to two 

shafts that are not perfectly co-linear and will help reduce binding effects. Beam coupling, 

helical coupling and flexible coupling are examples of such couplings. In the X, Y, and Z 

linear axes, they behave like springs, but not in the rotational axis. That means there will be 

no backlash, making them ideal for precision CNC work. It can protect the driving and driven 

shaft members from damage caused by shaft misalignment, sudden shock loads, shaft 

expansion or vibrations, and so on. 

The coupling selection is done based on the range of angular and offset misalignment. For 

angular misalignment, the axis of the shaft is inclined relative to the other shaft in vertical 

plane by suitably moving the pedestal. The offset misalignment can be easily obtained by 

inserting pre-machined shims/filler gauges/slip gauges of defined thickness between the 

stoppers attached to the base plate in the horizontal and vertical direction. The detail 

specifications of the selected coupling are given in Table 3.2. 
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TABLE 3.2 Coupling Specifications 

Series Name Beam Type Allowable Misalignment 
Angular / Eccentricity 

/Axial 

Application Standard Allowable Torque Range 1.01~ 3.00 

For Shaft size d1 (mm) 15 For Shaft Size d2 (mm) 15 

O.D. D (φ) 32 Overall Length (mm) 41 

Max. Rotational Speed 

Range (r/min) 
10001~78000 Features 

Zero Backlash / Low 

Moment of Inertia 

Body Material Aluminium Category Coupling Main Body 

Allowable Torque (N・m) 2.6 Max. Rotational Speed (r/min) 12000 

Allowable Angular 

Misalignment (deg) 
3.5 

Allowable Lateral Misalignment 

Range (mm) 
0.21~0.40 

Allowable Lateral 

Misalignment (mm) 
0.3 Shaft Bore Shape Standard Holes 

Moment of Inertia (kgm2) 6.0×10-6 

Allowable Axial 

Misalignment (mm) 

+0.5/-0.5 

Single/Double Double Disc Material Polyimide 
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FIGURE 3.6 Solid Model of the Experimental Test Rig 
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FIGURE 3.7 Assembly Drawing of the Experimental Test Rig (All dimensions are in MM.) 
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FIGURE 3.8 Solid model of aligned and misaligned shaft of the Experimental Test Rig
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3.3  Bearing and bearing housing 

 

The rotors are supported on four single row deep groove ball bearings. A typical bearing used 

is shown in Figure.3.8 & specifications are given in Table 3.3. The bearings and bearing 

houses are so selected that the axial load due to misalignment can be measured with the help 

of load cells placed beneath the bearing housing. The bearing is assembled on the bearing 

house with the minimum misalignment possible. They are distinguished by deep raceway 

grooves in which the inner and outer rings have circular arcs with a slightly larger radius than 

the balls. They also have retainer rings, which helps to prevent the bearing to come out of the 

housing during the rotation.  Internal retaining rings are compressed into the inside of housing 

for a secure fit. So that it may help to retain the bearing at its position at high amplitude of 

vibration due to misalignment. They are compressed inside the bearing housing. 

 

FIGURE 3.9 Bearing Housing (BGHFB-C6002DD-50_90) 
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TABLE 3.3 Configured Specifications of bearing and bearing housing 

Shape T-Shaped Bearing Used 
Deep Groove 

Ball Bearings 

Bearing I.D. d(mm) 25 Bearing Material 
SAE 52100 bearing 

steel 

Bearing Retained 
Yes 

(with retaining ring) 
Number of Bearings Single 

Housing Material 1045 Carbon Steel Type Bearings with Housings 

Holder Width(mm) 22 
Holder Surface 

Treatment 
Black Oxide Coating 

Height H(mm) 40 
Bearing Part 

Number 
6205 

Seals DD (Contact Rubber Seal) 
Lateral Width 

L(mm) 
102 

Height Indication Height Configurable C Chamfered Provided 

 

3.4 Primary and secondary base plate 

 

The primary and secondary base plates are plain carbon steel pre-machined such that they 

ensure the perfect flatness so that the alignment can be done with respect to the plates. The 

drawing of base plates is given in Figure 3.9. The self-weight of the plates is around 100 kg. 

The misalignment can be induced by moving rotor-2 relative to rotor-1. This is possible, since 

rotor-2 is connected to primary via secondary base plate and movement of the base plate is 

possible along both the lateral directions to create lateral misalignment. The horizontal 

movement of the secondary base plate can be given from the four nut–bolt sets provided both 

the side of the plate. So any forward/backward movement of these bolts relative to the fixed 

nuts results in the movement of plate in horizontal plane. However, before this, the base plate 

is made free from the primary base plate. Similarly, vertical movement of the base plate is 

achieved from the vertical jacking bolt provided at extreme end of the plate for angular 

misalignment. For misalignment in vertical plane, shims of defined thickness are inserted 

between the base plate and the platform. It may be noted that this arrangement only allows the 

movement of rotor-2 relative to rotor-1.   
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FIGURE 3.10 The secondary base plate with the arrangement for inducing misalignment 

3.5 Fabrication of the Test-Rig 

 

3.5.1 Care taken during manufacturing 

 

All important components of the test rig are manufactured in high Accuracy (As per 

VDI/DGQ 3441) CNC machines with (i) Positioning Uncertainty (P): 0.01mm and (ii) 

Repeatability (Ps medium): 0.005mm. All Plates (i.e main base plate and secondary base 

plate) and spacers are machined to ensure flatness & parallelism within 0.02mm. Hardened 

and ground dowel pins and liner bush are used to arrest the wear and tear of the test rig. All 

the standard components selected from standard catalog of the manufactures. The maximum 

torque transmitted was calculated for a motor of 1 HP at 3000 RPM. The programmable 

Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) was selected based on the variation of the speed required for 

run up and run down of the experiment to control the motor. The use of VFD will reduce the 

un wanted loss in the speed transmission through the motor to the load shaft. This also will 

help the elevation of unwanted source excitation. The couplings selected are the specific type 

of flexible couplings used in the CNC machines with servo motors for transmission. The 

single-row ball bearings are the linear isentropic bearing selected with retainer rings as per 

standard catalogue.  

 

3.6 Inspection & Assembly 

 

Inspection and assembly of the test rig is done in a standard metrology laboratory using the 

following instruments. The detail components and assembly is shown in Figure 3.10 & 3.11. 
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1 Granite surface plate 

2 Digital height gauge 

3 Digital Vernier calliper 

4 Digital Micrometre 

5 Lever dial with stand 

6 Plunger dial with stand 

7 Filler gauges 

8 Magnetic V-Blocks 

 

FIGURE 3.11 In process of Fabrication 

 

FIGUER 3.12 In process of Assembly  
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3.7 Data Acquisition system 

 

Apart from fabrication and assembly of the mechanical parts of the test rig, the motor, drive, 

sensors and data logger are procured from industry as they are commercially available. The 

schematic of sensors and data logger with test rig is shown in Figure 3.12. 

 

 

FIGURE 3.13 Schematics of Data Acquisition system (DAS) 

The DAS system will measure vibrations; accelerometers will be placed near bearings in 

radial direction and axial direction. The accelerometers employed are precision quartz shear 

ICP type with sensitivity of 100 mv/g and frequency range 0.5 to 10 kHz. The data from the 

accelerometers and the other sensors will be processed for FFT. A hand handled FFT was 

used here for the initial experimentation.  The data can also be processed for various 

transformations like FFT, DFFT, and CWT. The phase angle can also be noted. 

The torque sensor is attached in between the motor shaft and the misaligned rotor-shaft as 

shown. An 8 channel data logger will help to record the data simultaneously. RTR series of 

torque sensor operates based on the principal of strain gauge. Application of RTR includes the 

performance testers for industrial measurement equipment such as clutch, transmission, motor 

and pumps. Triaxial accelerometers give three orthogonal directions of simultaneous 

measurements to analyse all vibrations a structure is experiencing. Three distinct sensing 

components that are angled at right angles to one another are included in each unit. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PILOT EXPERIMENT 

4.0 Introduction 

To begin with the project, it is proposed to run the test jig with limited instrumentation for 

validation of the system. Therefore the experiment was started first with commercially 

available equipment and based on the result complete instrumentation is planned for further 

experimentation. 

4.1 Pre-requisites of the pilot experimentation 

The test rig is now been fabricated and assembled for experimentation. During assembly, care 

has been taken as mentioned as per the design to ensure bare minimum misalignment. The 

set-up is assembled in near-to-perfect alignment. The pre-requisites of using the test rig were 

to ensure the base frequency and the fundamental modes of vibration. It was also necessary to 

check the set–up responsible for the different types of misalignment with the conventional 

thinking of vibration analysis as 2X and more frequency. For the prior requirement of finding 

the steady state frequency, a mathematical model is simulated for four fundamental 

frequencies. The result of this model is compared with the model prepared in DyRoBeS© 

Rotor dynamics software. 

 

The later part of this chapter describes the pilot test, its results and discussions. The 

conclusion of this part of the study confirms that the test set-up is fabricated and assembled in 

a manner that provides a wide range of misalignment (in perpendicular planes) study 

effectively. The set-up gives a smooth transition from aligned to misaligned condition from 

coupling 2 as shown in Figure.3.5. 

 

4.2 Mathematical Model of a Simple Rotor-Bearing 

In the transient response analysis, the motor’s excitation is applied to the system by a 

synchronous motor. The resulting vibratory torques and stresses are computed for each shaft 

element. Damping due to various sources is included in the model. The induced torques and 

stresses are then compared to allowable values to determine if the system is structurally 

adequate. Vibration analysis of the system is made from viscous and visco-elastic damping 
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materials and discrete damping devices. (Mathuria and West n.d.) [40], “Lateral Natural 

Frequency of a Shaft Rotor System by the Transfer Matrix Method.”  The transient analysis of 

a torsional system can be performed using a variety of computer programs. Most of them 

employ numerical, time-stepping techniques. In this, Runge-Kutta and the Network technique 

are used to numerically integrate the differential equations of motion for the discs in the 

lumped model. All parameters are set to their initial values at the start of the analysis or time 

zero. After the initial time increment, all parameter values are subsequently determined using 

the numerical (Kumar 2011) [45] prior values. Up until the machine reaches synchronous 

speed, this process is repeated cyclically. As a result, this process calculates the time history 

of all important system parameters. From the perspective of solution stability, the time step 

choice is crucial. The time step, according to several sources, should be smaller than roughly 

one-fifth of the period corresponding to the machine's greatest natural frequency. The number 

of natural frequencies and degrees of freedom in a torsional model equals the number of shaft 

elements. Typical turbomachinery drive trains can have more than 50 shaft elements. The 

required time step for such a model's time-transient analysis using the Runge-Kutta [49] 

approach will be very short which makes impossible to perform the time- transient analysis. 

In order to forecast critical speeds, vibration amplitudes in response to imbalances, 

misalignments, bowed rotors, vane-pass excitations and other typical harmonic forcing 

functions, it is useful and accurate to utilize the standard analysis approach [41]. Only linear 

springs and masses are employed for computing undamped lateral or torsional critical speeds 

and mode shapes. Nonlinear elements like the stiffness and damping of journal bearings are 

effectively linearized by calculating discrete values at each speed to undertake a damped 

analysis like forced synchronous response or stability. 

 

This study attempts to present mathematical modeling of a simple shaft rotor system with a 

disk supported with bearings. Here it is described as how to develop a mathematical model of 

a rotor dynamical system. The theory is described in order to conceive the main idea of how 

to develop rotor dynamical models. The aim is to introduce the basic phenomenology related 

to vibration and stability in rotating machines. The Finite Element Method (FEM) is presented 

in order to achieve mathematical models for representing rotor-bearing lateral vibration. The 

FEM model as described by Fouad Y. Zeidan, Brian G. Murphy, John M. Vance ,2010 [41] of 

the Inertial and Moving Referential Frames help to implement the energy method. This can 

solve the transient analysis of the two rotor model. The dynamics of rigid and flexible rotating 

https://www.google.co.in/search?sa=X&biw=1319&bih=657&sxsrf=ALiCzsaQmt9L9FwCnshMXTIQYu3Bj0Zh9Q:1658474302991&q=Fouad+Y.+Zeidan&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3NErKTS6IL8xWgvDyKpLMLcqytGSyk630k_Lzs_XLizJLSlLz4svzi7KtEktLMvKLFrHyu-WXJqYoROopRKVmpiTm7WBl3MXOxMEIAN58ZfFWAAAA&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQmxMoAXoECDkQAw
https://www.google.co.in/search?sa=X&biw=1319&bih=657&sxsrf=ALiCzsaQmt9L9FwCnshMXTIQYu3Bj0Zh9Q:1658474302991&q=Fouad+Y.+Zeidan&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3NErKTS6IL8xWgvDyKpLMLcqytGSyk630k_Lzs_XLizJLSlLz4svzi7KtEktLMvKLFrHyu-WXJqYoROopRKVmpiTm7WBl3MXOxMEIAN58ZfFWAAAA&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQmxMoAXoECDkQAw
https://www.google.co.in/search?sa=X&biw=1319&bih=657&sxsrf=ALiCzsaQmt9L9FwCnshMXTIQYu3Bj0Zh9Q:1658474302991&q=Fouad+Y.+Zeidan&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3NErKTS6IL8xWgvDyKpLMLcqytGSyk630k_Lzs_XLizJLSlLz4svzi7KtEktLMvKLFrHyu-WXJqYoROopRKVmpiTm7WBl3MXOxMEIAN58ZfFWAAAA&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQmxMoAXoECDkQAw
https://www.google.co.in/search?sa=X&biw=1319&bih=657&sxsrf=ALiCzsaQmt9L9FwCnshMXTIQYu3Bj0Zh9Q:1658474302991&q=Fouad+Y.+Zeidan&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3NErKTS6IL8xWgvDyKpLMLcqytGSyk630k_Lzs_XLizJLSlLz4svzi7KtEktLMvKLFrHyu-WXJqYoROopRKVmpiTm7WBl3MXOxMEIAN58ZfFWAAAA&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQmxMoAXoECDkQAw
https://www.google.co.in/search?sa=X&biw=1319&bih=657&sxsrf=ALiCzsaQmt9L9FwCnshMXTIQYu3Bj0Zh9Q:1658474302991&q=Fouad+Y.+Zeidan&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3NErKTS6IL8xWgvDyKpLMLcqytGSyk630k_Lzs_XLizJLSlLz4svzi7KtEktLMvKLFrHyu-WXJqYoROopRKVmpiTm7WBl3MXOxMEIAN58ZfFWAAAA&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQmxMoAXoECDkQAw
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2Fbook%2F10.1002%2F9780470903704&usg=AOvVaw332IEpK1tvn1R_YdGpAo_b
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machines is illustrated. Validation of Rotor-Bearing System Modeling is done by theoretical 

Transient Analysis and MATLABSIMULINK Program, A comparison between theoretical 

and DyRoBeS©_Rotor windows application is attempted. The transformation of multidisc 

models into ones with five elements relies on two fundamental ideas. The first principle is that 

the first two natural frequencies of the machine are very little affected by the very modest 

inertia. The shaft elements on each side of the rotating discs can be coupled as springs in 

sequence if these parts are disregarded. The second principle states that the shafts with 

relatively high torsional stiffness behave in the first two modes as if they were rigid. That can 

be achieved by ignoring these components and simply add the inertias on either side of them.  

 

4.3  Overall transient response analysis procedure 

 

Making an "equivalent model"  Lund-1973. [48], that rotates at the motor shaft speed is 

frequently required, because some of the transient response programs that are used cannot 

handle multiple shafts rotating at various rates. The dynamic properties and natural 

frequencies of this model match exactly to those of the real systems. The parameter values for 

every component on the motor shaft are left the same in order to produce the equivalent 

model. 

 

The following steps of the transient analysis process are listed in chronological order; 

 

1. Create a model using lumped parameters. 

2. Define natural frequencies undamped and mode forms. 

3. Verify the outcomes of the undamped analysis using manual calculation (Like 

the Energy method, Holzer's or Stodola method) [44] 

4. Construct the Campbell diagrams (Critical speed map). 

5. In order to perform a transient analysis, reduce the Lumped parameter model to five 

components. 

6. Results of the transient analysis are to be plotted in the time and frequency domain. 

7. Verify the reduced model's first two vibration modes and compare it to the original 

model. 

To introduce the basic phenomenology related to vibration and stability in rotating machines, 

a Finite Element Method is presented in order to achieve mathematical models for 

https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2Fbook%2F10.1002%2F9780470903704&usg=AOvVaw332IEpK1tvn1R_YdGpAo_b
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2Fbook%2F10.1002%2F9780470903704&usg=AOvVaw332IEpK1tvn1R_YdGpAo_b
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2Fbook%2F10.1002%2F9780470903704&usg=AOvVaw332IEpK1tvn1R_YdGpAo_b
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2Fbook%2F10.1002%2F9780470903704&usg=AOvVaw332IEpK1tvn1R_YdGpAo_b
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2Fbook%2F10.1002%2F9780470903704&usg=AOvVaw332IEpK1tvn1R_YdGpAo_b
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2Fbook%2F10.1002%2F9780470903704&usg=AOvVaw332IEpK1tvn1R_YdGpAo_b
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2Fbook%2F10.1002%2F9780470903704&usg=AOvVaw332IEpK1tvn1R_YdGpAo_b
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2Fbook%2F10.1002%2F9780470903704&usg=AOvVaw332IEpK1tvn1R_YdGpAo_b
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2Fbook%2F10.1002%2F9780470903704&usg=AOvVaw332IEpK1tvn1R_YdGpAo_b
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8ud-ov5AhXbH7cAHR0pC6IQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2Fbook%2F10.1002%2F9780470903704&usg=AOvVaw332IEpK1tvn1R_YdGpAo_b
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representing rotor-bearing lateral vibration. The dynamics of rigid and flexible rotating 

machines is illustrated with the mathematical model presented here. 

 

4.3.1 Mathematical Model of rotating machine elements 

 

To demonstrate how to analyze a rotor system dynamically, a simple two-disk rotor was 

modeled. Typical rotor models include a shaft, an arrangement of many discs and bearings to 

sustain the structure. In this analysis, it was assumed that the bearings were isotropic and had 

1 MN/M of stiffness at either end of the rotor. This equivalent model represents the Rotor 2 of 

the test rig. The assembly is shown in Figure 3.5.A 0.6 meter long shaft with a 0.015 meter 

diameter makes up the rotor of the model. The two discs are represented with equal spacing 

along the shaft. The details are shown in Figure.4.1. Table 4.1 gives the assumptions used for 

analysis. 

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 4.1 Parameters to be included in the mathematical modeling 
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TABLE 4.1 System parameters used for the analysis 

Parameters Specifications 

Shaft Length 2l 0.6 m 

Shaft Diameter  0.0150 m 

Mass of Shaft per Unit Length 

m 

137.837 kg 

Density of Shaft Material ρ 7800 kg/m3 

Modulus of Elasticity of Shaft 

E 

200 GPa 

Shear Modulus of Shaft G 80 GPa 

Mass of Disk 1kg 

Radius of Disk 0.12m 

Mass Moment of Inertia for 

Disk 

1 kgm2 

Disk Thickness 0.10 m 

Inertia of shaft 1.28X 10−9𝑚4 

Torsional stiffness 1 Nm/rad 

 

Inertial and Moving Referential Frames and Transformation Matrices methodology as 

described in by Fouad Y. at. el, 2010 [40] 

Potential energy related to the bending motion of an infinitesimal disc: 

01
....................................................................................1

02

where E is the elasticity modulus of the material, I area moment of
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e
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Kinetic energy related to the linear and angular motions of an infinitesimal disc: 

 

shaftd
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The total potential energy related to the bending deformation of the shaft is rewritten as: 

..........................................................................................................3
1

2

Te e e e

pot BE q K q

 

The total kinetic energy related to linear and angular movements of the shaft is rewritten as: 

  21 1
.. 4

2 2

T Te e e e e e e e

Kin T R pE q M M q I q N q        

Using Lagrange’s equation the equation of motion of the flexible shaft element can be written 

as, while considering the angular velocity    constant, and as a function of its extremities 

movements: 

( ). . . . ...............................................................................5e e e e e e e

T R BM M q G q K q Q     

 

4.3.2  Global Model and Equation of Motion 

 

The equation of motion of the global system will be achieved by combining the equation of 

motion of discs, flexible shaft elements and bearings. The global displacement vector (qs) 

which contain the local vectors qe, qd and qb. Each qsi represents the linear and angular 

motion of the nodes of the rotor discrete model. Considering two linear motions V and W and 

two angular motions β and г, each node has 4 degrees of freedom. Each rigid disc is placed in 

a particular node and influences directly with all degrees of freedom. That is same for the 

bearing element, which is directly attached to a node. The shaft element has a length l, 

connecting two different nodes. It means the shaft element will influence 2 nodes (s=0) and 

(s=l), where each extremity represents one node of the mechanical model. Thus, the shaft 

element has 8 degrees of freedom. 

 

The global equation according of motion can be written as [43] 

: The global matrices M
s
,Ds,G

s
 and K

s
 are mounted from the machine elements like (shaft, 

disc and bearing) 

 

𝑀𝑠 ⋅ �̈�𝑠 + 𝐷𝑠 ⋅ �̇�𝑠 + 𝐾𝑠 ⋅ 𝑞𝑠 = 𝑄𝑠. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐷𝑠 = −(𝛺𝐺𝑠 − 𝐶𝑠).
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Bearing Mechanical Model: In rotor dynamics modeling the bearings are normally 

represented by springer and damper as can be seen in Figure 4.2 & 4.3. Such mechanical 

elements are mathematically quantified by means of spring and damping coefficients. 

 

 

FIGURE 4.2 Structure of the global matrices  

Equation of motion of the disc-shaft-bearing system with 5 nodes and 20 degrees of freedom 

(Source: https://dyrobes.com/dyrobes-papers-tags/rotordynamics) 

 

 

FIGURE 4.3 Mechanical model of a bearing 

Representation of bearing by means of springs and dampers 

(Source: https://dyrobes.com/dyrobes-papers-tags/rotordynamics) 

 

Globally mounted and solved for transient frequency [43] and the amplitude pickups is the 

mathematical modeling for the five node model with two rotors that is depicted Figure 4.3. 

The outcomes are as depicted in Figure 4.4 and 4.5. The amplitude verses time plot is created 

https://dyrobes.com/dyrobes-papers-tags/rotordynamics
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after the results are first obtained in the time domain. Through MATLAB, Fast Fourier 

Transformation (FFT) function, the velocity in time domain data was further processed and 

translated to frequency domain. Amplification versus frequency is converted from amplitude 

vs time. Plots of the bearing 2's horizontal and vertical responses can be seen. Peaks in the 

FFT plots indicate the frequency at which the vibration's amplitude is greatest. 

 

The graphs in Figure.4.4 and 4.5 represent the pick frequency simulated at bearing 2 of the 

rotor-bearing system. The transient time domain response at node 5 is recorded for 5 sec and 

10 sec. With help of this mathematical model and Matlab code the natural frequencies of the 

flexible shaft and two discs in the range of frequencies from 0 to 4000 rpm can be calculated 

effectively. The Matlab output is shown for horizontal and vertical response at node 4 of 

Timoshenko beam element considered for the transient analysis. The time domain response at 

bearing 2 is the converted in the frequency domain. The output of transient response for the 

given system can be useful for getting natural frequency at each node. The Figure 4.4 and 4.5 

are the transient response at node 5 but same analysis can be done for node 1 as shown in the 

Figure 4.6. 

 

 

FIGURE 4.4 Transient vibration responses at the Bearing 2 for time step of 5 sec 
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FIGURE 4.5 Transient vibration responses at the Bearing 2 for time step of 10 sec 

The plots show that as the time step increases the pick amplitude changes but the 

amplification of amplitude happens near about the same frequency. 

4.3.3 Application of the model 

 

The model can be applied by following steps using Matlab codes. 

 

1. The natural frequencies of the flexible shaft and two discs in the range of frequencies 

from 0 until 4000 rpm can be calculated. 

2. Plot the Campbell’s diagram for the rotor-bearing system and define the 4 first critical 

speeds (Gunter 2001) [43] of the rotating machine.  

3. Choose an angular velocity and plot the first 4 undamped natural modes shapes of the 

rotor-bearing system. Neglect the damping coefficients in this case. 

4. To find the maximum angular speed N that the rotating machine can operate without 

instability problem. 

 

4.4 Analysis with DYROBES©_ROTOR 

 

As the permission  to access the full software was not available the academic version of the 

DYROBES©_ROTOR application was used which allowed FEA 5 station which means 5 

nodes of theoretical model (Gunter 2004). [44] 
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4.4.1 Modeling  

The model uses the assumptions available in Figure 4.6 & 4.7. 

Starting with a mechanical representation of the rotor-bearing system shown in the technical 

drawings and go over your underlying assumptions. Next using Finite Element Methods, 

developing a mathematical model (series of differential equations) to reflect the dynamical 

behavior of the rotor-bearing system.  At the end with the use of theoretical or experimental 

approaches, select the model parameters (mass, stiffness, etc.) and establish the coefficients 

for your system of differential equations.  

 

FIGURE 4.6 Structure of the system 

(Source:https://dyrobes.com/dyrobes-papers-tags/rotordynamics) 

 

 

FIGURE 4.7 Data entry for the model generation. 

The data editor helps to input the system parameters. The shaft is modeled here with 4 sub 

elements and at node 2 and 4 the disk are arranged. 

4.4.2 Preprocessing for transient analysis  

The transient analysis is in Time domain as well as frequency domain. The analysis requires 

the time step as in Matlab i.e 5 sec /10 sec transient frequency is calculated. 

https://dyrobes.com/dyrobes-papers-tags/rotordynamics
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FIGURE 4.8 Preprocessing for transient analysis 

4.5 Post processing for transient analysis results  

 

The post processing graphics are lateral Vibration Analysis, Static Deflection, Critical Speed 

Mode Shapes, Critical Speed Energy Distribution, Critical Speed Modal Stress, Critical Speed 

Map, Whirl Speed Map and FFT Spectrum. The post processing graphs can be analyzed 

further for the failure of the system for the above critical or sub critical speeds. 

 

4.6 Result plots for transient analysis  

The FFT plots for horizontal and vertical picks are being plotted at node 5. The Critical Speed 

map or the Campbell’s diagram is plotted along with FFT plots in Figure 4.9 & 4.10. 

The values of frequency from FFT plots of this analysis are compared with the theoretical 

values of the frequency obtained by the transient analysis in Table 4.2. 

 

FIGURE 4.9 Critical speed Map/ Campbell’s diagram 
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FIGURE 4.10 FFT of Horizontal and vertical response at Bearing 2 

4.7 Comparison of frequency for transient analysis 

The FFT plots for horizontal and vertical picks at bearing 2 are compared and provided in 

Table 4.2. The frequency at which the amplitude gets the picks is almost the same with both 

methods. 

TABLE 4.2 Comparison of Dyrobes Rotor and Theoretical transient analysis 

Dyrobes Rotor 

Frequency Analysis 

(Hz) 

Horizontal acceleration 

Bearing 2 

(node 5) 

 

13.0 

 

33.6 

 

42.3 

 

55.4 

Vertical acceleration  

Disc 2 

(node 4) 

 

14.9 

 

46.0 

  

Theoretical 

Frequency Analysis 

(Hz) 

Horizontal acceleration 

Bearing 2 

  (node 5) 

 

13.8 

 

33.4 

 

42.3 

 

56.7 

Vertical acceleration  

Disc 2 

(node 4) 

 

14.7 

 

47.1 
  

 

According to Dyrobes and theoretical model, the percentage error in the shaft rotor bearing 

system's natural frequencies ranges from 4.29℅ to 5.60℅.  This is explained by the 

discrepancy between the theoretical and actual values of material properties (e.g. modulus of 

elasticity, stiffness etc.). For Dyrobes analysis, the boundary conditions are taken into account 

to be fixed for supports in the radial direction (i.e., Uy and Uz are zero). But in reality, it is 

quite challenging to keep the system rigid because the supports may move slightly when it is 

in use. 
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4.8 Mode shapes and first four natural frequencies calculated with the Matlab 

program 

The graphs are shown in Figure 4.11 to 13 as calculated with the Matlab program, at 1800 

rpm. The first four natural frequency of the system and the modes of vibration are shown in 

the Figure 4.11 to 4.13 

 

FIGURE 4.11 First mode shape and first natural frequency 

 

FIGURE 4.12 Second mode shape and first natural frequency 
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FIGURE 4.13 Third mode shape and first natural frequency 

 

FIGURE 4.14 Fourth mode shape and first natural frequency 

It is highlighted that the application DyRoBeS Rotor [44] and the FFT analyzer's theoretical 

analysis yield nearly the same natural frequency for peak-to-peak accelerations in both the 

horizontal and vertical directions at bearing 2. As can be observed from the findings, the 

frequency for the 5 node FEM model calculated by the Energy technique and the Runge-Kutta 

method, DyRoBeS Rotor are in agreement with one another for the peek amplitudes. The 

academic DyRoBeS Rotor is a useful tool for comprehending the dynamics of spinning 

systems and features a limited 5 and 10 substation solver. The DyRoBeS Rotor would be the 

preferred tool for FEM modeling of more complex systems, even though the Matlab code was 

enough for this straight forward system. 

To prevent the resonating state, it is crucial to identify the spinning system's natural 

frequencies. The determination of characteristic frequencies that are impacted by 

misalignment at different operating speeds is also shown to be aided by the natural 
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frequencies. Natural frequency information allows to calculate the rate at which the 

amplitudes of distinctive frequencies reach their maximum levels. 

This satisfies the first prerequisites of the pilot testing that is to evaluate the critical speed of 

the rotor –bearing system under the experiment. 

4.9 Experimentation with Hand handled FFT analyzer [ Vibrasound Processor: 

IMVA-440™] 

 

The test rig fabricated and assembled has to be checked in both aligned and misaligned 

conditions. It is tested for various manually induced misalignment conditions.  

The response of following misalignment conditions are recorded using the hand handled dual 

channel FFT analyzer with single axis accelerometer probes. 

 

1. Angular misalignment (AM) in the horizontal plane (0 deg to 4 deg.) 

2. Parallel misalignment (PM) in the vertical plane (0 mm to 2 mm) 

3. Combined Angular and parallel misalignment in the perpendicular planes. 

 

4.9.1 Objective of this pilot experimentation 

 

Conventional thinking on vibration & misalignment (PRUFTECHNIK Condition Monitoring 

and LUDECA 2011) [48] is that when rotating machinery is subjected to misalignment the 

system show the response as either vibration due to shaft misalignment will always appear at 

one or two times of the running speed. The axial vibration levels will be higher than the radial 

vibration levels and there will be 180° phase shift across the coupling. 

The main objective of this pilot set of experiments with the help of hand handled FFT 

analyzers are, 

1 To confirm that the designed test rig behaves as per the conventional thinking of 

various vibration analyst and rotating machine condition monitoring experts. 

2 To check the vibration levels for minimum and maximum fault range. Also check 

the effect of combined type of misalignment on the test rig. 

3 To check for the permanent deformation created in this set up due to amplification 

of the fault induced during the entire experimentation. 
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4 To measure all the three directional vibration response(i.e horizontal radial, vertical 

radial and axial ) 

5 To check the phase shifts across the coupling halves. 

6 To assess the ease of inducing misalignment in the perpendicular planes and get 

back to completely aligned state (as the design of test rig is such to make the system 

completely aligned without much distortion.) 

7 Finally to confirm the specifications of the required sensors and data logger. 

 

4.9.2 Procedure followed for the pilot experimentation 

The experiment was carried in following steps, 

Step 1: As specified by Piotrowski [10] the shafts and motor are arranged within acceptable 

alignment tolerances. In this completely aligned condition, the vibration levels are recorded 

by fixing magnetic base accelerometers along with hand handled FFT analyzer. The photo of 

the analyzer is shown in Figure 4.15. The aligned condition is first tested with the 

programmed frequency drive for a run-up and rundown speed from 500 to 2800 rpm. The 

shaft and couplings are checked for any permanent deformation during this test. This test is 

further carried out for specific frequencies and FFT recorded. 

Step 2: After the aligned condition testing the Angular Misalignment (AM) is created by 

shifting the shaft axis from bearing 4 pedestal, keeping the reference toggle pin at the center. 

The shaft axis is misaligned by 1° in X-direction from the coupling half. Vibration Levels 

(VL) are recorded at various frequencies. 

Step 3: The test is repeated by misaligning the shaft by 1 mm by lifting the secondary base 

plate in Y- direction and inserting pre-machined shims of required thickness. 

Step 4: The final test is carried out by creating the combined misalignment of 1 mm along the 

Y direction as well as 1.5° along the X-direction. This test rig facilitates this combination due 

to the unique design of base plates as shown Figure 4.15. 
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FIGURE 4.15 Inducing misalignments and cross phase testing through FFT analyzer 

[Vibrasound Processor: IMVA-440™] 

 

4.9.3 Recording the Response 

The instrument used for the pilot experimentation is a hand handled FFT analyzer IMVA-

440™. It is a modular data collector with dual channel. Figure 4.16 is the photo during 

recording. The sensor connected to these two channels is a single directional accelerometer 

for recording acceleration on the bearing housing and then transforming the data collected in 

time domain to frequency domain. The post processing of the instrument is very effective in 

the Fourier transformation of the time data collected. The three bearing houses are taken for 

recording the FFT curves in which one is in axial direction and two are in radial direction. 

The readings from the Tables 4.3 to 4.6 have frequency up to 3X for all direction at high 

frequency of rotor rotation. To get the more significant Peak Acceleration (PA) in all the three 

directions, the FFT curves are analyzed up to 10X frequencies. 

 

FIGURE 4.16 Recording of response through FFT analyzer 

[Vibrasound Processor: IMVA-440™] 
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FIGURE 4.17 FFT curves captured at Bearing 2 at completely aligned condition  

@ 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) 

 
FIGURE 4.18 FFT curves captured at Bearing 3 at completely aligned condition  

@ 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) 
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FIGURE 4.19 FFT curves captured at Bearing 4 at completely aligned condition 

 

TABLE 4.3 Peak accelerations at fully aligned condition 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Acceleration 

peak ups 

(mm/sec2 ) 

Bearing 2 Bearing 3 Bearing 4 

1X 2X 3X 1X 2X 3X 1X 2X 3X 

2000 

Horizontal 205.5 50.7 70.7 145.4 80.7 143.8 39.2 114.2 245.4 

Vertical 183.9 6.2 8.2 130.4 8.0 113.7 9.2 9.8 82.9 

Axial 53.0 6.5 12.0 59.9 47.2 183.6 56.3 41.2 111.0 

2500 

Horizontal 422.0 72.5 6.1 361.4 16.4 21.8 111.7 10.4 7.6 

Vertical 327.3 48.8 14.3 261.3 73.5 9.4 113.5 62.6 5.3 

Axial 53.0 6.5 12.0 59.9 47.2 183.6 56.3 41.2 111.0 

2800 

Horizontal 493.8 43.6 8.7 414.0 43.8 3.1 217.6 10.5 10.2 

Vertical 439.7 41.5 3.9 293.8 60.2 12.5 151.6 23.1 8.8 

Axial 238.3 47.4 15.0 55.9 22.9 7.9 170.1 43.7 6.3 
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The peak accelerations are recorded in fully aligned condition at 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) and are 

shown in Figure 4.17 to 4.19. The maximum acceleration in 1X, 2X and 3X are plotted and 

shown in Figure 4.20. The RMS peaks of in all the three direction i.e horizontal, vertical and 

axial on each of the bearings.2, 3 and 4 are summarized in the Table 4.3. The graphs in Figure 

4.20 represent the variations in 1X, 2X and 3X at different rpm of rotation of motor. The 

programmable frequency drive is used to vary the speed of the motor the rpm and the set 

frequency is verified through Laser rpm sensor. 

 

The graphs in Figure 4.20 shows the variation in peak acceleration 1X, 2X and 3X frequency 

at all the three bearing 2, 3 and 4 in completely aligned condition of the test rig. As can be 

seen only the variation is seen in 1X accelerations. The 2X and 3X are not that significant. 

The radial horizontal or vertical responses are showing peaks. The 1X radial variation in the 

fully aligned can be justified with some looseness in the system or improper assembly. The 

1X variation is high at bearing near to the motor.  It is recorded low at the bearing away from 

the bearing. 
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bearing 2 1X 205.5 183.9 53 422 327.3 53 493.8 439.7 238.3

bearing 3 1X 145.4 130.4 59.9 361.4 261.3 59.9 414 293.8 55.9

bearing 4 1X 39.2 9.2 56.3 111.7 113.5 56.3 217.6 151.6 170.1
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The peak acceleration for fully aligned condition of the test rig

(1X variation)
(a) 
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FIGURE 4.20 Peak accelerations for fully aligned condition  

(a) 1X variation (b) 2X variation (c) 3X variation 
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Bearing 3 2X 80.7 8 47.2 16.4 73.5 47.2 43.8 60.2 22.9

Bearing 2 2X 50.7 6.2 6.5 72.5 48.8 6.5 43.6 41.5 47.4
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FIGURE 4.21 FFT curves captured at Bearing 2 at the AM for 1° 

@ 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) 

 

 
 

FIGURE 4.22 FFT curves captured at Bearing 3 at the AM for 1° 

@ 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) 
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FIGURE 4.23 FFT curves captured at Bearing 4 at the AM for 1° 

@ 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) 

 

The above FFT curves 4.21 to 4.23 are captured at bearing 2, 3 & 4 with 1° misalignment in 

the horizontal plane and summarized in Table 4.4. The Peak RMS accelerations are listed for 

1X, 2X and 3 X frequencies in the entire three direction two radial and one axial. The 

immediate variation in 2X and 3X frequency are seen in the radial directions due to the 

angular misalignment. The table shows that the amplitude of 2X characteristic frequency 

increases with increase in Angular Misalignment (AM) speed. The Figure 4.24 a, b & c, It can 

be seen that at bearing 2 and 3, the 2X and 3X peaks have been changed. The radial vertical 

readings are seen amplified on bearing 2 and 3. Bearing 4, which is away from the motor 

shows less variation in 2X and 3X peaks. The effect of increase of motor speed is seen by 

increase in the radial peaks. Axial peaks are not so significant for the angular misalignment 

which signifies the nonexistence of the parallel misalignment. 

 

Further the angular misalignment when increased, similar variation is observed.  The 2X 

variation is seen at the bearing 3 which is near to the misaligned rotor. The variation of 1X, 

2X and 3X at bearing 4,  that is far away from the motor is comparative low than bearing 1 

and bearing 2.  At lower speed the 2X is not significant on all the three bearings. 
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For angular misalignment it can be concluded that the 2X variation at the bearing 2 and 3 can 

be taken into consideration along with rise in speed. 

TABLE 4.4 Peak acceleration for AM of 1° 

 

 

 

 

HORIZO

NTAL
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AL
AXIAL

HORIZO

NTAL
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AL
AXIAL

HORIZO

NTAL

VERTIC

AL
AXIAL

2000 2500 2800

Bearing 2 1X 228.6 245.9 106.5 434.3 392.1 34 536.5 487.5 190.6

Bearing 3 1X 172.7 27.4 6.6 371.1 275.2 94.7 456.8 360.3 114.9

Bearing  4 1X 65.9 57.2 112.5 105 11 139.7 259.5 50.6 164.2
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The peak acceleration for the AM for 1° in horizontal plane

(1X variation)
(a)

Speed 

(rpm) 

Acceleration 

peak ups 

(mm/sec2) 

Bearing 2 Bearing 3 Bearing 4 

1X 2X 3X 1X 2X 3X 1X 2X 3X 

2000 

Horizontal 228.6 1.7 53.3 172.7 10.3 132.1 65.9 51.5 55.8 

Vertical 245.9 6.1 79.0 27.4 19.5 400.4 57.2 35.4 47.9 

Axial 106.5 2.1 13.2 6.6 13.4 203.6 112.5 47.8 2.6 

2500 

Horizontal 434.3 148.2 33.8 371.1 108.2 20.7 105.0 333.9 80.9 

Vertical 392.1 430.2 126.7 275.2 508.8 52.3 11.0 161.6 52.6 

Axial 34.0 2.9 13.1 94.7 128.5 17.3 139.7 107.3 22.0 

2800 

Horizontal 536.5 29.7 34.9 456.8 70.0 22.8 259.5 54.5 47.4 

Vertical 487.5 241.4 55.0 360.3 370.1 40.5 50.6 102.3 30.1 

Axial 190.6 69.0 21.3 114.9 40.3 14.2 164.2 76.1 10.9 
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FIGURE 4.24 Peak acceleration for the AM for 1° in horizontal plane. 

(a) 1X variation (b) 2X variation (c) 3X variation : 
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Bearing  4 2X 51.5 35.4 47.8 333.9 161.6 107.3 54.5 102.3 76.1
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FIGURE 4.25 FFT curves captured at Bearing 2 at the PM for 1 mm 

@ 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) 

 

 

FIGURE 4.26 FFT curves captured at Bearing 3 at the PM for 1 mm 

@ 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) 
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FIGURE 4.27 FFT curves captured at Bearing 4 at the PM for 1mm 

@ 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) 

 

The FFT curves of Figure 4.25 to 4.27 are captures at bearing 2, 3 & 4 with 1 mm 

misalignment in the vertical plane and are summarized in Table 4.5. The Peak RMS 

accelerations are listed for 1X, 2X and 3X frequency in all the three direction two radial and 

one axial. As discussed in design of the test rig the set-up is facilitated with primary base plate 

which can be easily moved in both horizontal plane and vertical upward plane. The vertical 

misalignment can be induced by inserting per-machined Sims bellow the primary base plate 

with accuracy to off-set the axis of the shaft in the vertical upward direction. 

 

The FFT peak RMS acceleration tabulated in Table 4.5 shows a considerable rise in all the 

three directions specially 2X and 3X values. As can be seen from the curve 1X (Figure. 4.28 

a.) variation has reached above 4000 mm/sec2 and 2X (Figure. 4.27 b.) variations has reached 

3800 mm/sec2. There is a significant rise in 3X peaks as compared to angular misalignment; 

acceleration is peaking up to 2200 mm/sec2.  

 

The comparison of radial and axial peaks, in previous case of angular misalignment the axial 

peaks were more suppressed compared to radial. After shifting the axis of shaft 2 in vertical 

plane axial values are found maximum as 1200 mm/sec2. 
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The effect of speed along with parallel off-set of the axis amplifies the 1X and 2X 

frequencies. The observations of parallel misalignment in the vertical plane had very 

amplified effect on the RMS values captured at all the three bearings 2, 3 and 4. But the 

readings of the bearing 4 are found to have a lower impact at high speed. 

 

TABLE 4.5 The peak acceleration for the PM for 1 mm in Y direction 

 

 

 

 

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL AXIAL HORIZONTAL VERTICAL AXIAL

2000 2800

Bearing 2 1X 51.9 149.7 59.6 450.1 3907 774.4

Bearing 3 1X 87.5 359.8 43.9 518.4 4161.7 1195.9

Bearing 4 1X 149.7 268.7 268.7 515.5 1083 359.8
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The peak acceleration for the PM for 1mm in Y direction

(1X variation)
(a)

Speed 

(rpm) 

Acceleration 

peak ups 

mm/sec2 

Bearing 2 Bearing 3 Bearing 4 

1X 2X 3X 1X 2X 3X 1X 2X 3X 

2000 

Horizontal 51.9 1319.7 26.9 87.5 2041.5 122.5 149.7 3796.4 118.2 

Vertical 149.7 3796.4 118.2 359.8 351.3 716.6 268.7 126.5 348.3 

Axial 59.6 1278.6 49.2 43.9 295.5 15.8 268.7 126.5 348.3 

2800 

Horizontal 450.1 169.3 282.4 518.4 864.6 535.7 515.5 711.9 665.7 

Vertical 3907.0 350.1 704.5 4161.7 605.7 2198.1 1083.0 550.6 2284.1 

Axial 774.4 41.2 127.2 1195.9 131.1 518.5 359.8 351.3 716.6 
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FIGURE 4.28  Peak acceleration for the PM for 1 mm in vertical plane 

(a) 1X variation (b) 2X variation (c) 3X variation : 
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FIGURE4.29 FFT curves captured at Bearing 2 

for  combined misalignment for 1.5 °in X direction and 1 mm in Y direction 

@ 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) 

 
 

FIGURE 4.30 FFT curves captured at Bearing 3  

for combined misalignment for 1.5 °in X direction and 1 mm in Y direction 

@ 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) 
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FIGURE 4.31 FFT curves captured at Bearing 3  

for combined misalignment for 1.5 °in X direction and 1 mm in Y direction 

@ 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) 

 

The above FFT curves of Figure 4.29 to 4.31 are captured at bearing 2, 3 & 4 with combined 

misalignment for 1.5° in X direction and 1 mm in Y direction at 2000 rpm (33.33 Hz) and are 

summarized in Table 4.6. The Peak RMS accelerations are listed in Table 4.6 for 1X, 2X and 

3X frequency in all the three directions, two radial and one axial. 

 

The combined misalignment here is a complex induced misalignment in two different planes. 

The test rig design facilitates these complex combinations still at high speed.  These tests 

were restricted to lower values of misalignment as at the end of this test with 2800 rpm the 

elastomer of the coupling failed as shown in Figure 4.32 and needed replacement. So inducing 

higher value of angular and parallel misalignment was not possible. 
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FIGURE 4.32 The Elastomer spider after high speed testing and combined misalignment in 

both the plane 

 

The effect on 1X, 2X and 3X variation is plotted as in Figure 4.33 a, b & c.  The RMS peak 

accelerations in 1X and 2X are higher than 3X. The 1X peak is maximum around 2000 

mm/sec2 in the axial direction. So it can be observed that the axial variations are seen in 

combined misalignment. The 1X frequency rises with increase in speed. 

 

Bearing 4 exhibits lower frequency compared to that is seen at bearing 2 & 3. The combined 

misalignment impact can be very well observed by the 1X variation in axial direction. 

 

TABLE 4.6 The peak acceleration for the combined misalignment for 1.5 °in X direction and 

1 mm in Y direction 

 

 

 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Acceleration 

peak ups 

(mm/sec2) 

Bearing 2 Bearing 3 Bearing 4 

1X 2X 3X 1X 2X 3X 1X 2X 3X 

2000 

Horizontal 210.1 311.4 131.1 210.1 311.4 131.1 30.5 110.2 44.6 

Vertical 254.2 488.3 242.2 299.6 494.6 166.7 66.4 39.4 83.0 

Axial 167.0 53.6 95.9 140.2 307.3 76.5 38.7 29.9 74.6 

2800 

Horizontal 300.7 330.1 567.0 300.7 330.1 567.0 700.6 738.0 315.0 

Vertical 1844.0 558.8 344.6 354.5 254.0 23.1 484.2 114.3 529.4 

Axial 999.8 188.6 146.5 1796.3 676.0 190.6 1039.9 176.2 146.2 
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HORIZONTAL VERTICAL AXIAL HORIZONTAL VERTICAL AXIAL

2000 2800

Bearing 2 1X 210.1 254.2 167 300.7 1844 999.8

Bearing 3 1X 210.1 299.6 140.2 300.7 354.5 1796.3

Bearing 4 1X 30.5 66.4 38.7 700.6 484.2 1039.9
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Bearing 2 2X 311.4 488.3 53.6 330.1 558.8 188.6

Bearing 3 2X 311.4 494.6 307.3 330.1 254 676

Bearing 4 2X 110.2 39.4 29.9 738 114.3 176.2
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FIGURE 4.33 The peak acceleration for combined misalignment 

for 1.5 degree in X direction 1 mm in Y direction 

(a) 1X variation (b) 2X variation (c) 3X variation  

 

4.10 Observations from the pilot testing 

 

1 After intentional misalignment, it is observed that the set up showcases dominant 

acceleration at 1X as well as 2X frequency, while recording the vibration data by means 

of the hand handled FFT analyzer. 

2 With the increment in speed, the Vibration Level (VL) rises and the peak acceleration 

values noted in Tables 4.4, 4.5 & 4.6 compared to values in Table 4.3.  It indicates that 

the intentional misalignment of the shaft axis from the coupling cause harmonic forces 

induced which leads to rise in the VL at all the three bearings. 

3 The 3X attains dominance in the radial direction at few specified speeds, which 

concludes that only 2X dominance cannot conclude misalignment. In this specific case of 

flexible coupling though the initial vibration levels do not indicate misalignment in the 

vertical direction and the combined misalignment induce shows the attainment of 3X 

peaks. 

4 The radial measurements show greater peaks than the axial direction during the angular 

misalignment in the horizontal plane. The reason for this can be the flexible coupling is 

allowing angular misalignment in the plane parallel to the axis of rotation. 
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Bearing 2 3X 131.1 242.2 95.9 567 344.6 146.5

Bearing 3 3X 131.1 166.7 76.5 567 23.1 190.6

Bearing 4 3X 44.6 83 74.6 315 529.4 146.2
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5 The axial direction readings are comparatively low during the angular misalignment. 

Further it is found that during parallel misalignment in vertical direction, the axial 

response peaks also get amplified. The possible reason for this can be the amount of 

misalignment absorbed by the flexible coupling in the horizontal direction is high and 

the axial readings are very low. But as the system is misaligned in the vertical plane, the 

axial harmonics are induced and high axial peaks are seen. 

6 Much higher vibration variation is exhibited by combined misalignment. 

7 On account of heat generation, the coupling got impaired at the run-up test’s end. 

8 A 180° phase shift is noticed in the radial direction crosswise on the coupling halves. By 

the sensor’s movement from horizontal to vertical direction on the same bearing, the FFT 

shows a phase shift of 0°–180° due of the phase difference between harmonics. 

9 The directional nature of the misalignment response is evident from the preceding 

discussions. However, because the two vibration-measuring sensors used in the 

experiment are oriented in the most favorable direction to the misalignment direction, 

they can detect the difference in response in two orthogonal directions. 

10 The type of coupling used between the drive shafts influences the harmonic response of 

misaligned rotor vibrations, so the coupling is changed for future experiments. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

THEORETICAL TORQUE ESTIMATION 

 
5.0  Introduction 

 

Misalignment between shafts is one of the major causes for the production of higher harmonic 

forces in a rotating system. This in turn produces vibrations during the operation. Many times 

this is also the cause of untimely wear of bearings, loosening of fasteners and crash of the 

entire installation. Good machine efficiency can be ensured by utilizing proper alignment 

between the rotating elements. In other words making sure that the motion and power 

transmission happens without significant loss. Misalignment can be found with a variation in 

the torque at the motor end. Here, the torque and power surge are simulated by utilizing the 

theoretical relationship between the deflection factor and harmonic bending force generated 

on a formed test rig. 

 

5.1 Power surge and torque loss due to misalignment 

 

The study of M V Kipervasser and A V Gerasimuk [50], “Research into the impact of shafts 

misalignment of turbo compressor installation on power characteristics of a drive engine”, 

describes the operation of a turbo compressor installation, which resulting in shaft 

misalignment of a synchronous electric motor drive coupled using rigid couplings with the 

multiplicator.  

 

The analysis is done about the onset of a mechanical power surges along with the derivation 

of associated equations. The mathematical modeling of a turbine unit operation with 

misalignment is performed using Matlab Simulink. 

 

 The simulation results in mechanical power surge on the electric motor shaft and current 

surge in the phase of its stator. The conclusion of the study was that shaft misalignment 

causes a periodic mechanical power surge with amplitude of up to 800 kW at the set 

parameter. 
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FIGURE 5.1 Simulink model of the power surge and mechanical power surge due to 

misalignment [50] 

 

5.2 Power and torque analysis of theoretical SDOF model of the shaft with parallel, 

angular and combined misalignments 

 

5.2.1 Purpose of this analysis 

 

•  The main objective of this analysis is to evaluate the surge in the power because of the 

induced misalignment and the rise in speed. 

•  This further helps to estimate the variation in the torque due to misalignment induced. 

•  The analysis also helps us to understand that the variation of power is also harmonic 

similar to the vibration due to the misalignment. 

•  Run-up and run-down analysis of power surge can be plotted for a given misalignment 

value. 

The study of [50] concludes that the value of the current surge is sufficient enough to be 

registered by standard methods of measurement. Misalignment of shafts creates some 

additional load torque on a shaft leading to the current oscillations of the drive engine stator 

which can be recorded. Figure 5.1 depicts the development of horizontal shaft misalignment 

during the installation. Value “s” is created by the change in the horizontal direction. The 

shafts at the connection point maintain their aligned state at first, before the start of rotation. 
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FIGURE 5.2 Position of the shafts before rotation, (a) side view, (b) top view, (c) Position of 

the shafts during rotation by 180 degrees relative to the initial position. Top view [50] 

 

The value of shafts deflection, with their lengths and diameters being equal, will be:  

2
............................................................................[1]

2

s
f   

Where 

f – Deflection value, m 

s – Misalignment value of axial lines of shafts, m 

When the shafts begin to rotate, the rigidly coupled shafts begin to bend at some value f due 

to misalignment of axial lines and the action of elastic forces as shown in Figure 5.1. At the 

same moment, the greatest value of the bend will be measured during 180degree rotation. 

The shaft deflection arises under the effect of bending force F defined as,  

3

48
..................................................................[2]

EIf
F

L
  

Here, I denotes the solid shaft’s moment of inertia (m4), s denotes the deflection of the shaft 

(m), L denotes the full length of shafts as well as coupling (m), E denotes the modulus of 

elasticity = 2*106 kg/cm2. 

a c b 
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FIGURE 5.3 Simplified model of misaligned shaft 2 of the designed test rig 

A simplified model of the shaft subjected to misalignment is shown in Figure 5.2 with the 

horizontal axis with fixed bearings. The parallel misalignment parameter is represented by δ, 

and it represents the distance between axes of rotation. Bearings of rotor are presented as 

springs with stiffness marked as k1 and k2. In flexible coupling, only the degree of freedom 

could be marked as α, which represents the slope angle of the rotor axis. Bending of the rotor 

and motor axes is considered as deflection f. 

Mass moment of inertia 

4

.......................................................................[3]
64

d
I   

Bending will have a periodic nature throughout shaft rotation and can be characterized by the 

sine function (provided that the initial shaft position is in the non-bent state). The bending 

force function on the shaft rotation angle can then be written down using formulae [2] – [4]: 

4

3

3
( ) sin( ).................................................................[4]

4

Ef d
F

L


   

Where θ is the angle of rotation of the shaft 

The temporal dependency of a bending force is critical for study. The rotation angle is a time-

dependent variable. The amount of work done by F per shaft rotation could be estimated and 

the power entering the shaft for the rotation could be computed by using equation. [5]. 

0

( ) [ ( ) ( ).................................................................[5]
2

m

dn
P t F t d t
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5.3 Simulation of the power equation 

 

The various types of misalignment are simulated for 10 sec each and several harmonic graphs 

for power surge are attained. Largely the graphs attained are then transformed to torque 

variation for an equal amount of misalignment. Several conditions of misalignment are also 

checked. For several rpm, mechanical power variations are simulated and also recorded in 

Figure. 5.4 and 5.5 (Hota and Dhiman 2021) [51]. 

 

 

FIGURE 5.4 Simulation of power equation/shaft rotation for various offsets in parallel 

direction at 500 rpm (A) aligned, (B) 1 mm offset, (C) 1.5 mm offset, (D) 2 mm offset 
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FIGURE 5.5 Power equations of shaft rotation simulation at different offsets in parallel 

direction, (a) 1000 rpm and (b) 1500 rpm 

 

 

a 

b 
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Table 5.1 shows the data simulated for harmonic mechanical power surge with different 

Parallel Misalignment (PM) and speed variation. Similarly, by converting the value of power 

surge into torque, the simulation was conducted.  

 

TABLE 5.1 Overall power analysis for Parallel Misalignment (PM) 

 

Parallel 

Misalignment 

(mm) 

Power Loss 

(watt) 

@ 500 rpm 

Power Loss 

(watt) 

@ 1000 rpm 

Power Loss 

(watt) 

@ 1500 rpm 

0.0 0 0 0 

0.5 1.3653 2.0479 4.0959 

1.0 2.7306 4.0959 8.1918 

1.5 4.0959 6.1439 12.2878 

2.0 5.4612 8.1918 16.3837 

2.5 6.8565 10.2398 20.4796 

3.0 8.1918 12.2878 24.5756 

3.5 9.5571 14.3357 28.6715 

4.0 10.9224 16.3837 32.7674 

4.5 12.2878 18.4317 36.8634 

5.0 13.6531 20.4796 40.9593 

 

 

Further, the same speed variation condition was considered for the power surge in Angular 

Misalignment (AM) simulation. For angular misalignment, the value of deflection is 

calculated by converting the angle between the shaft axes into the gap between the coupling 

faces. The graphs in Figure 5.6 are different angular deflection simulated for mechanical 

power surges in the test rig at different speeds. Simulation for various AM in the test rig are 

summarized in Table 5.2, The harmonics represented in Figure 5.6 clearly shows at 1° AM 

the maximum power is 4.2896 watt and at 4°AM the maximum power is 17.18 watt at same 

speed of 1500 rpm. Therefore, it can be concluded that the deflection factor changes the 

harmonic force. 
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FIGURE 5.6 Simulation of power equation/shaft rotation for various angular 

misalignments 

 

TABLE 5.2 Overall power analysis for Angular Misalignment (AM) 

Angular 

Misalignment 

(degree) 

Power Loss 

(watt) 

@ 500 rpm 

Power Loss 

(watt) 

@ 1000 rpm 

Power Loss 

(watt) 

@ 1500 rpm 

0 0 0 0 

1 1.4298 2.1448 4.2896 

2 2.8606 4.2909 8.5819 

3 4.2931 6.4397 12.8795 

4 5.7283 8.5924 17.1849 

5 7.1669 10.7504 21.5008 

 

The theoretical simulation is carried out using all linear equations for the Single Degree 

Freedom (SDF) system. The simulation of power surge shows exactly the same variation 

during step up and step down of the speed along with the fault induced. The step-up and step-

down of speed is as plotted in Figure 5.7 for 2 degrees AM and 2 mmPM with speed the 500 

to 1500 rpm for running up and down. The same simulation is plotted for torque with the run-

up and run-down. The variation of torque is simulated for 1 degree AM and 1 mmPM with 

speed running up and down from 500to 1500 rpm. 
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FIGURE 5.7 Step-up and Step-down power (W) simulation in 10 sec for  

(a) 2° AM, (b) 2 mm PM 

 

 

FIGURE 5.8 Step-up and Step-down torque (N/m) simulation in 10 sec for 1° AM 

 

a 

b 
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FIGURE 5.9 Step-up and Step-down torque (N/m) simulation in 10 sec for 1 mm PM 

 

TABLE 5.3 Overall torque analysis for Angular and Parallel misalignment 

Parallel 

Misalignment 

(mm) 

Torque 

loss for 

500rpm 

(N-m) 

Torque 

loss for 

1000 rpm 

(N-m) 

Torque 

loss for 

1500rpm 

(N-m) 

Angular 

Misalignment 

(degree) 

Torque 

loss for 

500 rpm 

(N-m) 

Torque 

loss for 

1000 rpm 

(N-m) 

Torque 

loss for 

1500 rpm 

(N-m) 

0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.5 0.05 0.0189 0.028 1 0.0273 0.0205 0.0273 

1.0 0.052 0.038 0.056 2 0.0546 0.0410 0.0546 

1.5 0.08 0.059 0.079 3 0.0820 0.0615 0.0820 

2.0 0.13 0.079 0.132 For angular misalignment, the coupling of the 

present setup failed beyond 4° in the vertical 

direction 3.0 0.16 0.12 0.16 

 
5.4  Observations from simulation 

 

The simple model utilized by [51] in this analysis has real characteristics of the misaligned 

rotary system. The power surge is observed when rpm varies from 500 to 1500 which could 

be seen from the tables and graphs.  

 

The model shaft simulation presented here for mechanical power surge is the Rotor 2 in the 

set-up. The subsequent conversion into mechanical torque loss in the setup is due to the 

shifting of the shaft axis of Rotor 2 as shown in the Figure 3.8. The motor power selected is 1 

HP with speed variation up to 3000 rpm. 
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Following are the major observation noted after this simulation: 

 

1 Most important observation is that the mechanical power surges harmonically due to the 

misalignment induced between the shafts/rotors. 

2 The system when applied to the current test rig with flexible coupling the effect is 

nominal. It affects the amount of motor current drawn, also the amount of torque at the 

coupling halves. 

3 The equation used by [50] in the study is further expanded for the calculation of Torque 

loss considering that the deflection of the shaft induces harmonics. 

4 The simulation is carried out for the maximum AM and PM tolerable by the flexible 

coupling used in the pilot experimentation.  

5 It can be seen from simulation graphs (Figures 5.4 to 5.6) that PM has more effect on the 

mechanical power surge than AM at same speed. This can be clearly seen in Tables 5.1 

and 5.2 that parallel misalignment creates larger power surges. 

6 The above power surge when converted into the overall torque loss by the system due to 

the faults induced also shows that PM has more effect on mechanical torque than AM as 

summarized in Table 5.3. 

7 This theoretical simulation of torque can be further extended by applying practically in the 

proposed test rig. Thus measuring torque variation at the motor end can help to analyse 

the effects of complex misalignments. This can augment the effectiveness of the 

monitoring system along with vibration measurement carried out 

8 This justifies the need of Data Acquisition system described in Chapter 3 and shown in 

Figure 3.11. 

9 Further the pilot test setup is to be modified with the required sensor mounting as shown 

under Figure 5.9. 

10 The selections of the sensors are based on the pilot experimentation described in Chapter 

4 and the above theoretical simulation described in this chapter. 

11 The Torque sensor selected for further experimentation is a Rotary Torque sensor which 

can be used for the sensing the change in the mechanical torque. The motor torque is 

measured by connecting this sensor between the motor and the misaligned Rotor 2. 
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FIGURE 5.9 Modification in the pilot test setup 

 

12  Instrumentations like Rotary torque sensor (0-100 N-m.) and Triaxial Accelerometer (0-

20 G) are procured and assembled for further experimentation.The variation in torque at 

the motor end is measured through rotary torque sensor with a range of 0-100 N-m along 

with vibration in all the three directions (Two radial and one axial direction). 

13 The next Chapter is to carry out the installation of these sensors especially the Rotary 

torque sensor in place of Shaft 1 as shown in Figure 3.6, which is coupled to the motor 

with the same type of coupling under the study. 

14 Also the sensitivity analysis is carried out prior to final experimentation which is also 

elaborated in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

PRE-EXPERIMENT INSTRUMENTATION 

VERIFICATION 

 

6.0  Introduction 

 

Final phase of experiment is carried with a new set of instrumentation to gather more meaning 

full data. The objective of this chapter is to select a low-cost Data Acquisition System 

(DAS system) for industrial applications consisting of various sensors and a Data logger.  The 

DAS was assembled with the mechanical test rig.  Furthermore, the instrumentations are to be 

tested for sensitivity under high intensity of fault induced. In terms of system validation, a 

comprehensive set of tests were run on both the standard (reference) system and the new DAS 

system. The experiment began by comparing the run-up and run-down outputs of these 

instruments from 500 to 2800 rpm.  The vibration profiles and torque variations acquired 

from measurements are recorded for various types of misalignment. Based on the results, the 

developed measurement system is checked for robustness, dependability and accuracy. 

 

6.1 Sensitivity analysis of the sensors and the data logger  

 

This section describes the generalized data acquisition system block diagram, the function of 

each block and its applications. Figure 6.1 depicts an overview of a generalized Data 

acquisition system block diagram. 

 

A Data Acquisition System (DAS) is a computerized system that takes data from the actual 

world, converts it to electrical signals and performs the necessary processing on it for storage 

and display on computer. A software application controls and operates the entire system. 

These systems are widely employed in the industrial and commercial sectors. They are used 

for data collection, storage and processing. 

There are two types of data acquisition system: 
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1. System for acquiring analog data 

2. System for acquiring digital data  

According to Villarroel, Zurita, and Velarde [54] analog data acquisition systems produce 

analog output, whereas digital data acquisition systems produce a digital output. Analog DAS 

is utilized when a large frequency range is necessary or when poorer accuracy is acceptable. 

When the physical quantity being monitored has a narrow bandwidth, digital DAS is utilized 

(i.e. when the quantity varies slowly). High accuracy and a cheap per-channel cost are also 

necessary. These are more sophisticated than analog DAS. 

Digital data has more benefits than an analog signal (I. A. Jamil, M. I. Abedin, D. K. Sarkar 

and J. Islam, 2014) [52]. Among them are: 

 simple data acquisition 

 rapid processing 

 fast transmission 

 simple display 

 less storage space required 

 more accurate 

 

FIGURE6.1 Block diagram of DAS system for vibration monitoring[53] 

The function of each block is explained as under: 

1. Transducers/Sensors: These devices convert physical quantities (such as temperature, 

pressure etc.) to electrical quantities or directly measure electrical quantities. They get 

information from the physical world. 
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The following are most widely used transducers; 

 RTDs, thermocouples and thermistors are used to measure temperature 

 Photo sensors are used to measure light 

 Strain gauges and piezoelectric transducers are used for force and pressure 

measurements 

 Microphone for measuring sound 

 Potentiometer, LVDT and optical encoders for measurement of position and 

displacement 

2. Signal Conditioning Unit: The signal produced by the transducers may or may not be 

suitable for the proper operation of any system. It could be very weak, very strong or even 

noisy. A signal conditioning unit does amplification and filtration to convert this signal 

into the most suitable form. As a result, the signal conditioning unit converts electrical 

signals into the best format for further processing. 

3. Multiplexer/Multi-Channel Data logger: There are many signals that are monitored by 

any system. If each signal has assigned a channel, then the expense of installation, 

maintenance and replacement becomes prohibitively expensive. Therefore many channels 

are combined to a single channel by units called Multiplexers.  A multiplexer receives 

several analog inputs and converts to a single signal channel based on the need. 

4. Analog to Digital (A/D) Converters: The analog signals need to be converted to digital 

signal for processing by a computer. The analog data is converted into digital form by 

A/D converters. 

 

6.1.1 Objectives of Data Acquisition System  

 

Data acquisition is an important activity in any Signal processing system. Further processing 

results are dependents on how best the data is acquired. Therefore it is very important in 

choosing the various elements of a DAS. The following points helps in selecting a system, 

 

 Collect the relevant data at the appropriate rate. 

 Efficiently utilize all data to notify the operator about the state of the system. 

 Monitor the entire system functioning to ensure that it is running optimally and safely. 

 Able to summarize and save data for operation diagnosis and record keeping. 
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 Adaptable to future needs. 

 Dependable and have less than 0.1 percent downtime. 

 Have a reliable communication system. 

 

6.2  Instrumentation for the test rig 

 

The hardware implementation of the vibration monitoring system and the machine's control 

unit on the mechanical test rig are fabricated as described in Chapter.3. An online monitoring 

system for the data collection &conditioning monitoring system is being implemented.This 

allows the data acquisition process to be controlled and monitored efficiently. The 

components of the system are; 

 

6.2.1 Transducers 

6.2.1.1 Rotary torque sensor 

A torque sensor is required for measuring the torque produced or auditing a precision torque 

wrench. Torque sensors are devices that convert mechanical torque into electrical signals. 

They are used to measure twisting or turning forces. These sensors are either static or 

dynamic and are able to measure turning forces in either clockwise or anti-clockwise 

directions. The specifications of a typical torque sensor are given in Table 6.1. 

There are two basic types of torque sensor i.e. reaction and rotary. While both types measure 

torque.  They operate in distinct ways. 

 Reaction Torque sensors measure the reaction force created by a torque-producing 

object. It monitors torque by being in close proximity to an object that generates or is 

acted on by torque, such as a motor and its static mounts. These torque sensors are not 

designed to rotate. They can rotate over a narrow range under controlled conditions or 

they can be utilized with rotating shafts that pass through the middle of through-hole 

reaction torque sensors. 

 Rotary torque sensors measure torque by being connected between an object and the 

object being torque. A shaft coated with strain gauges revolves inside the torque sensor. 

The torque transmitted through the shaft is measured by these strain gauges. The electrical 

signal is sent to the measurement apparatus through slip rings or electric induction. 
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FUTEK's rotational torque sensors are available with an integrated rotary encoder for 

angle and rpm measurement as shown in Figure 6.2 & 6.3. 

 

FIGURE6.2 Image of the Rotary torque sensor 

 

 

FIGURE 6.3 Schematic of the Rotary torque sensor 
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TABLE 6.1 Specifications of a typical Torque Sensor 

Parameter Nomenclature Specification 

Torque Range - 5-100 Nm 

External Diameter D 92 mm Φ 

Shaft Diameter d 18 mm Φ 

Effective length L 188 mm 

Extended shaft length l 30 mm 

Total height H 128 mm 

Center height h 57 mm 

Distance between the bolts B 65 mm 

Base width F 30x6x6 mm 

weight - 7 kg 

 

6.2.1.2  Triaxial Accelerometer 

 

Accelerometers are used for monitoring vibration. They are available to measure in single or 

multiple directions. Here triaxial accelerometer is used for measuring two radial and one axial 

directional response.  

 

Triaxial accelerometers simultaneously take readings in three orthogonal directions, allowing 

the investigation of all vibrations experienced by a structure. Each unit has three distinct 

sensing elements arranged at right angles to each other. 

 

Applications of the triaxial accelerometer are normally used for Modal Analysis, Micro 

Machining, Vibration Control, Vibration Isolation, etc. These have central drilling for easy screw 

attachment and convenient axis alignment. The miniature accelerometers are particularly 

suitable for light objects and modal analysis. Figure 6.4 gives the details of an accelerometer. 
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FIGURE 6.4 Photograph of an Accelerometer with its Schematic 

Using Newtonian mechanics, the mechanical model of an accelerometer can be used to 

understand the theory behind its operation. Fundamentally, the sensing element is a proof 

mass (also known as seismic mass). The proof mass is linked to the spring, which is linked to 

the case. A dashpot is also used in the system to provide desired damping. Otherwise, the 

system will oscillate at its natural frequency. The dashpot is connected between the mass and 

the casing (in series or parallel). The unit is attached rigidly to the body whose acceleration is 

being measured. The following basic characteristics define an accelerometer's performance; 

 Axis of Sensitivity: Accelerometers are intended to detect inputs in relation to an axis. 

Single-axis accelerometers can detect inputs solely along a single plane. Triaxial 

accelerometers are capable of detecting inputs in any plane. 

 The Dynamic Range: The maximum amplitude vibration that an accelerometer can 

measure before distortion arises in the amplifier is referred to as dynamic range. 

Normally, it is specified in 'g's. 

 Sensitivity: The ability of an accelerometer to detect motion is referred to as 

sensitivity. It is the ratio of the accelerometer's electrical output to mechanical input, 

often known as the "scale factor".  It is usually stated in mV/g and is only applicable at 

one frequency (usually 100 Hz) and at room temperature (25° C). This is the voltage 

output per gram of acceleration. 

 Frequency Response: The frequency response specification displays the maximum 

sensitivity deviation over a frequency range. It is the sensitivity specified over the 

entire frequency range of the transducer, also known as amplitude response. The 
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frequency response is given over a tolerance band.  It is specified in percentages 

and/or decibels (dB), with typical bands being 10%, 1 dB or 3 dB. The mechanical 

resonance of the sensor typically governs the upper-frequency limit. The lower 

frequency limit appears as a result of "high pass" filtering employed to reduce low-

frequency amplifier noise. 

 Polarity of output: Given a specific direction of input acceleration, output polarity 

describes the direction of the accelerometer's output signal (whether it is positive or 

negative going). 

Specifications of Piezo Resistive Triaxial sensor: 

a. Range:-10  to +10 G 

b. Least count: 0.01 

c. Output: 0-3.3 V 

d. Supply: 12-32 V DC 

e. Sensitivity: 0.33 MV/G 

f. Temperature: -10 deg C to +55 deg C 

 

6.2.1.3  Laser RPM sensor 

 

The laser RPM sensor is used to check the RPM of rotation of the shaft, with respect to the 

Programmable Frequency drive. These sensors observe a target on a machine’s rotating shaft 

and help provide vibration data collection, portable balancing or data acquisition. The 

frequency of motor is cross verified continuously with the help of the sensor. The Laser RPM 

sensor is shown in Figure 6.5. 

 

 

FIGURE 6.5 Image of a Laser RPM sensor 
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6.2.1.4  Data logger/ Multiplier 

The important part of this DAS system is an 8 (Eight) channel Data logger as shown in Figure 

6.6. 

Specification of 8 channel DAQ USB type data logger is: 

a. Units handled: RPM, KN, TON, N & Nm 

b. Power supply:  5 V, 8 Amp 

c. Range of operation: 0-3000 rpm,  0-10 G,0-100 Nm 

The Data Logger detects digital and analog signals which are converted to digital signal. The 

digital approach is used because it precisely and quickly measures very little (or huge) signals. 

At the start of each sequence, time is printed. The time is measured in hours, minutes and 

seconds. The channel identity number is followed by the polarity indicator (positive or 

negative), the measured value (4 or 6 digits) and the units of measurement. The range is 

sometimes provided. 

The fundamentals of Data Logger Operation are, 

1. Scanner for input 

2. Signal processor 

3. A/D conversion 

4. Recording apparatus 

5. Programmer 

 

 

FIGURE 6.6 Block diagram of a Data Logger  

[Source:Data Logger Operation | Block Diagram | Basic Parts (eeeguide.com)] 

https://www.eeeguide.com/data-logger-operation/
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FIGURE 6.7 Image of the 8 Channel USB type data logger 

 

Deepak P. Hujarea et.al (2018) [55] present the results of the harmonic analysis of an 

Aluminum (Al) shaft rotor bearing system with rigid coupling and parallel misalignment 

using FEA. The coupling stiffness matrix, which is derived from geometrical and material 

parameters and the instantaneous parallel misalignment of two connected shafts, is used to 

calculate the force vector. Parallel misalignment in the shaft rotor system can be predicted at 

all speeds by observing 2X characteristics frequency of operating speed based on FEA and 

experimental results,. It displays the vibration spectrum as a result of the misalignment. The 

results are compared to experimental results obtained using an FFT analyzer at various 

subcritical speeds. For the first time, a FEA approach is proposed for determining the 

magnitude and harmonic nature of the system's misalignment excitation with rigid coupling. 

 

Figure 6.8 shows a rigid flange coupling connecting the driver Al shaft (motor side) to the 

driven Al shaft (rotor side). Two ball bearings support the driven shaft and motor bearings 

support the driver shaft. The compound slide table houses the electrical motor. The variable 

frequency drive regulates the speed of the electric motor (VFD). 
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FIGURE 6.8  (a) Experimental setup, (b) Vibration measurement with FFT analyzer [55] 

 

6.3 Preparation of Experiment 

 

The experiment was done by preparing the setup as under, 

•  The setup was checked for any permanent damage after the pilot testing. The shaft was 

checked for any runout using dial-gauges.  

•  The set-up was also checked for complete alignment by again assembling the motor 

coupling 1 with the Rotary torque sensor and coupling 2.Shaft 2 is again assembled 

with the coupling 2 and the extension of the torque sensor.  

•  The assembly is done with the use of dial indicators so that there is bareminimum 

level of vibration. 

•  The set up mounting is done on vibration absorbing rubber pads. These rubber pads 

are mounted such that there is minimum vibration in the completely aligned 

condition. 

•  The torque sensor assembly is done in a preventive manner as the rotary torque 

sensors are sensitive to the pre-torque due to assembly. During the assembly of torque 

sensor there were difficulties in making the torque completely zero. 
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•  The torque sensor is mounted through the key way slots produced on the extension 

shaft of the sensor with the couplings as shown in Figure 6.3.The diameter of the 

coupling selected is now as per the diameter of the sensor shaft. 

•   The triaxial accelerometer is also configured with the test rig and the data logger. The 

magnetic base of the accelerometer is used to fix the base on the bearing housing as 

shown in Figure6.4. 

•  Programmable frequency drive was programmed and connected to the motor to 

control the speed.  

•  The data logger is configured with both the sensors and connected to PC through USB 

port. The data logger has 8 channels out of which three for orthogonal vibration 

readings, one for torque and one for the rpm recording. 

•  The types of couplings selected are (i) Elastomer type (ii) Beam type/ Helical type 

•  The assembly completes with getting ± 0 Nm as torque reading before starting the 

rotation. 

 

FIGURE 6.9 Re-assembly of the setup with the sensors after pilot test 
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FIGURE 6.10 Complete test rig assembly with the instrumentation and base plates mounted 

on shock absorber pads 

6.4.  Data Logging from the transducers  

 

The data logging is done as, 

 

•  Continuous data logging with a time step of 1 sec is recorded.  

•  The data logger channel no 8is used for the torque variation recording. 

•  The channel 5, 6 & 7for the three axis of acceleration recording. 

•  The triaxial accelerometer is used alternatively on each bearing two bearings of the 

misaligned rotors. 

•  The characteristics of flexible coupling are to absorb much of vibration, stillthe base is 

taken in the completely aligned condition and the further recording is done. 

•  To confirm the complete alignment the Run-up and Run-down test is carried out and 

the readings are plotted for speed running up from 500 to 2800 rpm and running down 

from 2800 to 500 rpm at all the three bearings as shown in the Figure 6.11 to 6.12. 
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FIGURE 6.11 Continuous Data logging at a time step of 1sec 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6.12 Run-up and Run-down plots in completely aligned condition on (a) Bearing 1 
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FIGURE 6.12 Run-up and Run-down plots in completely aligned condition on 

(b) Bearing 2(c) Bearing 3 
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The plots of Figure 6.12 a, b and c are representing the Run-up and Run-down curves at all 

the three bearings for completely aligned condition of the setup. The curves are almost 

showing a mirror image during running up from 500 to 2800 rpm and running down from 

2800 to 500 rpm. It is conclusive from the above plots that the test rig is stable without any 

misalignment. There is no presence of noise or disturbance in the system during these 

recordings. After confirming this stability, the experiment is carried out for various types of 

faults i.e Angular, Parallel or Combined Misalignment (AM, PM or CM).  

 

6.4.1 Angular Misalignment (AM) 

 

The secondary base plate is induced with 20, 30 and 40angular misalignment in the horizontal 

plane by shifting the secondary base plate over the primary base plate with the help of a 

toggle pin. The Figure 6.13to 15shows the variation of torque measured simultaneously with 

the three orthogonal directional measurement of the peak acceleration (RMS peak value) at 

various speed. 
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FIGURE 6.13 Variations of Torque and Vibration for AM of 2° 

(a) Bearing 1 (b) Bearing 2, (c) Bearing 3 
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FIGURE6.14 Variations of Torque and Vibration for AM of 3° 

(a) Bearing 1 (b) Bearing 2 (c) Bearing 3 
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FIGURE 6.15Variations of Torque and Vibration for AM of 4° 

(a) Bearing 1 (b) Bearing 2 (c) Bearing 3 
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6.4.2 Parallel Misalignment (PM) 

 

The secondary base plate is to be shifted with 2mm and 3.5 mm to create parallel 

misalignment in the vertical plane. For inducing parallel misalignment in the perpendicular 

plane (i.e. Vertical Plane) the secondary base plate is lifted upward to create an offset of the 

shaft axis parallel upward in the vertical direction. To create this off set pre-machined sims 

are inserted between the secondary base plate and primary base plate. 

 

The Figure 6.16 and 6.17shows the variation of torque measured simultaneously with the 

three orthogonal directional measurements of the peak acceleration (RMS peak value) at 

various speed for PM. It can be clearly seen and compared with the angular misalignment 

plots in Figure. 6.13 to 6.15 that the axial peaks and torque drastically changed. 
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FIGURE 6.16 Variations of Torque & Vibration for PM of 3.5 mm  

(a) Bearing 1 (b) Bearing 2 (c) Bearing 3 
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FIGURE 6.17 Variations of Torque and Vibration for PM of 2 mm 2 
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FIGURE 6.17 Variations of Torque and Vibration for PM of 2 mm 

  (a) Bearing 1 (b) Bearing (c) Bearing 3 

 

6.4.3 Combined Misalignment (CM) 

 

In real life while dynamic rotating machines get misaligned due to the reasons mentioned in 

the literature review, the condition is not separable.  They are usually exposed to complex 

misalignment with a combination of Parallel Misalignment (PM) and Angular Misalignment 

(AM).The most prevalent type of misalignment occurs when there are parallel and angular 

variations in the same set of centerlines. In most cases, rigid and flexible couplings can be 

employed for shaft alignment. The effect of rigid coupling is available in literatures; therefore 

the test of flexible coupling under such faults is essential. The effect of combined 

misalignment is studied through the test rig which facilitates this combination in 

perpendicular planes. 

 

The setup is now misaligned with 2° in the horizontal plane and 2 mm in vertical plane by 

shifting the secondary base plate in horizontal direction angular and by inserting sims bellow 

the secondary base plate and lifting the shaft axis in the vertical direction. 
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FIGURE 6.18 Inducing combined misalignment by displacing the primary base plate 

The Figure 6.19 shows the variation of torque and orthogonal RMS peak accelerations in all 

the direction for the combined misalignment condition of 20 and 2 mm. The Figure 6.18 

shows the mechanism through which the complex misalignment situations are created in the 

set up.  

  

The graphs for combined misalignment show a peak in axial vibration readings and rise in 

torque. The important point observed in the combined misalignment condition is high heat 

generation. It is observed that the angular change in the combination was not creating more 

impact on the readings. 
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FIGURE 6.19 Variations of Torque and Vibration for CM 2° in X direction of 2 mm in Y 

direction 

(a) Bearing 1 (b) Bearing 2 (c) Bearing 3 
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6.5 Closure of the chapter 

 

Following are the important observations from the Sensitivity Analysis of DAS system 

 

1. Both the torque and vibration measurements are required for the investigation on 

flexible couplings. The use of a handheld FFT Analyzer in the pilot experimentation 

was suitable for preliminary work only. It should be replaced with a Rotary Torque 

Sensor and fixed tri-accelerometer attached to a data logger, for more precise 

measurement. 

2. The measurement taken through this DAS system is more or less following the similar 

trends for vibrations taken with single axis accelerometer for the two radial directions 

but the axial direction readings were bit suppressed. 

3. The triaxial accelerometer gave the precise measurement in all the three directions. 

The RMS peaks are clearly seen varying with the types of the misalignment. So it is 

easy to distinguish between the types of faults induced. 

4. The torque variations are importantly significant in the parallel misalignment case so 

this measurement also helpful for the analysis. 

5. The experimentation is now to be carried out for combined misalignment with 

different couplings so that this complex faults are more clarified. 

6. The coupling used during this test was the elastomer type and got damaged by the heat 

at high speed and friction. But the coupling jaws were not damaged. The coupling 

jaws were intact and the system was also not damaged. Only the elastomer spider in 

between was damaged and hence easily replaced with almost no cost. The damaged 

coupling is shown in Figure 6.19. 

 

 

FIGURE 6.20 Image of damaged elastomer spider of the flexible coupling 
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7. The damage was gradual at very high speed with combined misalignment involved. So 

the damage is not so significant. 

8. The rest of the mechanical elements were in perfect condition. As the test rig was 

checked for the Run-up and Run-Down test again with new coupling spider assembled 

and generated the same curves shown in Figure.6.12. 

9. The next step of the research is to design the experiment for the combination of 

various Parallel and Angular Misalignment (PM and AM) values along with the speed 

variation. 

10. The above Design of Experiment (DOE) is achieved with the help of Response 

Surface Methodology using MINTAB software as discussed in next chapter. With the 

same procedure used in this sensitivity analysis the DOE runs are performed. 
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CHAPTER 7  

 

EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY 

 

7.0  Introduction 

 

This research aims to investigate the unique vibration spectrum under various operating 

situations, such as the magnitude of combined misalignment, speed and type of coupling. To 

manage multiple conditions in combination with various perturbations, Design Of Experiment 

(DOE) is necessary.  The DOE aids proper combination of the situations like the magnitude of 

Parallel Misalignment (PM), Angular Misalignment (AM), speed (RPM), and the type of 

couplings. This will aid in the correlation of the variables like Torque output, RMS peak 

acceleration in all three orthogonal directions and fault due to misalignment. 

 

7.1  Design of Experiment (DOE) 

 

The DOE is used as a scientific instrument in manufacturing and non-manufacturing 

industries around the world. Software like MINITAB [56] has helped the expansion of DOE 

usage in last 20 years. It was the most common instrument used by scientists in medical 

(18%), engineering & biochemistry (20%), physics and computer science (13%), accounting 

for over half of all scientific domains' participation. The usage of DOE is fast increasing, it 

will also expand into other scientific areas and grow swiftly. 

 

Using DOE technique [56], researchers can determine the individual and interactive effects of 

various factors that can influence the output results of the measurements.   DOE can also be 

used to gain knowledge and estimate the best-operating conditions of a system, process or 

product. DOE can be applied to various inquiry objectives, but it is most useful early in a 

screening investigation to establish the most essential aspects. Then, it may be possible to 

optimize and better understand how the most significant regulatory aspects influence reactions 

or critical qualities. 
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The three primary reasons why DOE is a superior method of experiment design, 

1. It recommends the number of runs required. 

2. It gives a model for future directions. 

3. Many variables can be considered (not just two). 

In summary, the advantages of DOE are as follows: 

1. A structured method of connecting experiments in a logical manner. 

2. All influence factors and interactions can be estimated. 

3. In fewer experiments, more exact information is obtained. 

4. The results are examined in light of the variability. 

5. Support for decision-marketing: system map (response contour plot). 

6. Model to fit the statistical data can be generated. 

 

7.1.1 Response Surface Methodology (RSM) 

 

 Response Surface Analysis, RSM (Response Surface Modeling) is a technique for optimizing 

responses when two or more quantitative elements are present. In response surface 

methodology, the dependent variables are referred to as responses, while the independent 

variables or factors are referred to as predictor variables where p-values are employed for a 

specific purpose, such as testing a hypothesis. While the response surface is visually pleasing 

and provides a rapid relevant overview of the relationship, a contour plot is easier to 

understand in terms of response variables(Myers and Montgomery 1996) [58]. 

 

Further the implementation of the DOE is studied for two types of couplings in complex 

misalignment condition. The DOE method adapted here is Response Surface Methodology 

(RSM) using Minitab software. The RSM is one of the most often used experimental designs 

for optimization as stated by Sarabia and Ortiz 2009 [60]. It is a very helpful method because 

it allows for the evaluation of the effects of several factors and their interactions on one or 

more response variables. 
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FIGURE 7.1 Graphical Response surface plots [60] 

 

RSM investigates the connections between numerous explanatory variables and one or more 

response variables. It is a collection of mathematical and statistical methodologies that can be 

used to fit models and analyze problems when a large number of independent parameters 

control the dependent parameter(s). Montgomery, 2003 [58], George E. P. Box and K. B. 

Wilson pioneered the approach in 1951. The primary principle of RSM is to employ a series 

of prepared tests to find the best response. Box and Wilson propose utilizing a second-degree 

polynomial model to do this. 

 

RSM often creates graphical representation of the responses with the input variables (either in 

three-dimensional space or as contour plots), which aid in visualizing the response behavior 

with each level of a component and with a combination of factors. This simplifies the 

optimization process significantly. A graphical representation may show a response surface 

that lies above the two variables. As a result, by inspecting the plot, the values of the variables 

can be determined at which point the response is greatest or lowest. The term RSM is implied 

by this graphical view of the situation. A typical response surface plot is shown in Figure 7.1. 

 

7.1.2 Box-Behnken Design 

 

The Box-Behnken Design (BBD) for RSM is specifically developed to fit a second-order 

model, which is the primary interest in the majority of RSM studies. The BBD requires only 

three levels for each factor to fit a second-order regression model (quadratic model), but the 
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CCD requires five levels. The BBD set a mid-level between the factors' original low and high 

levels, avoiding the extreme axial (star) points seen in the CCD. Furthermore, the BBD 

employs face points, which are generally more practical than corner points in CCD. The 

insertion of the mid-level point allows for the efficient estimation of a second-order model's 

coefficients (Box et al., 2005). 

 

 

FIGURE 7.2 Box-Behnken Design 

[Source:https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/response-surface-methodology] 

 

Referring to Patil, et. al.,2021 [59] describes a method for detecting a flaw in a bearing (outer 

race, inner race, or ball) that causes increased vibrations. Time domain indices such as RMS, 

crest factor and kurtosis are significant characteristics used to assess the bearing's condition. 

Bearing vibrations are also affected by radial load and operating speed. The relationship 

between defect size, load and speed aids in the analysis of their effect on vibrations and is 

more efficiently portrayed using RSM. 

 

The presented study employs RSM to investigate the effect of defect size, load and speed on 

bearing vibrations. As a response factor, kurtosis is employed. The Box-Behnken design 

process is used to plan experiments. Experiments are carried out with the use of 6305 ball 

bearings. A typical Box–Behnken Design plot is shown in Figure 7.2. For analysis, the 

MINITAB statistical software is employed. The experimental results show that the defect 

size, interaction effect of defect size & load and interaction effect of defect size & speed are 

all significant. The response surface method, which employs Box-Behnken design and 

analysis of variance, has proven to be a viable tool for determining the key elements 

influencing bearing vibrations. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/response-surface-methodology
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The research by (Estupiñan,et. al. 2008)[57] deals with one of the most common malfunctions 

in rotating machines misalignment.. In this study, an analysis of energetic losses generated by 

misalignment in rotating machines has been carried out. The main objective is of finding a 

correlation between vibration levels, energy consumption and different degrees of 

misalignment. A laboratory test rig has been implemented to carry out experimental tests 

under different degrees of misalignment. Two industrial cases, one from a mining company 

and another from a thermoelectric company have been included in this study. Two different 

methodologies were used to analyze the results. A statistical model based on the RSM was 

used for the data analysis of one of the industrial cases. Figure 7.3 and 7.4 shows the results. 

 

 

FIGURE 7.3 The Centrifugal pump under test and the vibration and current response on the 

coupling side [57] 

 

FIGURE 7.4 RSM of vibration in all the three directions and current consumption [57] 
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7.2 Final Phase of the experimentation 

 

For the final phase of experimentation of this project, RSM is used for designing the plan of 

experimentation. As it’s important to understand the effect of the combination of the faults 

induced .DOE will help to understand the combination of the input parameters like speed 

(RPM), the magnitude of Angular Misalignment value (in the horizontal plane) and Parallel 

Misalignment value (in the vertical plane) with a minimum number of the tests to be carried 

out. The flow chart of the experiment is shown in Figure 7.5. 

The method selected here for the analysis of the experiment is the Box-Behnken technique as 

mentioned, it gives fewer runs for the same range of the experimentation. This considers the 

analysis’s response (o/p) parameters are Torque, RMS peak acceleration in two radial 

directions (Horizontal and vertical) and one axial direction. 

 

FIGURE 7.5 Flow of the final phase of experimentation 
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The experiment has the variation of the type of couplings and the bearing on which the 

variation is measured. Coupling 1 is selected as the beam type coupling/helical coupling. It is 

a metal coupling. Coupling 2 selected is same as previously used elastomer coupling with the 

center element as an elastomer spider. Both the couplings are tested for extreme conditions. 

The pictures of the couplings used are shown in Figure 7.6. 

 

Following conditions are considered for testing, 

 

Misalignment range for Speed Range: 500 to 2800 rpm (8.33 to 46.66 Hz for VVF drive.) 

 

 Coupling 1: Flexible Aluminum Coupling 

 

 Angular misalignment (AM)  - 0 to 3 degrees (Horizontal plane) 

 Parallel misalignment (PM)  - 0 to 1 mm (Vertical plane) 

 

 Coupling 2: Elastomeric type flexible Aluminum Coupling 

 

 Angular misalignment (AM)  - 0 to 3 degrees (horizontal plane) 
 Parallel misalignment (PM)  - 0 to 3 mm (vertical plane) 

 

 

FIGURE 7.6 Image of both the Flexible couplings selected 

 

Coupling.1 
Coupling.2 
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7.2.1 Design of Experiment- Box-Behnken Design  

 

7.2.1.1 Test Run 1: With coupling Type 1  

 

 Factors:          3      Replicates:    1 

 Base runs:      15    Total runs:    15 

 Base blocks:   1     Total blocks: 1 

 Center points: 3 

 Design Table (randomized) used by Box-Behnken Design about the maximum 

minimum and the center point (-1 0 1)  

 Speed: 500 to 2800 rpm 

 Parallel misalignment (PM): 0 to 1 mm 

 Angular misalignment (AM): 0° to 2° 

 

TABLE 7.1 Run order of the experiment for Coupling 1 

 

Run Blk A B C 
Std 

Order 

Run 

Order 

Pt 

Type 
Blocks 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Parallel 

(mm) 

Angular 

(Deg) 

1 1 0 0 0 13 1 0 1 1650 0.5 2 

2 1 1 -1 0 1 2 2 1 500 0 2 

3 1 -1 1 0 6 3 2 1 2800 0.5 1 

4 1 -1 0 1 4 4 2 1 2800 1 2 

5 1 -1 -1 0 2 5 2 1 2800 0 2 

6 1 0 1 1 7 6 2 1 500 0.5 3 

7 1 0 1 -1 10 7 2 1 1650 1 1 

8 1 -1 0 -1 15 8 0 1 1650 0.5 2 

9 1 0 0 0 12 9 2 1 1650 1 3 

10 1 0 -1 -1 9 10 2 1 1650 0 1 

11 1 1 0 -1 5 11 2 1 500 0.5 1 

12 1 1 0 1 11 12 2 1 1650 0 3 

13 1 1 1 0 14 13 0 1 1650 0.5 2 

14 1 0 -1 1 3 14 2 1 500 1 2 

15 1 0 0 0 8 15 2 1 2800 0.5 3 
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7.2.1.2 Test Run 1: With coupling Type 2 

 

 Factors:          3       Replicates:     1 

 Base runs:      15     Total runs:     15 

 Base blocks:   1      Total blocks:   1 

 Center points: 3 

 Design Table (randomized) used by Box-Behnken Design about the maximum 

minimum and the center point (-1 0 1)  

 Speed: 500 to 2800 rpm 

 Parallel misalignment (PM): 0 to 3 mm 

 Angular misalignment (AM):  1° to 3° 

 

TABLE 7.2 Run order of the experiment for Coupling 2 

Run Blk A B C 
Std 

Order 

Run 

Order 

Pt 

Type 
Blocks 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Parallel 

(mm) 

Angular 

(Deg) 

1 1 0 0 0 13 1 0 1 1650 0.5 2 

2 1 1 -1 0 1 2 2 1 500 0 2 

3 1 -1 1 0 6 3 2 1 2800 0.5 1 

4 1 -1 0 1 4 4 2 1 2800 1 2 

5 1 -1 -1 0 2 5 2 1 2800 0 2 

6 1 0 1 1 7 6 2 1 500 0.5 3 

7 1 0 1 -1 10 7 2 1 1650 1 1 

8 1 -1 0 -1 15 8 0 1 1650 0.5 2 

9 1 0 0 0 12 9 2 1 1650 1 3 

10 1 0 -1 -1 9 10 2 1 1650 0 1 

11 1 1 0 -1 5 11 2 1 500 0.5 1 

12 1 1 0 1 11 12 2 1 1650 0 3 

13 1 1 1 0 14 13 0 1 1650 0.5 2 

14 1 0 -1 1 3 14 2 1 500 1 2 

15 1 0 0 0 8 15 2 1 2800 0.5 3 
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The above DOE Table 7.1 and 7.2 is the base run with 15 sets of combinations of the input 

parameters like Speed (rpm), Angular misalignment (AM) and Parallel misalignment (PM). 

The experiment is further carried out in the above-mentioned standard run. These 15 sets of 

runs are repeated on each bearing as it was carried out in the previous chapter. 

The test rig is now exposed to the combination of misalignment types. The attempt is now to 

understand the correlation between the inputs parameters and measured responses. The 

mechanical set up is again checked for the any permanent deformation using tools as shown in 

Figure 7.7. The shaft for run out the bearing for wearing out and the couplings replaced. The 

assembly of the DAS system as discussed in the previous chapter is carried out again. 

  
 

FIGURE 7.7 Shaft Rup-out test using dial indicator method 

The assembly of the test rig is finally again assembled at completely aligned condition and as 

discussed in the previous chapter on the sensitivity of the transducers. The immediate Run-up 

and Rup-down test of the setup at all the bearings are again carried out. Same plots for both as 

Figure 6.12 are again obtained which confirms that the setup in the aligned condition and is 

stable with the same readings are taken for the base of the analysis. The stability of the system 

is been regularly checked and the curves are almost showing a mirror image during running 

up from 500 to 2800 rpm and running down from 2800 to 500 rpm.
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7.3 Obsrevations 

 

The test run was carried out for the conditions and observation at coupling 1 and 2 are 

recorded for peak acceleration vertical, horizontal and axial direction including torque values.  

Table 7.3 to 7.5  shows values for bearing 1 to 3. 

 

7.3.1 Observation for Coupling 1 (Beam/Helical Coupling) 

TABLE 7.3 Observations at Bearing 1 

Std 

Order 

Run 

Order 

Pt 

Type 
Blocks 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Angular 

(degree) 

Parallel 

(mm) 

Peak acceleration 

In direction 

(mm/s2) 

Torque 

(N-

mm) 

Vertical Horizontal Axial 

13 1 0 1 1650 0.5 2 0 98.0665 588.399 850 

1 2 2 1 500 0 2 686.4655 3236.1945 1078.731 1420 

6 3 2 1 2800 0.5 1 0 196.133 686.4655 570 

4 4 2 1 2800 1 2 0 98.0665 588.399 570 

2 5 2 1 2800 0 2 882.5985 1667.1305 686.4655 850 

7 6 2 1 500 0.5 3 0 98.0665 392.266 850 

10 7 2 1 1650 1 1 0 98.0665 588.399 280 

15 8 0 1 1650 0.5 2 882.5985 1667.1305 686.4655 850 

12 9 2 1 1650 1 3 0 98.0665 490.3325 1420 

9 10 2 1 1650 0 1 882.5985 1667.1305 686.4655 850 

5 11 2 1 500 0.5 1 0 98.0665 98.0665 850 

11 12 2 1 1650 0 3 0 98.0665 490.3325 1420 

14 13 0 1 1650 0.5 2 0 98.0665 490.3325 1140 

3 14 2 1 500 1 2 0 98.0665 490.3325 2280 

8 15 2 1 2800 0.5 3 196.133 588.399 588.399 1420 

 

Bearing 1 
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TABLE 7.4 Observations at Bearing 2 

Std 

Order 

Run 

Order 

Pt 

Type 
Blocks 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Angular 

(degree) 

Parallel 

(mm) 

Peak acceleration 

In direction 

(mm/s2) 

Torque 

(N-

mm) 

Vertical Horizontal Axial 

13 1 0 1 1650 0.5 2 0 98.0665 588.399 850 

1 2 2 1 500 0 2 0 196.133 196.133 1140 

6 3 2 1 2800 0.5 1 0 98.0665 490.3325 850 

4 4 2 1 2800 1 2 0 196.133 490.3325 850 

2 5 2 1 2800 0 2 98.0665 98.0665 588.399 570 

7 6 2 1 500 0.5 3 0 98.0665 392.266 850 

10 7 2 1 1650 1 1 98.0665 98.0665 588.399 280 

15 8 0 1 1650 0.5 2 98.0665 98.0665 588.399 570 

12 9 2 1 1650 1 3 98.0665 196.133 490.3325 1420 

9 10 2 1 1650 0 1 98.0665 98.0665 588.399 570 

5 11 2 1 500 0.5 1 0 98.0665 196.133 850 

11 12 2 1 1650 0 3 0 196.133 392.266 1710 

14 13 0 1 1650 0.5 2 0 196.133 490.3325 850 

3 14 2 1 500 1 2 0 196.133 392.266 2280 

8 15 2 1 2800 0.5 3 0 98.0665 490.3325 1140 

 

Bearing 2 
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TABLE 7.5 Observations at Bearing 3 

Std 

Order 

Run 

Order 

Pt 

Type 
Blocks 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Angular 

(degree) 

Parallel 

(mm) 

Peak acceleration 

In direction 

(mm/s2) 

Torque 

(N-

mm) 

Vertical Horizontal Axial 

13 1 0 1 1650 0.5 2 0 98.0665 588.399 850 

1 2 2 1 500 0 2 294.1995 196.133 196.133 1140 

6 3 2 1 2800 0.5 1 0 196.133 686.4655 570 

4 4 2 1 2800 1 2 0 196.133 490.3325 570 

2 5 2 1 2800 0 2 0 98.0665 588.399 570 

7 6 2 1 500 0.5 3 0 98.0665 294.1995 570 

10 7 2 1 1650 1 1 0 98.0665 588.399 280 

15 8 0 1 1650 0.5 2 0 98.0665 588.399 570 

12 9 2 1 1650 1 3 98.0665 98.0665 490.3325 1420 

9 10 2 1 1650 0 1 0 98.0665 588.399 570 

5 11 2 1 500 0.5 1 0 98.0665 392.266 570 

11 12 2 1 1650 0 3 0 294.1995 196.133 1420 

14 13 0 1 1650 0.5 2 0 294.1995 294.1995 850 

3 14 2 1 500 1 2 0 392.266 882.5985 2570 

8 15 2 1 2800 0.5 3 2255.53 3824.594 2647.796 1420 

 

Bearing 3 
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7.3.2  Observation for Coupling 2 (Elastomer coupling) 

 

TABLE 7.6 Observations at Bearing 1 

Std 

Order 

Run 

Order 

Pt 

Type 
Blocks 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Angular 

(degree) 

Parallel 

(mm) 

Peak acceleration 

In direction 

(mm/s2) 

Torque 

(N-

mm) 

Vertical Horizontal Axial 

15 1 0 1 1650 2 2 98.0665 98.0665 588.399 1710 

2 2 2 1 2800 1 2 196.133 98.0665 588.399 850 

3 3 2 1 500 3 2 196.133 98.0665 686.46 850 

7 4 2 1 500 2 3 98.0665 98.0665 686.4655 1710 

1 5 2 1 500 1 2 98.0665 98.0665 588.399 280 

12 6 2 1 1650 3 3 98.0665 98.0665 1078.7315 570 

10 7 2 1 1650 3 1 196.33 96.06 588.399 570 

5 8 2 1 500 2 1 98.0665 98.0665 588.399 1140 

14 9 0 1 1650 2 2 196.133 98.0665 588.399 1140 

9 10 2 1 1650 1 1 196.133 196.133 588.399 850 

6 11 2 1 2800 2 1 98.0665 0 588.399 1140 

8 12 2 1 2800 2 3 196.133 98.06 588.399 850 

4 13 2 1 2800 3 2 196.133 196.133 588.399 850 

11 14 2 1 1650 1 3 196.133 196.133 588.399 850 

13 15 0 1 1650 2 2 98.0665 98.0665 588.399 1710 

 

Bearing 1 
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TABLE 7.7 Observations at Bearing 2 

Std 

Order 

Run 

Order 

Pt 

Type 
Blocks 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Angular 

(degree) 

Parallel 

(mm) 

Peak acceleration 

In direction 

(mm/s2) 

Torque 

(N-

mm) 

Vertical Horizontal Axial 

15 1 0 1 1650 2 2 294.1995 98.0665 588.399 1420 

2 2 2 1 2800 1 2 294.1995 0 490.3325 850 

3 3 2 1 500 3 2 196.133 98.0665 588.399 280 

7 4 2 1 500 2 3 294.1995 196.133 490.3325 1710 

1 5 2 1 500 1 2 294.1995 98.0665 588.399 280 

12 6 2 1 1650 3 3 294.1995 98.0665 1176.798 570 

10 7 2 1 1650 3 1 196.133 0 588.399 570 

5 8 2 1 500 2 1 294.1995 196.133 490.3325 1140 

14 9 0 1 1650 2 2 294.1995 196.133 490.3325 1140 

9 10 2 1 1650 1 1 294.1995 196.133 588.399 570 

6 11 2 1 2800 2 1 392.266 98.0665 686.4655 1140 

8 12 2 1 2800 2 3 196.33 98.06 490 850 

4 13 2 1 2800 3 2 294.1995 196.133 588.399 570 

11 14 2 1 1650 1 3 294.1995 196.133 588.399 570 

13 15 0 1 1650 2 2 294.1995 196.133 686.4655 1710 

 

Bearing 2 
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TABLE 7.8 Observations at Bearing 3 

Std 

Order 

Run 

Order 

Pt 

Type 
Blocks 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Angular 

(degree) 

Parallel 

(mm) 

Peak acceleration 

In direction 

(mm/s2) 

Torque 

(N-

mm) 

Vertical Horizontal Axial 

15 1 0 1 1650 2 2 0 196.133 588.399 1710 

2 2 2 1 2800 1 2 0 98.0665 392.266 1140 

3 3 2 1 500 3 2 0 196.133 490.3325 280 

7 4 2 1 500 2 3 0 98.0665 392.266 1710 

1 5 2 1 500 1 2 0 98.0665 588.399 280 

12 6 2 1 1650 3 3 0 98.0665 588.399 570 

10 7 2 1 1650 3 1 0 98.0665 588.399 570 

5 8 2 1 500 2 1 0 98.0665 490.3325 1140 

14 9 0 1 1650 2 2 0 196.133 490.3325 1140 

9 10 2 1 1650 1 1 0 196.133 588.399 5570 

6 11 2 1 2800 2 1 0 98.0665 588.399 1420 

8 12 2 1 2800 2 3 98.06 294.1 490 850 

4 13 2 1 2800 3 2 0 196.133 588.399 5570 

11 14 2 1 1650 1 3 0 196.133 588.399 5570 

13 15 0 1 1650 2 2 98.0665 98.0665 588.399 1710 

 

Bearing 3 
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7.4 Observations related to both the couplings under Combined Misalignment 

 

The experiment was carried out as per the Box-Behnken design for both the couplings on the 

test rig. Following are the observations. The damaged coupling images are shown in Figure 

7.8. 

 

1. Both the couplings failed after the extreme conditions of the test range and the various 

combinations as per the DOE. 

 

 

FIGURE 7.8 Image of damaged couplings 

2. The RSM results clearly shows  

 

 Coupling 1: The variation of the torque as well as vibration in all the three 

axis are highly affected by the parallel induced misalignment value compared 

to angular. 

 Coupling 2: The variation of the torque as well as vibration in all the three 

axis are highly affected by the angular induced misalignment value compared 

to parallel. 

3. Both the couplings are sensitive to the combined misalignment as the axis is shifted in 

both the plane horizontal and vertical. 

4. The metal coupling could tolerate higher angular defection from the coupling due to 

the design of the centre element.  
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5. While the elastomeric type spider element allows to higher parallel defections 

compared to the metal one. 

6. The attempt is made to study the Box behnken design with multi-variables for the 

variation of the response like torque, peak acceleration (RMS peak) in horizontal, 

vertical and axial direction.  

7. A set of initial trials were carried out to establish the range for the variation of 

independent variables like Speed RPM, angular misalignment in horizontal plane, 

Parallel misalignment in vertical plane. 

8. Mathematical regression equations (quadratic equation), response surface, and contour 

plots are obtained to show the interactions and discuss the results in the graphic model 

in the next chapter. 

9. The goal was to identify the levels of independent variables for the intended range for 

the response variables which leads to failure through multi-variable RSM design. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

8.0  Introduction 

 

The multi-response Response surface method was applied for the study of combined effects of 

Angular Misalignment (AM) and Parallel Misalignment (PM) together on the test rig. The 

Box-behnken design is used here for both the couplings. The couplings were tested for 15 

base runs and repeated for all three bearings. The responses are recorded simultaneously with 

the condition generated by the RSM design as per Table 7.1 and 7.2.  The recorded readings 

are in the Run –order obtained by the software represented in the Table 7.3 to 7.6 for 

Coupling 1 (Helical Coupling) and Table 7.7 to 7.9 for Coupling 2 (Elastomer coupling). So 

the total experiments conducted for one coupling are 45 runs. As all the bearings are 

continuously running for 45 runs and with various combinations of faults both AM and PM at 

different RPMs the bearing health is also checked at the end. 

In this section of the research, the results of the multi-response RSM with Box-behnken 

design is discussed in detail with an interaction study between the independent factors (Speed 

, AM and PM) and the response (Peak Accelerations in three directions and the torque). All 

the three response are studied for the extreme conditions with a range beyond the coupling 

tolerance as mentioned in the previous chapter. 

 

8.1  Interaction results for Coupling 1: Helical/Beam Coupling 

 

Response Surface Regression: Torque (N-mm) versus RPM, Parallel Misalignment (MM), 

Angular Misalignment (Degree)  

 

Regression Equation  

 

Torque (N-mm) =  

998 - 0.667 RPM - 556 Parallel (MM) + 496 Angular (Deg) + 0.000100 RPM*RPM + 807 Parallel 

(MM)*Parallel (MM) - 156 Angular (Deg)*Angular (Deg) - 0.496 rpm*Parallel (MM) + 0.185 

rpm*Angular (Deg) + 285 Parallel (MM)*Angular (Deg) 
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The above regression equation represents the fit model to predict the torque for coupling 1. 

The model clearly represents the amount of Parallel Misalignment (PM) in the vertical plane 

that affects the Torque variation more significantly. The speed and the Angular Misalignment 

(AM) are also represented in the above regression. The statistical significance is checked 

using the ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) table. The overall model p-value (0.019) is less 

than the level of significance (0.05). Therefore, reject the null hypothesis of no relationship 

between the dependent and the independent variables. The practical significance test is 

performed using the model summary output table. The coefficient of determination, the 

adjusted R-square value is observed to be 86.10 % (confidence level) indicating that the 

model parameters can explain variation in the dependent variable, response very well. 

Therefore, the model has good practical significance. S is measured in the units of the 

response variable and represents the standard distance that data values fall from the regression 

line. For a given regression the s value is low so it suggests a better fit. Smaller differences 

between predicted R2 and the other two R2 statistics indicate that the model is not over 

fitting. Figure 8.1 represents four-in-one residual plot displays of four different residual plots 

for Torque. This layout is representing the comparison of the plots and shows that model 

meets the assumptions of the analysis. 

Analysis of Variance 

Term                       Effect  Coef  SE Coef  T-Value  P-Value   VIF 

Constant                            947      276     3.43    0.019 

RPM                          -497  -249      169    -1.47    0.001  1.00 

Parallel(MM)                    3     1      169     0.01    0.014  1.00 

Angular(Deg)                  640   320      169     1.90    0.016  1.00 

RPM*RPM                       263   132      248     0.53    0.019  1.01 

Parallel(MM)*Parallel(MM)     403   202      248     0.81    0.045  1.01 

Angular(Deg)*Angular(Deg)    -312  -156      248    -0.63    0.058  1.01 

RPM*Parallel(MM)             -570  -285      239    -1.19    0.028  1.00 

RPM*Angular(Deg)              425   212      239     0.89    0.014  1.00 

Parallel(MM)*Angular(Deg)     285   142      239     0.60    0.077  1.00 

 

 

Model Summary 

 
 

S       R-sq      R-sq(adj)  R-sq(pred) 

 

7.377   86.10%     15.08%       3.00% 
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FIGURE 8.1 Residual plots for Torque for Coupling 1 

 

FIGURE 8.2 Contour plots for Torque for Coupling 1 
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FIGURE 8.3 Surface plots for Torque for Coupling 1 

The contour plot shows the variation of torque relates to two continuous variables based on a 

model equation while any additional variables are held constant (AM, PM and RPM). 

Rising ridge surface and contour plots: The following surface and contour plots are 

represented by a rising ridge surface as shown in Figure 8.2 and 8.3. As the color gets 

changed from dark blue to dark green, this shows an increase in torque with respect to other to 

variables.  

Overlaid Contour Plot for the Response Surface Designs: The overlaid contour plot shows 

the feasible region which is represented by white color. Here the feasible region is the area 

formed by the two factors, given the hold values of any other factors, such that the acceptable 

values for each response are between their respective contours .  

The contour lines here show the minimum and maximum trends of the response varying over 

the data sample. 

 

javascript:BSSCPopup('ovrr_def_feasible_region.htm');
javascript:BSSCPopup('ovrf_def_contours_of_a_response.htm');
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FIGURE 8.4 Overlaid contour plots for Coupling 1 

 

Multiple Response Prediction of Torque at Coupling 1: For multi –response analysis here 

the composite desirability method is used for prediction for torque (N-mm), axial direction 

(mm/s2), horizontal direction (mm/s2), vertical direction (mm/s2) 

 

Parameters 

 
 

Response                     Goal     Lower   Target    Upper    Weight  Importance 

Peak acceleration HD (N/MM2) Minimum          98.067   3236.19       1           1 

Torque (N-mm)                Minimum         280.000   2280.00       1           1 

Peak acceleration VD (N/MM2) Minimum           0.000    882.60       1           1 

Peak acceleration AD (N/MM2) Minimum          98.067   1078.73       1           1 
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FIGURE 8.5 Multi-Response optimization plots for coupling1 

 

Multiple Response Prediction 
 

Variable      Setting 

RPM           1638.38 

Parallel (mm) 0.727273 

Angular (Deg) 1 

 

Response                      Fit   SE Fit      95% CI   95% PI 

Peak acceleration HD  (N/MM2) -254     578     (98, 82) (96, 68) 

Torque (N-mm)                  454     311     (45, 54) (78, 59) 

Peak acceleration VD (N/MM2)   -40     248     (77, 97) (98, 27) 

Peak acceleration AD (N/MM2)   421     142     (56, 86) (68, 90) 

Composite desirability [https://support.minitab.com]: For multiple responses, there is no 

factor setting that simultaneously maximizes/minimize the desirability of all the four response 

variables. For this reason, here maximizing/minimizing is dependent on composite 
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desirability. The composite desirability combines the individual desirability of all the 

response variables into a single measure. Greater emphasis is placed on the response variables 

with the greatest importance. 

The choices of goal, lower, target, upper  and weight, defines the desirability function for each 

individual response. Weight can be taken as one neutral setting. Increasing the weight requires 

the response to move closer to the target to achieve a given desirability. Decreasing the 

weight has the opposite effect.  

The most desirable response values are, 

    If the response is equal to the target, then its desirability is one.  

    If the goal is to minimize, all responses less than the target also have a desirability of one. 

    If the goal is to maximize, all responses greater than the target also have a desirability of 

one. 

Interpreting the optimization plot for multivariable is, 

1. Speed of motor (RPM): Increase in RPM moves the Torque closer to its target of 280 

(N-mm), and increases the directional vibration responses. However, because overall 

desirability is less than 1, the overall desirability cannot improve, given the limits set by 

this design.  

2.  Parallel Misalignment (PM): Increasing the Parallel Misalignment moves the Torque 

away from its target of 280 (N-mm), increasing the other vibration responses in all 

direction except radial horizontal direction (ie. Peak acceleration in HD). 

3. Angular Misalignment (AM): Increasing Angular Misalignment moves the Torque away 

from its target of 280 (N-mm) and do not much effect the vibration response much. The 

detail extrapolation of this plots to higher values of Angular misalignment (AM), it can be 

concluded that all the three directional vibrations is decreasing. 

The output of the optimizer has Composite Desirability less than one (0.8845) and the 

individual function desirability is 1 for Peak acceleration HD (N/mm2) and Peak acceleration 

VD (N/mm2) and the minimizing of the function is achieved. Torque (N-mm) has a functional 

desirability near to one. Peak acceleration AD (N/mm2) is not getting desirability as 1 so the 

response is not minimizing.  

javascript:BSSCPopup('../domropti/mrof_def_goal.htm');
javascript:BSSCPopup('../domropti/mrof_def_lower.htm');
javascript:BSSCPopup('../domropti/mrof_def_target.htm');
javascript:BSSCPopup('../domropti/mrof_def_upper.htm');
javascript:BSSCPopup('../domropti/mrof_def_weight.htm');
javascript:BSSCPopup('../domropti/mrof_def_desirability_function.htm');
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TABLE 8.1 RSM Analysis of Axial Direction (AD) at peak acceleration for Coupling 1 

RSM Analysis 

(Coupling 1) 
Bearing 1 Bearing 2 Bearing3 

Regression 

Equation for 

Peak 

acceleration 

AD (mm/s2) 

Peak acceleration AD (mm/s2) = 

101 + 0.117 RPM + 1136 Parallel(MM) 

+ 692 Angular(Deg)  - 0.000000 RPM*RPM 

+ 490 Parallel(MM)*Parallel(MM) 

 - 147 Angular(Deg)*Angular(Deg) 

+ 0.213 RPM*Parallel(MM)  

- 0.0853 RPM*Angular(Deg) 

+ 49 Parallel(MM)*Angular(Deg) 

Peak acceleration AD (mm/s2) = 

-208 + 0.571 RPM + 195 Parallel(MM)  

+ 164 Angular(Deg) - 0.000099 RPM*RPM  

- 33 Parallel(MM)*Parallel(MM)  

- 32.7 Angular(Deg)*Angular(Deg) 

 - 0.1279 RPM*Parallel(MM) 

- 0.0426 RPM*Angular(Deg) 

 + 49.0 Parallel(MM)*Angular(Deg) 

Peak acceleration AD (mm/s2) =  

-2148 - 1.171 RPM+ 1470 Parallel(MM) 

 -+523 Angular(Deg)+ 0.000222 RPM*RPM 

- 981 Parallel(MM)*Parallel(MM) 

+ 221 Angular(Deg)*Angular(Deg)  

- 0.341 RPM*Parallel(MM) 

+ 0.448 RPM*Angular(Deg) 

+ 147 Parallel(MM)*Angular(Deg) 

Contour 

Plots of Peak 

acceleration 

Axial 

direction 

(mm/s2) 
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TABLE 8.2  RSM Analysis of Horizontal Direction (HD) at peak acceleration for Coupling 1 

RSM Analysis 

(Coupling 1) 
Bearing 1 Bearing 2 Bearing3 

Regression 

Equation for 

Peak 

acceleration 

HD (mm/s2) 

Peak acceleration HD(mm/s2) = 

2285 - 1.596 RPM + 573 Parallel(MM) 

 - 156 Angular(Deg)+ 0.000232 RPM*RPM  

- 932 Parallel(MM)*Parallel(MM) 

+ 257 Angular(Deg)*Angular(Deg)  

+ 0.128 RPM*Parallel(MM)  

+ 0.490 RPM*Angular(Deg) 

 + 49 Parallel(MM)*Angular(Deg) 

Peak acceleration HD(mm/s2) = 

44 - 0.0218 RPM + 226 Parallel(MM) 

+ 139 Angular(Deg) - 0.000003 RPM*RPM 

+ 180 Parallel(MM)*Parallel(MM)  

- 28.6 Angular(Deg)*Angular(Deg) 

+ 0.0426 RPM*Parallel(MM) 

+ 0.0000 RPM*Angular(Deg)  

- 0.0 Parallel(MM)*Angular(Deg) 

Peak acceleration HD(mm/s2) = 

3234 - 2.38 RPM + 1991 Parallel(MM)  

- 2409 Angular(Deg) + 0.000365 RPM*RPM  

- 1700 Parallel(MM)*Parallel(MM) 

+409 Angular(Deg)*Angular(Deg) 

-0.043 RPM*Parallel(MM) 

 + 0.789 RPM*Angular(Deg)  

- 98 Parallel(MM)*Angular(Deg) 

Contour Plots 
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TABLE 8.3  RSM Analysis of Vertical Direction (VD) at peak acceleration for Coupling 1 

RSM Analysis 

(Coupling 1) 
Bearing 1 Bearing 2 Bearing3 

Regression 

Equation for 

Peak 

acceleration 

VD (mm/s2) 

Peak acceleration VD(mm/s2) = 

 439 + 0.092 RPM - 1894 Parallel(MM) 

+ 457 Angular(Deg) - 0.000028 RPM*RPM 

+ 539 Parallel(MM)*Parallel(MM)  

 - 208 Angular(Deg)*Angular(Deg)  

- 0.085 RPM*Parallel(MM) 

+ 0.043 RPM*Angular(Deg) 

+ 441 Parallel(MM)*Angular(Deg) 

Peak acceleration VD(mm/s2) = 

35 + 0.1339 RPM - 158 Parallel(MM)  

- 69 Angular(Deg)- 0.000031 RPM*RPM 

 + 131 Parallel(MM)*Parallel(MM) 

+ 8.2 Angular(Deg)*Angular(Deg)  

- 0.0426 RPM*Parallel(MM) 

- 0.0000 RPM*Angular(Deg) 

 + 49.0 Parallel(MM)*Angular(Deg) 

Peak acceleration VD(mm/s2) = 

2285 - 1.596 RPM + 573 Parallel(MM) 

 - 156 Angular(Deg)+ 0.000232 RPM*RPM  

- 932 Parallel(MM)*Parallel(MM) 

+ 257 Angular(Deg)*Angular(Deg) 

+0.128 RPM*Parallel(MM) 

 + 0.490 RPM*Angular(Deg)  

+ 49 Parallel(MM)*Angular(Deg) 

Contour Plots 

of Peak 

acceleration 

VD (mm/s2) 
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8.2 RSM regression equation and Contour plots for vibration response for Coupling 1 

 

Table 8.1 represents RSM Analysis of Axial Direction (AD) peak acceleration for Coupling 1. 

Similarly the Table 8.2 and 8.3 represents the RSM Analysis of Horizontal Direction (HD) 

and Vertical Direction (VD) peak acceleration. The quadratic regression equation for axial 

direction vibration acceleration peaks as per the readings listed in Table 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 and 

the Box-Behnken Design generated. 

 

The regression equation represents the two –way interaction between the independent 

variables RPM, Angular Misalignment (AM), Parallel Misalignment (PM) with the response 

in the Axial Direction (AD).The equations help to predict the response and can be seen than 

the co-efficient of the Parallel Misalignment (PM) is higher than that of Angular 

misalignment (AM). Even the quadratic term Parallel Misalignment (PM) is significant for 

this coupling on all the three bearings as the dynamic force is induced on these bearings due 

to shifting of shaft axis in the perpendicular plane. 

The interpretation of the contour plots in the tables 8.1 to 8.3 can be done as the plot changes 

color from darker shade of  blue to  darker shade of green the response vary from 

minimization to maximization. Most of them are of rising ridge type contour plots i.e. the 

response increases if out of two independent variables, one is increased and other is 

decreased. For instance the Axial Direction (AD) peak acceleration is plotted for three 

combination (i) PM and AM (ii) PM and RPM (iii) AM and RPM. The rising ridge type 

indicates that AD peak increases if Parallel misalignment (PM) increases and Angular 

misalignment (AM) decreases.  

Few counters listed in the above results are of simple maximum contour plots whereas the 

color gets darker, the response increases (i.e. the response increases with the increase in both 

the independent variable like (i) PM and AM (ii) PM and RPM (iii) AM and RPM). This can 

be seen for Vertical Directional peak at bearing 3 as listed in Table 8.3. 

Few plots are of stationary ridge type contour plots, as the color gets darker, the response 

increases. A stationary ridge surface is shaped like an arch. In these plots, it can be observed 

that there are many possible factor settings that maximize the response. For instance 

Horizontal Directional peak acceleration at bearing 3i.e. for Angular Misalignment (AM) vs 
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RPM) as seen in Table 8.2. Similarly Axial Directional peak at bearing 2 is shown in Table 

8.1. 

Form all the results for coupling 1,  it is evident that while experimenting with the 

combination of misalignment in two perpendicular planes the Parallel Misalignment (PM) 

effects more to all the four responses (i) Torque, (ii) Peak acceleration in Axial direction, (iii) 

Peak acceleration in Horizontal direction and (iv) Peak acceleration in Vertical direction. 

 

8.3 Interaction results for Coupling 2: Elastomer Coupling 

 

Response Surface Regression: Torque (N-mm) versus RPM, Parallel Misalignment 

(MM), Angular Misalignment (Degree)  

 

Regression Equation: 

 

Torque (N-mm) =  

- 3088 + 0.980 RPM + 2831 Angular (Degrees) + 958 Parallel (MM) 

 - 0.000118 RPM*RPM + 656 Angular (Degrees)*Angular (Degrees) 

+154 Parallel (MM)*Parallel (MM) - 0.124 RPM*Angular (Degrees) 

- 0.187 RPM*Parallel (MM) + 0.78 Angular (Degrees)*Parallel (MM) 

The above regression equation represents the fit model to predict the torque for Coupling 2 i.e 

the elastomer coupling. The model clearly represents the amount of Angular Misalignment 

(AM) in the horizontal plane that affects the Torque variation more significantly. The speed 

and the Parallel Misalignment (PM) are also represented in the above quadratic regression. 

The statistical significance is checked using the ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) table. The 

overall model p-value (0.007) is less than the level of significance (0.05). Therefore, reject the 

null hypothesis of no relationship between the dependent and the independent variables. The 

practical significance test is performed using the model summary output table. The coefficient 

of determination, the adjusted R-square value is observed to be 95.45 % (confidence level) 

indicating that the model parameters can explain variation in the dependent variable, response 

very well. Therefore, the model has good practical significance. 

The elastomer coupling can allow more misalignment than the previous beam coupling. The 

range is represented here in the Table 7.2, observation table as the output of the Box-Behnken 
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design. The randomization gives 15 runs on each bearing and the readings are represented in 

the Table 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 at bearing 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 

The regression is carried out similar to Coupling 1 for all the four responses. The ANOVA 

represented below shows all the interactions having P-value less than 0.05. From the linear 

terms and squared terms it is clear that the Angular Misalignment (AM) value has more 

significant effect on the Coupling 2. 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source                                                             F-Value P-Value 

Model                                                              11.66    0.007 

  Linear                                                           25.63    0.002 

    RPM                                                             2.10    0.007 

    Angular misalignment (Degrees)                                  0.24    0.046 

    Parallel misalignment (MM)                                      74.57    0.000 

  Square                                                            7.34    0.028 

    RPM*RPM                                                         0.10    0.050 

    Angular misalignment (Degrees)*Angular misalignment (Degrees)   2.60    0.002 

    Parallel misalignment (MM)*Parallel misalignment (MM)           18.00    0.008 

  2-Way Interaction                                                 2.01    0.231 

    RPM*Angular misalignment (Degrees)                              4.19    0.096 

    RPM*Parallel misalignment (MM)                                  0.00    0.006 

    Angular misalignment (Degrees)*Parallel misalignment (MM)       1.84    0.033 

 

Model Summary  

   

 S      R-sq   R-sq (adj)  R-sq (pred) 

210.036     95.45%    87.27%      27.25% 
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FIGURE 8.6 Residual plots for Torque for Coupling 2 

 

 

FIGURE 8.7 Contour plots for Torque for Coupling 2 
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FIGURE 8.8 Surface plots for Torque for Coupling 2 

The contour plots as shown in Figure 8.7  for the elastomer coupling shows the variation of 

torque relates to two continuous variables out of (AM,PM and RPM) based on a model 

equation the third variable is held constant. The hold value for third variable is represented in 

the graph. It can be seen that the Torque variation for this coupling is more of simple 

maximum contour plots. That indicates any to variables out of AM, PM or RPM can 

maximize the torque by increasing simultaneously. The same can be observed in Figure 8.8 

surface plots which are perfectly arched and shaped with curvature at the central hold value. 

Due to the Box-Behnken design the hold values are the mean values of all the three variables 

as discussed in Chapter 7 sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2. 

Overlaid Contour Plot for the Response Surface Designs for Coupling 2 

Figure 8.9 shows the overlaid contour plot where the feasible region is represented by white 

color. Here the feasible region is the area formed by the two factors, given the hold values of 

any other factors, such that the acceptable values for each response are between their 

respective contours 

The contour lines here show the minimum and maximum trends of the response varying over 

the data sample. 

javascript:BSSCPopup('ovrr_def_feasible_region.htm');
javascript:BSSCPopup('ovrf_def_contours_of_a_response.htm');
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FIGURE 8.9 Overlaid contour plots for coupling 2 

Multiple Response Prediction of Torque at coupling.2 

 

Prediction for Torque (N-mm), axial direction (mm/s2), horizontal direction (mm/s2), vertical 

direction (mm/s2) 

 

Multiple Response Prediction 

 

Parameters 
 

Response                     Goal     Lower   Target   Upper    Weight   Importance 

Torque(N-mm)                 Minimum         280.000  1710.00       1           1 

Axial direction(mm/s2        Minimum         490.000  1176.80       1           1 

Horizontal direction(mm/s2)  Minimum           0.000   196.13       1           1 

Vertical direction(mm/s2)    Minimum         196.133   392.27       1           1 
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Multiple Response Prediction 
 

Variable                       Setting 

RPM                            500 

Angular misalignment(Degrees)  3 

Parallel misalignment(MM)      1 

 

Response                       FitSE   Fit      95% CI         95% PI 

Torque(N-mm)                   211     393  (-798,  1220)  (-1111,  1533) 

Axial direction(mm/s2          429     196  ( -74,   932)  ( -230,  1088) 

Horizontal direction(mm/s2)     29     109  (-251,   309)  ( -338,   395) 

Vertical direction(mm/s2)    147.1    57.9  (-1.7, 295.9)  (-47.8, 342.1) 

 

FIGURE 8.10 Multi-Response optimization plot for coupling.1 

Interpreting the optimization plot for multivariable 

1. Speed of motor (RPM): Increases in RPM moves Torque closer to its target of 211(N-

mm) and increases the other directional vibration response. Here the individual functional 

desirability of Torque is 1 the optimization for minimizing is a perfect fit design. 
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2.  Parallel Misalignment (PM): Increasing the Parallel Misalignment moves Torque away 

to its target of 211(N-mm), increasing the other vibration response in all three direction.  

3. Angular Misalignment (AM): Increasing Angular misalignment gives perfect Torque 

distribution about the target value 211 (N-mm) and does not much effect the vibration 

response in the radial directions. Further if we extrapolate the plots to higher values of 

Angular misalignment, it increases the axial vibration response. 

The optimizer output has Composite Desirability nearer to one (0.9614) and the individual 

function desirability is 1 for peak acceleration AD (N/mm2) and peak acceleration VD 

(N/mm2) where the minimizing of the function is achieved. Torque (N-mm) has functional 

desirability as 1(one). Peak acceleration HD (N/mm2) is not getting desirability as 1, so the 

response is not minimizing with the above design. Further extrapolation is required for the 

HD direction acceleration. 

The significance of Composite Desirability in the prediction of Multi –response optimizer is 

that for minimizing the individual response composite desirability of the set of experiment 

should be nearer to one. As shown in the output Figure. 8.10 the value is D= 0.9614 which 

signifies that the prediction fits well to the statistical data. 

The individual response desirability (d) as shown in Figure .8.10 for each response predicts 

the minimizing trend of all four response factors Torque, peak acceleration VD,HD and AD. 

The value of individual desirability (d) can also be seen near to 1 which signifies the 

minimization of the response based on the input variables. Here as all the response are having 

minimizing function so the maximum data is fed to the optimizer through the RSM model. 
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TABLE 8.4 RSM Analysis of Axial Direction (AD)at peak acceleration for Coupling 2 

RSM 

Analysis 

(Coupling 2) 

Bearing 1 Bearing 2 Bearing3 

Regression 

Equation for 

Peak 

acceleration 

AD (mm/s2) 

Peak acceleration AD (mm/s2) = 

1094 + 0.156 RPM - 382 Angular  (Degrees) 

 - 382 Parallel  (MM) - 0.000028 RPM*RPM  

 + 61.3 Angular  (Degrees)*Angular  (degrees) 

 + 61.3 Parallel  (MM)*Parallel  (MM) 

 - 0.0213 RPM*Angular  (Degrees) 

 -  0.0213 RPM*Parallel (MM) 

+ 122.6 Angular (Degrees)*Parallel  (MM) 

Peak acceleration AD (mm/s2) = 

1180 + 0.329 RPM- 587 Angular  (Degrees)  

- 420 Parallel (MM) - 0.000083 RPM*RPM 

+ 85.8 Angular  (Degrees)*Angular(Degrees)  

+ 61.3 Parallel  (MM)*Parallel  (MM)  

+ 0.0213 RPM*Angular (Degrees) 

 - 0.0427 RPM*Parallel  (MM) 

+ 147.1 Angular (Degrees)*Parallel(MM) 

Peak acceleration AD (mm/s2) = 

761 + 0.056 RPM - 208 Angular  (Degrees) 

 - 41 Parallel  (MM) - 0.000053 RPM*RPM  

+ 28.6 Angular  (Degrees)*Angular  (Degrees) 

+4.0 Parallel  MM)*Parallel  (MM) 

+ 0.0640 RPM*Angular  (Degrees)  

-  0.0001 RPM*Parallel (MM)  

+142Angular (Degrees)*Parallel (MM) 

Contour Plots 

of Peak 

acceleration 

Axial 

direction 

(mm/s2) 
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TABLE 8.5  RSM Analysis of Horizontal Direction (HD) at peak acceleration for Coupling 2 

RSM 

Analysis 

(Coupling 2) 

Bearing 1 Bearing 2 Bearing3 

Regression 

Equation for 

Peak 

acceleration 

HD (mm/s2) 

Peak acceleration HD(mm/s2) = 

-78 - 0.0218 RPM + 114 Angular (Degrees) 

- 7 Parallel  (MM)  -  0.000003 RPM*RPM  

- 28.6 Angular  Degrees)*Angular 

misalignment(Degrees) 

- 4.1 Parallel  (MM)*Parallel  (MM) 

- 0.013 RPM*Angular  (Degrees) 

+ 0.0213 RPM*Parallel (MM) 

- 13 Angular (Degrees)*Parallel  (MM) 

Peak acceleration HD(mm/s2) = 

232 - 0.056 RPM + 48 Angular (Degrees) 

- 3 Parallel (MM) - 0.000015 RPM*RPM 

- 44.9 Angular (Degrees)*Angular (Degrees) 

+ 4.1 Parallel(MM)*Parallel(MM) 

+ 0.0426 RPM*Angular (Degrees) 

- 0.0000 RPM*Parallel (MM) 

+ 24.5 Angular(Degrees)*Parallel(MM) 

Peak acceleration HD(mm/s2) = 

138 - 0.044 RPM + 33 Angular (Degrees) 

 - 13 Parallel (MM) - 0.000006 RPM*RPM  

- 8.2 Angular (Degrees)*Angular (Degrees) 

- 8.2 Parallel (MM)*Parallel (MM)  

- 0.0000 RPM*Angular (Degrees) 

+ 0.0426 RPM*Parallel (MM)  

+ 0.0 Angular (Degrees)*Parallel (MM) 

Contour 

Plots of Peak 

acceleration 

Horizontal 

direction 

(mm/s2) 
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TABLE 8.6  RSM Analysis of Vertical Direction (VD) at peak acceleration for Coupling 2 

RSM 

Analysis 

(Coupling 2) 

Bearing 1 Bearing 2 Bearing3 

Regression 

Equation for 

Peak 

acceleration 

VD (mm/s2) 

Peak acceleration VD(mm/s2) =                    

152 + 0.032 RPM  

- 96 Angular (Degrees)+ 30 Parallel (MM) 

 - 0.000003 RPM*RPM  

+ 45.0 Angular (Degrees)*Angular 

(Degrees)       

- 4.1 Parallel (MM)*Parallel (MM) 

 - 0.0213 RPM*Angular (Degrees)  

+ 0.0213 RPM*Parallel (MM) 

-24.6 Angular(Degrees)*Parallel (MM) 

Peak acceleration VD(mm/s2) = 

-78 - 0.0218 RPM + 114 Angular (Degrees) 

- 7 Parallel  (MM)  -  0.000003 RPM*RPM 

 - 28.6 Angular  Degrees)*Angular misalignment 

(Degrees) 

- 4.1 Parallel  (MM)*Parallel  (MM) 

- 0.0000 RPM*Angular  (Degrees) 

+ 0.0213 RPM*Parallel(MM 

)- 0.0 Angular  (Degrees)*Parallel  (MM) 

Peak acceleration VD(mm/s2) =                            

280 + 0.0532 RPM + 11 Angular  (Degrees)  

+ 9 Parallel  (MM) + 0.000000 RPM*RPM  

+ 24.5 Angular  (Degrees)*Angular  (Degrees) 

+ 0.0 Parallel  (MM)*Parallel  (MM)  

+ 0.0213 RPM*Angular (Degrees) 

- 0.0426 RPM*Parallel  (MM) 

+ 24.5 Angular (Degrees)*Parallel  (MM) 

Contour 

Plots of Peak 

acceleration 

Vertical 

direction 

(mm/s2) 
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The regression equations represent the two way interaction between the independent variables 

RPM, Angular Misalignment (AM), Parallel Misalignment (PM) with the response in the 

Axial Direction (AD).The equations help to predict the response and can be seen that the co-

efficient of the Angular Misalignment (AM) is higher than that of Parallel misalignment 

(PM). Even the quadratic term Angular Misalignment (AM) is significant for this elastomer 

coupling on all the three bearings. 

 

The Table 8.4 represents the RSM Analysis of Axial Direction (AD) peak acceleration for 

Coupling 1. Similarly the Table 8.5 and Table 8.6 represent the RSM Analysis of Horizontal 

Direction (HD) and Vertical Direction (VD) peak acceleration. The quadratic regression 

equation for axial direction vibration acceleration peaks as per the readings listed in the Table 

7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 of the Box-Behnken Design are generated 

 

The interpretation of the contour plots in the above tables of elastomer coupling shows less 

variation in the radial directional vibration responses than the axial directional. This can be 

the effect of the Angular Misalignment (AM). Most of the Contour plots are of rising ridge 

type same as the Couplig.1 (i.e the metal beam coupling). For instance the Axial direction 

(AD) peak acceleration is plotted for three combinations (i) PM and AM (ii) PM and RPM 

(iii) AM and RPM. Here the rising ridge type indicates that AD peak increases if Parallel 

misalignment (PM) increases and Angular misalignment (AM) decreases 

From all the results for Coupling 2, it is clear that while experimenting with the combination 

of misalignment in two perpendicular planes, the Angular Misalignment (AM) affects all the 

four responses (i) Torque, (ii) Peak acceleration in Axial direction, (iii) Peak acceleration in 

Horizontal direction and (iv) Peak acceleration in Vertical direction. The reason here is the 

elastomer coupling can allow more amount of Parallel offset as the elastic element will deflect 

uniformly. 

Both the couplings failed because of the test range and the various combinations as per the 

DoE. The frequency and condition at which the couplings failed was checked through the 

runs.  

The RSM results clearly show for Coupling 1 helical /beam coupling the variations of the 

torque as well as vibration in all three axes are highly affected by the parallel induced 

misalignment value compared to angular. In the case of coupling 2 elastomer coupling the 
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variation of the torque, as well as vibration in all three axis, are highly affected by the angular 

induced misalignment value compared to parallel. 

Both the couplings are sensitive to the combined misalignment as the axis is shifted in both 

the plane horizontal and vertical. The reason for the above results is the flexible element in 

between the jaws of the coupling. The metal coupling could tolerate higher angular defection 

from the flexible coupling due to the design of the center element. While the elastomeric type 

spider element allows the later one to take higher parallel defections compared to the metal 

one. 

The range of misalignment tested before failure for Speed Range of 500 to 2800 rpm (8.33 to 

46.66Hz). The Coupling 1 (Flexible Aluminum Beam Coupling) is subjected to Angular 

misalignment (AM) - 0 to 30 (horizontal plane) and Parallel misalignment (PM) - 0 to 1 mm 

(vertical plane). Failure of this coupling occurred at a combined misalignment of 30 angular 

and 0.5 mm parallel misalignment running speed 2800 rpm (46.66 Hz frequency) as seen in 

Figure 8.11. The center element was found cracked the fault analysis is in detail represented 

in the fish bone diagram in Figure.8.12. 

 The Coupling 2(Elastomeric type flexible Aluminum Coupling) is subjected to Angular 

misalignment (AM)- 0 to 30 (horizontal plane) and Parallel misalignment (PM)- 0 to 3 mm 

(vertical plane).Failure of this occurred nearly at a combined misalignment of 30 angular and 

2 mm parallel misalignment running speed 2800 rpm (46.66 Hz frequency) as seen in Figure 

8.11. The center element (spider) was found damaged the fault analysis is in detail 

represented in the fish bone diagram in Figure.8.13. 

 

FIGURE 8.11 Image of failure of the couplings
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FIGURE 8.12 Fishbone Analysis for the failure of Coupling 1 

Flexible Aluminium coupling/ Helical coupling/Beam coupling 
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FIGURE 8.13 Fishbone Analysis for the failure of Coupling 2 

 Elastomeric type flexible Aluminum Coupling 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION 

9.0  Conclusions of the research 

 

The goal of the research is to obtain accurate experimental characterization of critical rotating 

machine components in order to estimate dynamic features precisely and authentically and to 

prevent failure. The research on the misalignment of flexible couplings assembly has been 

proven to be effective and convincing through various sets of experiments and comparisons of 

the results with the literature. The study proposes a simple dynamic online condition 

monitoring of the rotating system to effectively understand the type of misalignment and its 

effect. The research also affirms that the misalignment response is directional. The harmonic 

response of misaligned rotor vibrations is affected by the type of coupling used between the 

drive shafts. The experiments are conducted on two commercially available flexible 

couplings. The research focuses on the effective use of Response Surface Analysis for 

statistically understanding the failure data of the couplings.  

 

9.1  Conclusion in terms of Vibration Levels for the designed test rig 

 

The test rig was exposed to the Parallel Misalignment (PM) and the following conclusions 

are summarized, 

 Varying the Parallel Misalignment had almost no effect on the accelerations of 1X 

peaks in all radial directions, but variations was observed in the axial direction. 

 The accelerations of the 2X peaks were found to increase linearly as the parallel 

misalignment increased. 

The test rig was exposed to the Angular Misalignment (AM) and the following conclusions 

are summarized, 

 The effect of adding one degree of misalignment on the acceleration of the second 

harmonic of speed (2X) was significant. 
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 The vibration spectra show remarkable acceleration peaks at 1X, 2X, 3X, and 4X, with 

the 2X component being the strongest in most of the cases in agreement with 

literature. 

The test rig was exposed to the Angular Misalignment (AM )in horizontal plane coupled 

with the parallel misalignment (PM)in vertical plane and the following conclusions are 

summarized, 

 Varying the combined complex misalignment had almost no effect on the 1X peaks, 

but increasing the parallel misalignment in the vertical plane increased the acceleration 

peaks of 2X, 3X, and 4X. 

 The 2X component was particularly sensitive, confirming the findings of other 

researchers. 

 

The test rig was exposed to the variation of rotational speed and the following conclusions 

are summarized, 

 The response in the radial directions at 1X increased significantly with faster 

rotational speeds for a system with parallel misalignment. 

 All peaks for 1X and its harmonics were sensitive to speed variations, but to varying 

degrees in a system with angular misalignment. 

 

9.2 Conclusion in terms of motor Torque variation for the designed test rig 

 

The motor torque variation for the test rig as observed, 

 

1. The mechanical torque required rises with RPM and also at with the increase in the 

misalignment angle or offset values. 

2. The power losses rises significantly due to Parallel misalignment (PM). With only 

Angular misalignment (AM), the system has low torque variation at high speeds. 

3. With increasing Parallel Misalignment (PM) parameters, power surge rises 

harmonically.The torque variation also indicates and confirms that theAngular 

Misalignment (AM) generates static load while the Parallel Misalignment (PM) leads 
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to dynamic load on the bearing. So when the flexible couplings were exposed to off-

set in the vertical plane the mechanical torque increased. 

 

9.3  Achievements with respect to defined objectives 

 

The experiment was conducted and results as achieved are given in Table 9.1 

TABLE 9.1 Statement of Objectives achieved against defined 

Objectives defined Objectives achieved 

 

 To investigate experimentally the effect 

of misalignment between shafts connected 

through flexible mechanical coupling. 

 

 

 To analyse the vibration response for 

complex misalignments induced at the 

coupling. 

 

 

 To validate the effects of complex 

misalignment through measurements of 

vibration levels and torque variation 

simultaneously. 

 

 To establish interaction between the 

parameters (like torque, peak acceleration 

(RMS peak) in horizontal, vertical and 

axial direction). 

 The test rig was successfully designed 

and fabricated and experimented with 

different types of commercially 

available flexible couplings. 

 

 The rig as experimented under the 

effect of various combinations of 

Angular misalignment and Parallel 

misalignment without any permanent 

damage to the rotors. 

 

 The effects of the complex 

misalignment for both different types of 

coupling were validated with the 

literature and the mathematical 

simulation of torque variation. 

 RSM Box-behnken design was 

successfully applied and quadratic 

mathematical regression equations are 

presented for study of independent 

factors. 

 

9.4 Industrial importance of this research 

 

The current experimental investigations were constrained by the test rig's operating speed 

range, which limits the maximum sub-critical speed to the fourth integer fraction of the 

fundamental critical speed. The current study is an attempt to investigate the interaction 

between the effects of various types of misalignment that may coexist in a running rotor. The 

study demonstrated that misalignment types can be distinguished using simple measurements. 
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The same can be easily implemented in industrial machinery condition monitoring 

maintenance programmes without the need for specialised equipment or sophisticated signal 

processing techniques. 

 

With the extensive use of servo-mechanism in systems and controls, the accuracy and 

reliability of the systems are becoming increasingly important. The automated systems can be 

at fault due to the undesirable vibrations in the motor-shaft assembly. It is very important to 

achieve proper assembly and detection of gradual misalignments between these assemblies at 

coupling end. The study presents an efficient method for understanding the effects of 

individual misalignment AM or PM, as well as the effects of combined AM and PM, on any 

flexible coupling assembly. 

 

Most automated systems have such flexible couplings used to connect the mechanical shafts 

with the servo-motors for example in the NC/CNC machines, robotic joints and machine 

tools. These automations in industries require higher precision in the rotary elements. The 

condition monitoring of such systems are required to be reliable as well as less complex. The 

current study can be easily applied to the sophisticated mechanical systems with high 

processional controls. As the study presents an online dynamic measurement system the 

dynamic behavior of the system under the influence of misalignment or any other imbalance 

can be easily deducted with the DAS system. 

 

9.5 Further scope of work  

 

This study can be further applied to industrial rotors for investigation of other faults like 

imbalance, cracked or deformed shafts, bearing defects. This low cost online condition 

monitoring can be applied to study the faults on any type of rotating system. The effectiveness 

of the above method can be evaluated by applying it to industrial rotor-shaft assemblies with 

such combined misalignment (CM). 

  

RSM can also be used with other independent variables and responses, such as temperature 

measurements at the coupling halves, motor current drawn, and acoustic emissions from the 

motor. Torque measurement and vibration response can be used to improve the performance 

of industrial rigid coupling assemblies. 
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APPENDIX – B 

MATLAB PROGRAM FOR THE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 

 
% ROTATING MACHINES -- TRANSIENT TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS % 

clearall; 

closeall; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% DEFINITION OF THE MODEL STRUCTURE % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

NE=4; % number of shaft elements 

GL = (NE+1)*4; % number of degree of freedom 

ND=2; % number of discs 

NM=2; % number of bearings 

CD1=2; % node - disc 1 

CD2=4; % node - disc 2 

CMM1=1; % node - bearing 1 

CMM2=5; % node - bearing 2 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% CONSTANTS % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

E = 2.0E11; % elasticity modulus [N/m^2 

RAco = 7800; % steel density [kg/m^3] 

RAl = 2770; % aluminum density [kg/m^3] 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Omega=0*5*pi; % angular velocity [rad/s] 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% GEOMETRY OF THE ROTATING MACHINE % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%(A) DISCS 

Rd = 6/100; % disc radius [m] 

espD = 1.1/100 ; % disc thickness [m] 

MasD = pi*Rd^2*espD*RAl; % disc mass [kg] 

Id = 1/4*MasD*Rd^2+1/12*MasD*espD^2; % transversal mass moment of inertia 

of the disc [Kgm^2] 

Ip = 1/2*MasD*Rd*Rd; % polar mass moment of inertia of the disc [Kgm^2] 

%(B) BEARINGS 

MasM = 0.40698; % bearing mass [kg](housing + ball bearings) 

h=1/1000; % beam thickness [m] 

b=28.5/1000; % beam width [m] 

Area=b*h; % beam cross section area [m^2] 

I=b*h^3/12; % beam moment of inertia of area [m^4] 

lr=7.5/100; % beam length [m] 

Kty0=2*12*E*I/(lr^3); % equivalent beam flexural stiffness [N/m] 

Ktz0=2*E*Area/lr; % equivalent bar stiffness [N/m] 

% Bearing 1 - Damping 

Dty1 = 0.0 ; 

Dtz1 = 0.0 ; 

Dry1 = 0.0 ; 
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Drz1 = 0.0 ; 

% Bearing 2 - Damping 

Dty2 = 0.0 ; 

Dtz2 = 0.0 ; 

Dry2 = 0.0 ; 

Drz2 = 0.0 ;% 

% Bearing 1 - Stiffness 

Kty1 = Kty0 ; 

Ktz1 = Ktz0 ; 

Kry1 = 0.0 ; 

Krz1 = 0.0 ; 

% Bearing 2 - Stiffness 

Kty2 = Kty0 ; 

Ktz2 = Ktz0 ; 

Kry2 = 0.0 ; 

Krz2 = 0.0 ; 

%(C) SHAFT 

ll = 435/1000; % length of shaft elements [m] 

Rext = (6/2)/1000; % shaft external radius [m] 

Rint = (0/2)/1000; % shaft internal radius [m] 

% length of the shaft elements [m] 

l(1) = 0.140; 

l(2) = 0.205/2; 

l(3) = 0.205/2; 

l(4) = 0.090; 

% external radius of shaft elements [m] 

fori=1:NE, 

rx(i)=Rext; 

end 

% internal radius of shaft elements [m] 

fori=1:NE, 

ri(i)=Rint; 

end 

% density of shaft elements [kg/m] 

fori=1:NE, 

ro(i) = RAco; 

end 

% transversal areal of the shaft elements [m^2]} 

fori=1:NE, 

St(i) = pi*(rx(i)^2-ri(i)^2); 

end 

% area moment of inertia of the shaft elements [m^4]} 

fori=1:NE, 

II(i)=pi*((rx(i)+ri(i))/2)^3*(rx(i)-ri(i)); 

end 

disp('MOUNTING THE GLOBAL MATRICES - WAIT!') 

disp(' ') 

%{Defining the global matrices with zero elements} 

M=zeros(GL); 

G=zeros(GL); 

K=zeros(GL); 

%__________________ 

%GLOBAL MASS MATRIX 
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%__________________ 

disp('MOUNTING THE GLOBAL MASS MATRIX - WAIT!') 

disp(' ') 

%Mass matrix of shaft elements 

a=1; b=8; 

for n=1:NE, 

MteAux= [156 0 0 22*l(n) 54 0 0 -13*l(n) 

0 156 -22*l(n) 0 0 54 13*l(n) 0 

0 -22*l(n) 4*l(n)^2 0 0 -13*l(n) -3*l(n)^2 0 

22*l(n) 0 0 4*l(n)^2 13*l(n) 0 0 -3*l(n)^2 

54 0 0 13*l(n) 156 0 0 -22*l(n) 

0 54 -13*l(n) 0 0 156 22*l(n) 0 

0 13*l(n) -3*l(n)^2 0 0 22*l(n) 4*l(n)^2 0 

-13*l(n) 0 0 -3*l(n)^2 -22*l(n) 0 0 4*l(n)^2]; 

Mte = ((ro(n)*St(n)*l(n))/420)*MteAux; 

MreAux= [36 0 0 3*l(n) -36 0 0 3*l(n) 

0 36 -3*l(n) 0 0 -36 -3*l(n) 0 

0 -3*l(n) 4*l(n)^2 0 0 3*l(n) -l(n)^2 0 

3*l(n) 0 0 4*l(n)^2 -3*l(n) 0 0 -l(n)^2 

-36 0 0 -3*l(n) 36 0 0 -3*l(n) 

0 -36 3*l(n) 0 0 36 3*l(n) 0 

0 -3*l(n) -l(n)^2 0 0 3*l(n) 4*l(n)^2 0 

3*l(n) 0 0 -l(n)^2 -3*l(n) 0 0 4*l(n)^2]; 

Mre = ((ro(n)*II(n))/(30*l(n)))*MreAux; 

MauxT=Mte+Mre; 

for f=a:b, 

for g=a:b, 

M(f,g)=M(f,g)+MauxT(f-(n-1)*4,g-(n-1)*4); 

end 

end 

a=a+4; b=b+4; 

end 

% Adding the mass matrices of the disc elements 

M((CD1-1)*4+1,(CD1-1)*4+1)=M((CD1-1)*4+1,(CD1-1)*4+1)+MasD; 

M((CD1-1)*4+2,(CD1-1)*4+2)=M((CD1-1)*4+2,(CD1-1)*4+2)+MasD; 

M((CD1-1)*4+3,(CD1-1)*4+3)=M((CD1-1)*4+3,(CD1-1)*4+3)+Id; 

M((CD1-1)*4+4,(CD1-1)*4+4)=M((CD1-1)*4+4,(CD1-1)*4+4)+Id; 

M((CD2-1)*4+1,(CD2-1)*4+1)=M((CD2-1)*4+1,(CD2-1)*4+1)+MasD; 

M((CD2-1)*4+2,(CD2-1)*4+2)=M((CD2-1)*4+2,(CD2-1)*4+2)+MasD; 

M((CD2-1)*4+3,(CD2-1)*4+3)=M((CD2-1)*4+3,(CD2-1)*4+3)+Id; 

M((CD2-1)*4+4,(CD2-1)*4+4)=M((CD2-1)*4+4,(CD2-1)*4+4)+Id; 

% Adding the mass matrices of the bearing elements 

M((CMM1-1)*4+1,(CMM1-1)*4+1)=M((CMM1-1)*4+1,(CMM1-1)*4+1)+MasM; 

M((CMM1-1)*4+2,(CMM1-1)*4+2)=M((CMM1-1)*4+2,(CMM1-1)*4+2)+MasM; 

M((CMM2-1)*4+1,(CMM2-1)*4+1)=M((CMM2-1)*4+1,(CMM2-1)*4+1)+MasM; 

M((CMM2-1)*4+2,(CMM2-1)*4+2)=M((CMM2-1)*4+2,(CMM2-1)*4+2)+MasM; 

%________________________ 

%GLOBAL GYROSCOPIC MATRIX 

%________________________ 

disp('MOUNTING THE GLOBAL GYROSCOPIC MATRIX - WAIT!') 

disp(' ') 

%Gyroscopic matrix of shaft elements 

a=1; b=8; 
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for n=1:NE, 

GeAux=[0 -36 3*l(n) 0 0 36 3*l(n) 0 

36 0 0 3*l(n) -36 0 0 3*l(n) 

-3*l(n) 0 0 -4*l(n)^2 3*l(n) 0 0 l(n)^2 

0 -3*l(n) 4*l(n)^2 0 0 3*l(n) -l(n)^2 0 

0 36 -3*l(n) 0 0 -36 -3*l(n) 0 

-36 0 0 -3*l(n) 36 0 0 -3*l(n) 

-3*l(n) 0 0 l(n)^2 3*l(n) 0 0 -4*l(n)^2 

0 -3*l(n) -l(n)^2 0 0 3*l(n) 4*l(n)^2 0 ]; 

Ge=Omega*(ro(n)*II(n))/(15*l(n))*GeAux; 

for f=a:b, 

for g=a:b, 

G(f,g)=G(f,g)+Ge(f-(n-1)*4,g-(n-1)*4); 

end 

end 

a=a+4; b=b+4; 

end 

% Adding the gyroscopic matrices of the disc elements 

G((CD1-1)*4+3,(CD1-1)*4+4)=G((CD1-1)*4+3,(CD1-1)*4+4)-Omega*Ip; 

G((CD1-1)*4+4,(CD1-1)*4+3)=G((CD1-1)*4+4,(CD1-1)*4+3)+Omega*Ip; 

G((CD2-1)*4+3,(CD2-1)*4+4)=G((CD2-1)*4+3,(CD2-1)*4+4)-Omega*Ip; 

G((CD2-1)*4+4,(CD2-1)*4+3)=G((CD2-1)*4+4,(CD2-1)*4+3)+Omega*Ip; 

%________________________ 

%GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX 

%________________________ 

disp('MOUNTING THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX - WAIT!') 

disp(' ') 

% Stiffness matrix of shaft elements 

a=1; b=8; 

for n=1:NE, 

KbeAux= [12 0 0 6*l(n) -12 0 0 6*l(n) 

0 12 -6*l(n) 0 0 -12 -6*l(n) 0 

0 -6*l(n) 4*l(n)^2 0 0 6*l(n) 2*l(n)^2 0 

6*l(n) 0 0 4*l(n)^2 -6*l(n) 0 0 2*l(n)^2 

-12 0 0 -6*l(n) 12 0 0 -6*l(n) 

0 -12 6*l(n) 0 0 12 6*l(n) 0 

0 -6*l(n) 2*l(n)^2 0 0 6*l(n) 4*l(n)^2 0 

6*l(n) 0 0 2*l(n)^2 -6*l(n) 0 0 4*l(n)^2]; 

Kbe = ((E*II(n))/(l(n)^3))*KbeAux; 

for f=a:b, 

for g=a:b, 

K(f,g)=K(f,g)+Kbe(f-(n-1)*4,g-(n-1)*4); 

end 

end 

a=a+4; b=b+4; 

end 

% Adding the stiffness matrices of the bearing elements 

K((CMM1-1)*4+1,(CMM1-1)*4+1)=K((CMM1-1)*4+1,(CMM1-1)*4+1)+Kty1; 

K((CMM1-1)*4+2,(CMM1-1)*4+2)=K((CMM1-1)*4+2,(CMM1-1)*4+2)+Ktz1; 

K((CMM2-1)*4+1,(CMM2-1)*4+1)=K((CMM2-1)*4+1,(CMM2-1)*4+1)+Kty2; 

K((CMM2-1)*4+2,(CMM2-1)*4+2)=K((CMM2-1)*4+2,(CMM2-1)*4+2)+Ktz2; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% GLOBAL MATHEMATICAL MODEL % 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

A=[ G  M 

M  zeros(size(M,1))]; 

B=[ K  zeros(size(M,1)) 

zeros(size(M,1)) -M ]; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% ANALYSIS IN TIME DOMAIN % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%Dynamical Properties of the Rotor-Bearing System 

[u,w]=eig(-B,A); %natural frequency [rad/s] 

%_____________________________________________________ 

%Inicial Condition 

y_ini(1:GL)=0; % setting initial deflections zero [m] 

v_ini(1:GL)=0; % setting initial velocities zero [m/s] 

gl_of_exc=5; % degree of freedom where the initial 

% conditions is applied 

y_ini(gl_of_exc)=0.00; % initial deflection [m] 

y_ini(gl_of_exc+1)=0.00; % initial deflection [m] 

v_ini(gl_of_exc)=0.05; % initial velocities [m/s] 

v_ini(gl_of_exc+1)=0.01; % initial velocities [m/s] 

freq_exc = 0.00; % excitation frequency [Hz] 

force(1:GL)=0; % setting excitation forces zero [N] 

force(gl_of_exc)=0.00; % excitation force is applied [N] 

force(gl_of_exc+1)=0.00; % excitation force is applied [N] 

time_max = 10.0; % integration time [s] 

%_____________________________________________________ 

%_____________________________________________________ 

%EXACT SOLUTION 

n=1800; % number of points for plotting 

j=sqrt(-1); % complex number 

w_exc=2*pi*freq_exc; % excitation frequency [rad/s] 

z_ini = [y_iniv_ini]; 

force_exc = [force force*0]; 

INVA = inv((j*w_exc*A + B)); 

vec_aux = z_ini - (force_exc*INVA); 

C=(vec_aux)*inv(u); 

fori=1:n, 

t(i)=(i-1)/n*time_max; 

freq(i)=(i-1)/time_max; 

y_exact(1:2*GL,1) = 0; 

for ii=1:2*GL, 

y_exact = y_exact + C(ii)*u(1:2*GL,ii)*exp(w(ii,ii)*t(i)); 

end 

%y_exact = y_exact + (force_exc*exp(j*w_exc*t(i))*INVA);% 

v1_exact(i) = y_exact(1); % bearing 1 - horizontal direction 

w1_exact(i) = y_exact(2); % bearing 1 - vertical direction 

v2_exact(i) = y_exact(5); % disc 1 - horizontal direction 

w2_exact(i) = y_exact(6); % disc 1 - vertical direction 

end 

FFTv1 = abs(fft(real(v1_exact))) ; % bearing 1 - horizontal direction 

FFTw1 = abs(fft(real(w1_exact))) ; % bearing 1 - vertical direction 

FFTv2 = abs(fft(real(v2_exact))) ; % disc 1 - horizontal direction 

FFTw2 = abs(fft(real(w2_exact))) ; % disc 1 - vertical direction 
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figure(1) 

subplot(2,2,1), plot(t,real(v1_exact),'b') 

title('Horizontal Response of Bearing 1','FontSize',14) 

xlabel('time [s]','FontSize',14) 

ylabel('v_{1}(t) [m]','FontSize',14) 

grid 

subplot(2,2,2), plot(freq(1:n/4),FFTv1(1:n/4),'b','LineWidth',1.5) 

title('Horizontal Response of Bearing 1','FontSize',14) 

xlabel('freq [Hz]','FontSize',14) 

ylabel('FFT(v_{1}(t)) [m]','FontSize',14) 

grid 

subplot(2,2,3), plot(t,real(w1_exact),'b') 

y_ini(1:GL)=0; % setting initial deflections zero [m] 

v_ini(1:GL)=0; % setting initial velocities zero [m/s] 

gl_of_exc=5; % degree of freedom where the initial 

% conditions is applied 

y_ini(gl_of_exc)=0.00; % initial deflection [m] 

y_ini(gl_of_exc+1)=0.00; % initial deflection [m] 

v_ini(gl_of_exc)=0.01; % initial velocities [m/s] 

v_ini(gl_of_exc+1)=0.01; % initial velocities [m/s] 

freq_exc = 0.00; % excitation frequency [Hz] 

force(1:GL)=0; % setting excitation forces zero [N] 

force(gl_of_exc)=0.00; % excitation force is applied [N] 

force(gl_of_exc+1)=0.00; % excitation force is applied [N] 

time_max =10.0; % integration time [s] 

%_____________________________________________________ 

%_____________________________________________________ 

%EXACT SOLUTION 

n=1200; % number of points for plotting 

j=sqrt(-1); % complex number 

w_exc=2*pi*freq_exc; % excitation frequency [rad/s] 

z_ini = [y_iniv_ini]; 

force_exc = [force force*0]; 

INVA = inv((j*w_exc*A + B)); 

vec_aux = z_ini - force_exc*INVA; 

%C=inv(u)*(vec_aux);% 

fori=1:n, 

t(i)=(i-1)/n*time_max; 

freq(i)=(i-1)/time_max; 

y_exact(1:2*GL,1) = 0; 

for ii=1:2*GL, 

y_exact = y_exact + C(ii)*u(1:2*GL,ii)*exp(w(ii,ii)*t(i)); 

end 

%y_exact = y_exact + force_exc*exp(j*w_exc*t(i))*INVA; 

v1_exact(i) = y_exact(1); % bearing 1 - horizontal direction 

w1_exact(i) = y_exact(2); % bearing 1 - vertical direction 

v2_exact(i) = y_exact(5); % disc 1 - horizontal direction 

w2_exact(i) = y_exact(6); % disc 1 - vertical direction 

end 

FFTv1 = abs(fft(real(v1_exact))) ; % bearing 1 - horizontal direction 

FFTw1 = abs(fft(real(w1_exact))) ; % bearing 1 - vertical direction 

FFTv2 = abs(fft(real(v2_exact))) ; % disc 1 - horizontal direction 

FFTw2 = abs(fft(real(w2_exact))) ; % disc 1 - vertical direction 
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figure(1) 

subplot(2,2,1), plot(t,real(v1_exact),'b') 

title('Horizontal Response of Bearing 1','FontSize',14) 

xlabel('time [s]','FontSize',14) 

ylabel('v_{1}(t) [m]','FontSize',14) 

grid 

subplot(2,2,2), plot(freq(1:n/4),FFTv1(1:n/4),'b','LineWidt',1.5) 

title('Horizontal Response of Bearing 1','FontSize',14) 

xlabel('freq [Hz]','FontSize',14) 

ylabel('FFT(v_{1}(t)) [m]','FontSize',14) 

grid 

subplot(2,2,3), plot(t,real(w1_exact),'b') 

title('Vertical Response of Bearing 1','FontSize',14) 

xlabel('time [s]','FontSize',14) 

ylabel('w_{2}(t) [m]','FontSize',14) 

grid 

subplot(2,2,4), plot(freq(1:n/4),FFTw2(1:n/4),'b','LineWidth',1.5) 

title('Vert. Response of bearing 1','FontSize',14) 

xlabel('freq [Hz]','FontSize',14) 

ylabel('FFT(w_{2}(t)) [m]','FontSize',14) 

grid 
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APPENDIX – C  

CALIBARATION CERTIFICATE 

(ROTARY TORQUE SENSOR) 
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APPENDIX – C  

CALIBARATION CERTIFICATE 

(ROTARY TORQUE SENSOR) 
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APPENDIX – D  

CALIBARATION CERTIFICATE 

(TRIAXIAL VIBRATION SENSOR) 
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APPENDIX – D  

 CALIBARATION CERTIFICATE 

(TRIAXIAL VIBRATION SENSOR) 
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APPENDIX – E 

CALIBARATION CERTIFICATE 

(8 CHANNEL DATA LOGGER) 
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RECOMMENDATIONS, CONCLUSION AND 

FUTURE FINDINGS 

80.0  Highlights of the research 

 

The goal of the research “Experimental investigation on vibration response of misaligned rotors 

connected by flexible mechanical coupling with parallel and angular misalignment” is to obtain 

an accurate experimental characterization of critical rotating machine components in order to 

estimate dynamic features precisely and authentically to prevent failure. The research on the 

misalignment of flexible couplings assembly has been proven to be effective and convincing 

through various sets of experiments and comparisons of the results with the literature. The study 

proposes a simple dynamic online condition monitoring of the rotating system to understand 

the type of misalignment and its effect. The research also affirms that the misalignment 

response is directional. The harmonic response of misaligned rotor vibrations is affected by the 

type of coupling used between the drive shafts. The experiments are conducted on two 

commercially available flexible couplings. The research focuses on the effective use of 

Response Surface Analysis (RSA) for statistically understanding the couplings failure data 

 

80.1  Summary of the findings in terms of Vibration Levels for the test rig 

 

The test rig was exposed to the Parallel Misalignment (PM) and the following conclusions are 

summarized, 

 Varying the Parallel Misalignment had almost no effect on the accelerations of 1X peaks 

in all radial directions, but variation was observed in the axial direction. 

 The accelerations of the 2X peaks were found to increase linearly as the parallel 

misalignment increased. 

The test rig was exposed to the Angular Misalignment (AM) and the following conclusions are 

summarized, 

 The effect of adding one degree of misalignment, the acceleration of the second 

harmonic of speed (2X) was significant. 
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 The vibration spectra show remarkable acceleration peaks at 1X, 2X, 3X and 4X. The 

2X component being the strongest in most of the cases and in agreement with literature. 

The test rig was exposed to the Angular Misalignment (AM) in horizontal plane coupled with 

the Parallel Misalignment (PM) in vertical plane and the following conclusions are 

summarized, 

 Varying the combined complex misalignment had almost no effect on the 1X peaks, but 

increasing the parallel misalignment in the vertical plane, the acceleration peaks of 2X, 

3X, and 4X increased. 

 The 2X component was particularly sensitive, confirming the findings of other 

researchers. 

 

The test rig was exposed to the Variation of Rotational Speed and the following conclusions 

are summarized, 

 The response in the radial directions at 1X increased significantly with faster rotational 

speeds for a system with parallel misalignment. 

 All peaks for 1X and its harmonics were sensitive to speed variations, but to varying 

degrees in a system with angular misalignment. 

 

80.2 Summary of the findings in terms of motor Torque variation for the test rig 

 

The motor torque variation for the test rig is as observed, 

 

1. The mechanical torque required rises with RPM as well as with the increase in the 

misalignment angle or offset values. 

2. The power losses rise significantly due to Parallel Misalignment (PM). The system has 

low torque variation at high speeds with Angular misalignment (AM),. 

3. With increasing Parallel Misalignment (PM) parameters, power surge rises 

harmonically. The torque variation also indicates and confirms that the Angular 

Misalignment (AM) generates static load while the Parallel Misalignment (PM) leads 

to dynamic load on the bearing.  So when the flexible couplings were exposed to off-set 

in the vertical plane the mechanical torque increased. 
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80.3 Implications of the study in industry 

 

The current experimental investigations were constrained by the test rig's operating speed range, 

which limits the maximum sub-critical speed to the fourth integer fraction of the fundamental 

critical speed. The current study is an attempt to investigate the interaction between the effects 

of various types of misalignments that may coexist in a running rotor. The study demonstrated 

that misalignment types can be distinguished using simple measurements. The same can be 

easily implemented in industrial machinery condition monitoring maintenance programmes 

without the need for specialised equipment or sophisticated signal processing techniques. 

 

With the extensive use of servo-mechanism in systems and controls, the accuracy and reliability 

of the systems are becoming increasingly important. The automated systems can be at fault due 

to the undesirable vibrations in the motor-shaft assembly. It is very important to achieve proper 

assembly and detection of gradual misalignments between these assemblies at coupling end. 

The study presents an efficient method for understanding the effects of individual misalignment 

AM or PM as well as the effects of combined AM and PM on any flexible coupling assembly. 

 

Most automated systems have such flexible couplings used to connect the mechanical shafts 

with the servo-motors for example in the NC/CNC machines, robotic joints, and machine tools. 

These automations in industries require higher precision in the rotary elements. The condition 

monitoring of such systems is required to be reliable as well as less complex. The current study 

can be easily applied to the sophisticated mechanical systems with high processional controls. 

As the study presents an online dynamic measurement system the dynamic behavior of the 

system under the influence of misalignment or any other imbalance can be easily deducted with 

the DAS system. 

 

80.5    Applications of the research 

 

This study can be further applied to industrial rotors for investigation of other faults like 

imbalance, cracked or deformed shafts, bearing defects. This low cost online condition 

monitoring can be applied to study the faults on any type of rotating system. The effectiveness 
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of the above method can be evaluated by applying it to industrial rotor-shaft assemblies with 

such Combined Misalignment (CM). 

  

RSM can also be used with other independent variables and responses, such as temperature 

measurements at the coupling halves, motor current drawn, and acoustic emissions from the 

motor. Torque measurement and vibration response can be used to improve the performance of 

industrial rigid coupling assemblies. 

 

80.4 Further Findings 

 

The researchers' future recommendation is to apply the same methodology to other faults in 

rotating machines such as imbalance, cracked or deformed shafts, and bearing defects. A further 

discovery could be the use of Artificial Neural Networks for data analysis. 

 

Neural networks can recognize patterns even when the information that makes up those patterns 

noisy, sparse, or incomplete. The ability of neural networks to model processes and systems 

from actual data is perhaps their most important feature. 

 

The neural network is fed with data and then "trained" to mimic the process or system's input-

output relationship. Continuous sensor inputs enable neural networks to respond in real-time to 

changing system state descriptions. Real-time response is a difficult challenge for human 

operators in complex systems with many sensors and possible fault types. Neural network 

technology may provide a viable alternative in solving this problem. Neural networks can be 

used as both classifying and clustering systems to analyze spectral signatures. To perform 

classification, each spectral signature must be labelled with the operational state of the machine 

at the time of signature collection. The network receives a spectrum (a set of FFT coefficients) 

as input and outputs the class label. The network can be trained to recognize an arbitrary pattern 

as a member of one of several possible states. Depending on the fault, the vibration levels 

recorded at each sensor for each machine differ. The level of vibration may also vary due to 

sensor positioning and overall neighboring vibration. Because sensor readings for each machine 

differ, it is difficult to produce a "typical" vibration signature for a specific fault and type of 

machine. 
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To address this issue, a multi-network system can be created that performs classification on 

readings collected at each sensor/location individually. Each network can be trained using data 

from a single sensor, and a solution (class or malfunction) is determined by a majority vote 

among network responses. Because the failure of each element can be reflected in one network 

of the system, this approach will be robust for problems in a variety of other areas and may 

prove very useful in cases of drastic failures. 


